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Home Ground 
 

Little Indian, Sioux or Crow, 

Little frosty Eskimo, 

Little Turk or Japanee, 

Oh! don't you wish that you were me? 

 

You have seen the scarlet trees 

And the lions over seas; 

You have eaten ostrich eggs, 

And turned the turtles off their legs. 

 

Such a life is very fine, 

But it's not so nice as mine: 

You must often, as you trod, 

Have wearied not to be abroad. 

 

You have curious things to eat, 

I am fed on proper meat; 

You must dwell beyond the foam, 

But I am safe and live at home. 

 

Little Indian, Sioux or Crow, 

Little frosty Eskimo, 

Little Turk or Japanee, 

Oh! don't you wish that you were me? 

 

From the nursery at 17 Heriot Row, the young Louis Stevenson’s view of the world reflected 

that of his privileged Victorian middle-class upbringing at one of the best addresses in 

Edinburgh. Yet even as he went on daily walks with his nurse Alison Cunningham, he was 

aware of a wider world with its ‘rainy, beggarly slums’ within the confines of his home city. 

As a student, he would spend far less time in lectures than in roaming the streets of 

Edinburgh, and by his mid twenties he knew the place intimately enough to write a whole 

book about it – Edinburgh Picturesque Notes… 

 

THE ancient and famous metropolis of the North sits overlooking a windy estuary from the 

slope and summit of three hills. No situation could be more commanding for the head city of 

a kingdom; none better chosen for noble prospects. From her tall precipice and terraced 

gardens she looks far and wide on the sea and broad champaigns. To the east you may catch 

at sunset the spark of the May lighthouse, where the Firth expands into the German Ocean; 

and away to the west, over all the carse of Stirling, you can see the first snows upon Ben 

Ledi.  

But Edinburgh pays cruelly for her high seat in one of the vilest climates under heaven. 

She is liable to be beaten upon by all the winds that blow, to be drenched with rain, to be 

buried in cold sea fogs out of the east, and powdered with the snow as it comes flying 



southward from the Highland hills. The weather is raw and boisterous in winter, shifty and 

ungenial in summer, and a downright meteorological purgatory in the spring. The delicate die 

early, and I, as a survivor, among bleak winds and plumping rain, have been sometimes 

tempted to envy them their fate. For all who love shelter and the blessings of the sun, who 

hate dark weather and perpetual tilting against squalls, there could scarcely be found a more 

unhomely and harassing place of residence.  

Many such aspire angrily after that Somewhere-else of the imagination, where all troubles 

are supposed to end. They lean over the great bridge which joins the New Town with the Old 

– that windiest spot, or high altar, in this northern temple of the winds – and watch the trains 

smoking out from under them and vanishing into the tunnel on a voyage to brighter skies. 

Happy the passengers who shake off the dust of Edinburgh, and have heard for the last time 

the cry of the east wind among her chimney-tops! And yet the place establishes an interest in 

people’s hearts; go where they will, they find no city of the same distinction; go where they 

will, they take a pride in their old home.  

Beautiful as Edinburgh is, she is not so much beautiful as interesting. She is pre-eminently 

Gothic, and all the more so since she has set herself off with some Greek airs, and erected 

classic temples on her crags. In a word, and above all, she is a curiosity… Half a capital and 

half a country town, the whole city leads a double existence. There are armed men and 

cannon in the citadel overhead; you may see the troops marshalled on the high parade; and at 

night after the early winter even-fall, and in the morning before the laggard winter dawn, the 

wind carries abroad over Edinburgh the sound of drums and bugles.  

Grave judges sit bewigged in what was once the scene of imperial deliberations. Close by 

in the High Street perhaps the trumpets may sound about the stroke of noon; and you see a 

troop of citizens in tawdry masquerade; tabard above, heather-mixture trowser below, and the 

men themselves trudging in the mud among unsympathetic by-standers. The grooms of a 

well-appointed circus tread the streets with a better presence. And yet these are the Heralds 

and Pursuivants of Scotland, who are about to proclaim a new law of the United Kingdom 

before two-score boys, and thieves, and hackney-coachmen.  

Meanwhile every hour the bell of the University rings out over the hum of the streets, and 

every hour a double tide of students, coming and going, fills the deep archways. And lastly, 

one night in the springtime – or say one morning rather, at the peep of day – late folk may 

hear voices of many men singing a psalm in unison from a church on one side of the old High 

Street; and a little after, or perhaps a little before, the sound of many men singing a psalm in 

unison from another church on the opposite side of the way. And the late folk will tell 

themselves that all this singing denotes the conclusion of two yearly ecclesiastical 

parliaments.  

Few places, if any, offer a more barbaric display of contrasts to the eye. In the very midst 

stands one of the most satisfactory crags in nature – a Bass Rock upon dry land, rooted in a 

garden shaken by passing trains, carrying a crown of battlements and turrets, and describing 

its war-like shadow over the liveliest and brightest thoroughfare of the new town. From their 

smoky beehives, ten stories high, the unwashed look down upon the open squares and 

gardens of the wealthy; and gay people sunning themselves along Princes Street, with its mile 

of commercial palaces all beflagged upon some great occasion, see, across a gardened valley 

set with statues, where the washings of the Old Town flutter in the breeze at its high 

windows.  



And then, upon all sides, what a clashing of architecture! In this one valley, where the life 

of the town goes most busily forward, there may be seen, shown one above and behind 

another by the accidents of the ground, buildings in almost every style upon the globe. 

Egyptian and Greek temples, Venetian palaces and Gothic spires, are huddled one over 

another in a most admired disorder; while, above all, the brute mass of the Castle and the 

summit of Arthur’s Seat look down upon these imitations with a becoming dignity, as the 

works of Nature may look down on the monuments of Art. Yet as the soft northern sunshine 

throws out everything into a glorified distinctness – or easterly mists, coming up with the 

blue evening, fuse all these incongruous features into one, and the lamps begin to glitter 

along the street, and faint lights to burn in the high windows across the valley – the feeling 

grows upon you that this also is a piece of nature in the most intimate sense; that this 

profusion of eccentricities, this dream in masonry and living rock, is not a drop-scene in a 

theatre, but a city in the world of every-day reality, connected by railway and telegraph-wire 

with all the capitals of Europe, and inhabited by citizens of the familiar type, who keep 

ledgers, and attend church, and have sold their immortal portion to a daily paper.  

By all the canons of romance, the place demands to be half deserted and leaning towards 

decay; birds we might admit in profusion, the play of the sun and winds, and a few gipsies 

encamped in the chief thoroughfare; but these citizens with their cabs and tramways, their 

trains and posters, are altogether out of key. Chartered tourists, they make free with historic 

localities, and rear their young among the most picturesque sites with a grand human 

indifference. To see them thronging by, in their neat clothes and conscious moral rectitude, 

and with a little air of possession that verges on the absurd, is not the least striking feature of 

the place. 

  

(Stevenson’s remarks about the present-day citizens of Edinburgh seem to have upset 

them, and on hearing this he was inspired to a somewhat tongue-in-cheek footnote.) 

 

These sentences have, I hear, given offence in my native town, and a proportionable 

pleasure to our rivals of Glasgow. I confess the news caused me both pain and merriment. 

May I remark, as a balm for wounded fellow-townsmen, that there is nothing deadly in my 

accusations? Small blame to them if they keep ledgers: ’tis an excellent business habit. 

Churchgoing is not, that ever I heard, a subject of reproach; decency of linen is a mark of 

prosperous affairs, and conscious moral rectitude one of the tokens of good living. 

It is not their fault if the city calls for something more specious by way of inhabitants. A 

man in a frock-coat looks out of place upon an Alp or Pyramid, although he has the virtues of 

a Peabody and the talents of a Bentham. And let them console themselves – they do as well 

as anybody else; the population of (let us say) Chicago would cut quite as rueful a figure on 

the same romantic stage. To the Glasgow people I would say only one word, but that is of 

gold; I have not yet written a book about Glasgow.  

 

Victorian Edinburgh was a Jekyll & Hyde city, where affluence and God-fearing 

respectability rubbed shoulders with poverty, vice, and drunkenness. In his wanderings 

through the wynds and closes of the Old Town, sometimes disguising himself as a rag and 

bone man, Stevenson encountered many characters whose petty criminal lifestyle might 

occasionally bring them before the sheriff… 



 

THE Old Town is properly smoked; and though it is well washed with rain all the year round, 

it has a grim and sooty aspect among its younger suburbs. It grew, under the law that 

regulates the growth of walled cities in precarious situations, not in extent, but in height and 

density. Public buildings were forced, wherever there was room for them, into the midst of 

thoroughfares; thoroughfares were diminished into lanes; houses sprang up story after story, 

neighbour mounting upon neighbour’s shoulder, as in some Black Hole of Calcutta, until the 

population slept fourteen or fifteen deep in a vertical direction.  

The tallest of these lands , as they are locally termed, have long since been burnt out; but 

to this day it is not uncommon to see eight or ten windows at a flight; and the cliff of building 

which hangs imminent over Waverley Bridge would still put many natural precipices to 

shame. The cellars are already high above the gazer’s head, planted on the steep hill-side; as 

for the garret, all the furniture may be in the pawn-shop, but it commands a famous prospect 

to the Highland hills. The poor man may roost up there in the centre of Edinburgh, and yet 

have a peep of the green country from his window; he shall see the quarters of the well-to-do 

fathoms underneath, with their broad squares and gardens; he shall have nothing overhead but 

a few spires, the stone top-gallants of the city; and perhaps the wind may reach him with a 

rustic pureness, and bring a smack of the sea or of flowering lilacs in the spring.  

Assuredly, in driving streets through the black labyrinth, a few curious old corners have 

been swept away, and some associations turned out of house and home. But what slices of 

sunlight, what breaths of clean air, have been let in! And what a picturesque world remains 

untouched! You go under dark arches, and down dark stairs and alleys. The way is so narrow 

that you can lay a hand on either wall; so steep that, in greasy winter weather, the pavement is 

almost as treacherous as ice. Washing dangles above washing from the windows; the houses 

bulge outwards upon flimsy brackets; you see a bit of sculpture in a dark corner; at the top of 

all, a gable and a few crowsteps are printed on the sky.  

Here, you come into a court where the children are at play and the grown people sit upon 

their doorsteps, and perhaps a church spire shows itself above the roofs. Here, in the 

narrowest of the entry, you find a great old mansion still erect, with some insignia of its 

former state – some scutcheon, some holy or courageous motto, on the lintel. The local 

antiquary points out where famous and well-born people had their lodging; and as you look 

up, out pops the head of a slatternly woman from the countess’s window. The Bedouins camp 

within Pharaoh’s palace walls, and the old war-ship is given over to the rats. We are already a 

far way from the days when powdered heads were plentiful in these alleys, with jolly, port-

wine faces underneath. Even in the chief thoroughfares Irish washings flutter at the windows, 

and the pavements are encumbered with loiterers.  

These loiterers are a true character of the scene. Some shrewd Scotch workmen may have 

paused on their way to a job, debating Church affairs and politics with their tools upon their 

arm. But the most part are of a different order – skulking jail-birds; unkempt, bare-foot 

children; big-mouthed, robust women, in a sort of uniform of striped flannel petticoat and 

short tartan shawl; among these, a few surpervising constables and a dismal sprinkling of 

mutineers and broken men from higher ranks in society, with some mark of better days upon 

them, like a brand.  

In a place no larger than Edinburgh, and where the traffic is mostly centred in five or six 

chief streets, the same face comes often under the notice of an idle stroller. In fact, from this 



point of view, Edinburgh is not so much a small city as the largest of small towns. It is scarce 

possible to avoid observing your neighbours; and I never yet heard of anyone who tried. It 

has been my fortune, in this anonymous accidental way, to watch more than one of these 

downward travellers for some stages on the road to ruin.  

One man must have been upwards of sixty before I first observed him, and he made then a 

decent, personable figure in broad-cloth of the best. For three years he kept falling – grease 

coming and buttons going from the square-skirted coat, the face puffing and pimpling, the 

shoulders growing bowed, the hair falling scant and grey upon his head; and the last that ever 

I saw of him, he was standing at the mouth of an entry with several men in moleskin, three 

parts drunk, and his old black raiment daubed with mud. I fancy that I still can hear him 

laugh. There was something heart-breaking in this gradual declension at so advanced an age; 

you would have thought a man of sixty out of the reach of these calamities; you would have 

thought that he was niched by that time into a safe place in life, whence he could pass quietly 

and honourably into the grave.  

Nobody cares how many lords and ladies, and divines and lawyers, may have been 

crowded into these houses in the past – perhaps the more the merrier. The glasses clink 

around the china punch-bowl, someone touches the virginals, there are peacocks’ feathers on 

the chimney, and the tapers burn clear and pale in the red firelight. That is not an ugly picture 

in itself, nor will it become ugly upon repetition. All the better if the like were going on in 

every second room; the land would only look the more inviting.  

Times are changed. In one house, perhaps, two-score families herd together; and, perhaps, 

not one of them is wholly out of the reach of want. The great hotel is given over to discomfort 

from the foundation to the chimney-tops; everywhere a pinching, narrow habit, scanty meals, 

and an air of sluttishness and dirt. In the first room there is a birth, in another a death, in a 

third a sordid drinking-bout, and the detective and the Bible-reader cross upon the stairs.  

Social inequality is nowhere more ostentatious than at Edinburgh… To look over the 

South Bridge and see the Cowgate below full of crying hawkers, is to view one rank of 

society from another in the twinkling of an eye. One night I went along the Cowgate after 

every one was a-bed but the policeman, and stopped by hazard before a tall land . The moon 

touched upon its chimneys, and shone blankly on the upper windows; there was no light 

anywhere in the great bulk of building; but as I stood there it seemed to me that I could hear 

quite a body of quiet sounds from the interior; doubtless there were many clocks ticking, and 

people snoring on their backs. And thus, as I fancied, the dense life within made itself faintly 

audible in my ears, family after family contributing its quota to the general hum, and the 

whole pile beating in tune to its timepieces, like a great disordered heart. Perhaps it was little 

more than a fancy altogether, but it was strangely impressive at the time, and gave me an 

imaginative measure of the disproportion between the quantity of living flesh and the trifling 

walls that separated and contained it. 

There was nothing fanciful, at least, but every circumstance of terror and reality, in the fall 

of the land in the High Street. The building had grown rotten to the core; the entry underneath 

had suddenly closed up so that the scavenger’s barrow could not pass; cracks and 

reverberations sounded through the house at night; the inhabitants of the huge old human bee-

hive discussed their peril when they encountered on the stair; some had even left their 

dwellings in a panic of fear, and returned to them again in a fit of economy or self-respect; 



when, in the black hours of a Sunday morning, the whole structure ran together with a 

hideous uproar and tumbled storey upon storey to the ground.  

The physical shock was felt far and near; and the moral shock travelled with the morning 

milkmaid into all the suburbs. The church-bells never sounded more dismally over Edinburgh 

than that grey forenoon. Death had made a brave harvest, and, like Samson, by pulling down 

one roof, destroyed many a home. None who saw it can have forgotten the aspect of the 

gable; here it was plastered, there papered, according to the rooms; here the kettle still stood 

on the hob, high overhead; and there a cheap picture of the Queen was pasted over the 

chimney. So, by this disaster, you had a glimpse into the life of thirty families, all suddenly 

cut off from the revolving years. The land had fallen; and with the land how much! Far in the 

country, people saw a gap in the city ranks, and the sun looked through between the chimneys 

in an unwonted place. And all over the world, in London, in Canada, in New Zealand, fancy 

what a multitude of people could exclaim with truth: ‘The house that I was born in fell last 

night!’  

 

For all classes of citizen, the Edinburgh climate could be a sore trial, particularly when the 

city was in the grip of winter. Yet in the midst of icy desolation came the warming festivity of 

New Year, when after the constraints of a Calvinist Christmas the whole city exploded into a 

merry secular Saturnalia, awash with drink… 

 

TO none but those who have themselves suffered the thing in the body, can the gloom and 

depression of our Edinburgh winter be brought home. For some constitutions there is 

something almost physically disgusting in the bleak ugliness of easterly weather; the wind 

wearies, the sickly sky depresses them; and they turn back from their walk to avoid the aspect 

of the unrefulgent sun going down among perturbed and pallid mists. The days are so short 

that a man does much of his business, and certainly all his pleasure, by the haggard glare of 

gas lamps.  

The roads are as heavy as a fallow. People go by, so drenched and draggle-tailed that I 

have often wondered how they found the heart to undress. And meantime the wind whistles 

through the town as if it were an open meadow; and if you lie awake all night, you hear it 

shrieking and raving overhead with a noise of shipwrecks and of falling houses. In a word, 

life is so unsightly that there are times when the heart turns sick in a man’s inside; and the 

look of a tavern, or the thought of the warm, fire-lit study, is like the touch of land to one who 

has been long struggling with the seas.  

As the weather hardens towards frost, the world begins to improve for Edinburgh people. 

We enjoy superb, sub-arctic sunsets, with the profile of the city stamped in indigo upon a sky 

of luminous green. The wind may still be cold, but there is a briskness in the air that stirs 

good blood. People do not all look equally sour and downcast. They fall into two divisions: 

one, the knight of the blue face and hollow paunch, whom Winter has gotten by the vitals; the 

other well lined with New-year’s fare, conscious of the touch of cold on his periphery, but 

stepping through it by the glow of his internal fires.  

One shivering evening, cold enough for frost but with too high a wind, and a little past 

sundown, when the lamps were beginning to enlarge their circles in the growing dusk, a brace 

of barefoot lassies were seen coming eastward in the teeth of the wind. If the one was as 

much as nine, the other was certainly not more than seven. They were miserably clad; and the 



pavement was so cold, you would have thought no one could lay a naked foot on it 

unflinching. Yet they came along waltzing, if you please, while the elder sang a tune to give 

them music. The person who saw this, and whose heart was full of bitterness at the moment, 

pocketed a reproof which has been of use to him ever since, and which he now hands on, with 

his good wishes, to the reader.  

At length, Edinburgh, with her satellite hills and all the sloping country, are sheeted up in 

white. If it has happened in the dark hours, nurses pluck their children out of bed and run with 

them to some commanding window, whence they may see the change that has been worked 

upon earth’s face. ‘A’ the hills are covered wi’ snaw,’ they sing, ‘and Winter’s noo come 

fairly!’  

An indescribable cheerfulness breathes about the city; and the well-fed heart sits lightly 

and beats gaily in the bosom. It is New-year’s weather. New-year’s Day, the great national 

festival, is a time of family expansions and of deep carousal. Sometimes, by a sore stoke of 

fate for this Calvinistic people, the year’s anniversary fails upon a Sunday, when the public-

houses are inexorably closed, when singing and even whistling is banished from our homes 

and highways, and the oldest toper feels called upon to go to church. Thus pulled about, as if 

between two loyalties, the Scotch have to decide many nice cases of conscience, and ride the 

marches narrowly between the weekly and the annual observance.  

A party of convivial musicians, next door to a friend of mine, hung suspended in this 

manner on the brink of their diversions. From ten o’clock on Sunday night, my friend heard 

them tuning their instruments: and as the hour of liberty drew near, each must have had his 

music open, his bow in readiness across the fiddle, his foot already raised to mark the time, 

and his nerves braced for execution; for hardly had the twelfth stroke sounded from the 

earliest steeple, before they had launched forth into a secular bravura.  

Currant-loaf is now popular eating in all house-holds. For weeks before the great morning, 

confectioners display stacks of Scotch bun – a dense, black substance, inimical to life – and 

full moons of shortbread adorned with mottoes of peel or sugar-plum, in honour of the season 

and the family affections. ‘Frae Auld Reekie,’ ‘A guid New Year to ye a’,’ ‘For the Auld 

Folk at Hame,’ are among the most favoured of these devices. Can you not see the carrier, 

after half-a-day’s journey on pinching hill-roads, draw up before a cottage in Teviotdale, or 

perhaps in Manor Glen among the rowans, and the old people receiving the parcel with moist 

eyes and a prayer for Jock or Jean in the city?  

On the day itself, the shops are all shut as on a Sunday; only taverns, toyshops, and other 

holiday magazines, keep open doors. Every one looks for his handsel. The postman and the 

lamplighters have left, at every house in their districts, a copy of vernacular verses, asking 

and thanking in a breath; and it is characteristic of Scotland that these verses may have 

sometimes a touch of reality in detail or sentiment and a measure of strength in the handling. 

All over the town, you may see comforter’d schoolboys hasting to squander their half-

crowns. There are an infinity of visits to be paid; all the world is in the street, except the 

daintier classes; the sacramental greeting is heard upon all sides; Auld Lang Syne is much in 

people’s mouths; and whisky and shortbread are staple articles of consumption.  

From an early hour a stranger will be impressed by the number of drunken men; and by 

afternoon drunkenness has spread to the women. With some classes of society, it is as much a 

matter of duty to drink hard on New-year’s Day as to go to church on Sunday. Some have 

been saving their wages for perhaps a month to do the season honour. Many carry a whisky-



bottle in their pocket, which they will press with embarrassing effusion on a perfect stranger. 

It is inexpedient to risk one’s body in a cab, or not, at least, until after a prolonged study of 

the driver.  

The streets, which are thronged from end to end, become a place for delicate pilotage. 

Singly or arm-in-arm, some speechless, others noisy and quarrelsome, the votaries of the 

New Year go meandering in and out and cannoning one against another; and now and again, 

one falls and lies as he has fallen. Before night, so many have gone to bed or the police 

office, that the streets seem almost clearer. And as guisards and first-footers are now not 

much seen except in country places, when once the New Year has been rung in and 

proclaimed at the Tron railings, the festivities begin to find their way indoors and something 

like quiet returns upon the town. But think, in these piled lands , of all the senseless snorers, 

all the broken heads and empty pockets!  

 

In late summer, the Stevensons would decamp to the seaside for an extended break in a large, 

rented villa overlooking the Bass Rock at North Berwick on the Firth of Forth. There the 

young Louis was free to play all day on the sandy beaches, flying kites, sailing model yachts, 

fishing in rock pools for little fish called podleys or holing up with his young cousins and 

friends in a little cave at Point Garry. In later life he would recall his childhood in North 

Berwick vividly – the happy times but also, characteristically, the dark side of life – in an 

essay called The Lantern Bearers… 

 

THESE boys congregated every autumn about a certain easterly fisher-village, where they 

tasted in a high degree the glory of existence. The place was created seemingly on purpose 

for the diversion of young gentlemen. A street or two of houses, mostly red and many of 

them tiled; a number of fine trees clustered about the manse and the kirkyard, and turning the 

chief street into a shady alley; many little gardens more than usually bright with flowers; nets 

a-drying, and fisher-wives scolding in the backward parts; a smell of fish, a genial smell of 

seaweed; whiffs of blowing sand at the street-corners; shops with golf-balls and bottled 

lollipops; another shop with penny pickwicks (that remarkable cigar) and the London 

Journal, dear to me for its startling pictures, and a few novels, dear for their suggestive 

names: such, as well as memory serves me, were the ingredients of the town.  

These you are to conceive posted on a spit between two sandy bays, and sparsely flanked 

with villas – enough for the boys to lodge in with their subsidiary parents, not enough (not yet 

enough) to cocknify the scene: a haven in the rocks in front: in front of that, a file of grey 

islets: to the left, endless links and sand wreaths, a wilderness of hiding-holes, alive with 

popping rabbits and soaring gulls: to the right, a range of seaward crags, one rugged brow 

beyond another; the ruins of a mighty and ancient fortress on the brink of one; coves between 

– now charmed into sunshine quiet, now whistling with wind and clamorous with bursting 

surges; the dens and sheltered hollows redolent of thyme and southernwood, the air at the 

cliff’s edge brisk and clean and pungent of the sea – in front of all, the Bass Rock, tilted 

seaward like a doubtful bather, the surf ringing it with white, the solan-geese hanging round 

its summit like a great and glittering smoke. This choice piece of seaboard was sacred, 

besides, to the wrecker; and the Bass, in the eye of fancy, still flew the colours of King 

James; and in the ear of fancy the arches of Tantallon still rang with horse-shoe iron, and 

echoed to the commands of Bell-the-Cat. 



There was nothing to mar your days, if you were a boy summering in that part, but the 

embarrassment of pleasure. You might golf if you wanted; but I seem to have been better 

employed. You might secrete yourself in the Lady’s Walk, a certain sunless dingle of elders, 

all mossed over by the damp as green as grass, and dotted here and there by the stream-side 

with roofless walls, the cold homes of anchorites. To fit themselves for life, and with a 

special eye to acquire the art of smoking, it was even common for the boys to harbour there; 

and you might have seen a single penny pickwick, honestly shared in lengths with a blunt 

knife, bestrew the glen with these apprentices.  

Again, you might join our fishing parties, where we sat perched as thick as solan-geese, a 

covey of little anglers, boy and girl, angling over each other’s heads, to the much 

entanglement of lines and loss of podleys and consequent shrill recrimination – shrill as the 

geese themselves. Indeed, had that been all, you might have done this often; but though 

fishing be a fine pastime, the podley is scarce to be regarded as a dainty for the table; and it 

was a point of honour that a boy should eat all that he had taken.  

Or again, you might climb the Law, where the whale’s jawbone stood landmark in the 

buzzing wind, and behold the face of many counties, and the smoke and spires of many 

towns, and the sails of distant ships. You might bathe, now in the flaws of fine weather, that 

we pathetically call our summer, now in a gale of wind, with the sand scourging your bare 

hide, your clothes thrashing abroad from underneath their guardian stone, the froth of the 

great breakers casting you headlong ere it had drowned your knees.  

Or you might explore the tidal rocks, above all in the ebb of springs, when the very roots 

of the hills were for the nonce discovered; following my leader from one group to another, 

groping in slippery tangle for the wreck of ships, wading in pools after the abominable 

creatures of the sea, and ever with an eye cast backward on the march of the tide and the 

menaced line of your retreat.  

And then you might go Crusoeing, a word that covers all extempore eating in the open air: 

digging perhaps a house under the margin of the links, kindling a fire of the sea-ware, and 

cooking apples there – if they were truly apples, for I sometimes suppose the merchant must 

have played us off with some inferior and quite local fruit, capable of resolving, in the 

neighbourhood of fire, into mere sand and smoke and iodine; or perhaps pushing to 

Tantallon, you might lunch on sandwiches and visions in the grassy court, while the wind 

hummed in the crumbling turrets; or clambering along the coast, eat geans (the worst, I must 

suppose, in Christendom) from an adventurous gean tree that had taken root under a cliff, 

where it was shaken with an ague of east wind, and silvered after gales with salt, and grew so 

foreign among its bleak surroundings that to eat of its produce was an adventure in itself. 

There are mingled some dismal memories with so many that were joyous. Of the fisher-

wife, for instance, who had cut her throat at Canty Bay; and of how I ran with the other 

children to the top of the Quadrant, and beheld a posse of silent people escorting a cart, and 

on the cart, bound in a chair, her throat bandaged, and the bandage all bloody – horror! – the 

fisher-wife herself, who continued thenceforth to hag-ride my thoughts, and even to-day (as I 

recall the scene) darkens daylight. She was lodged in the little old gaol in the chief street; but 

whether or no she died there, with a wise terror of the worst, I never inquired. She had been 

tippling; it was but a dingy tragedy; and it seems strange and hard that, after all these years, 

the poor crazy sinner should be still pilloried on her cart in the scrap-book of my memory. 



Nor shall I readily forget a certain house in the Quadrant where a visitor died, and a dark 

old woman continued to dwell alone with the dead body; nor how this old woman conceived 

a hatred to myself and one of my cousins, and in the dread hour of the dusk, as we were 

clambering on the garden-walls, opened a window in that house of mortality and cursed us in 

a shrill voice and with a marrowy choice of language. It was a pair of very colourless urchins 

that fled down the lane from this remarkable experience!  

But I recall with a more doubtful sentiment, compounded out of fear and exultation, the 

coil of equinoctial tempests; trumpeting squalls, scouring flaws of rain; the boats with their 

reefed lugsails scudding for the harbour mouth, where danger lay, for it was hard to make 

when the wind had any east in it; the wives clustered with blowing shawls at the pier-head, 

where (if fate was against them) they might see boat and husband and sons – their whole 

wealth and their whole family – engulfed under their eyes; and (what I saw but once) a troop 

of neighbours forcing such an unfortunate homeward, and she squalling and battling in their 

midst, a figure scarcely human, a tragic Maenad. 

These are things that I recall with interest; but what my memory dwells upon the most, I 

have been all this while withholding. It was a sport peculiar to the place, and indeed to a 

week or so of our two months’ holiday there. The idle manner of it was this: –  

Toward the end of September, when school-time was drawing near and the nights were 

already black, we would begin to sally from our respective villas, each equipped with a tin 

bull’s-eye lantern. The thing was so well known that it had worn a rut in the commerce of 

Great Britain; and the grocers, about the due time, began to garnish their windows with our 

particular brand of luminary. We wore them buckled to the waist upon a cricket belt, and over 

them, such was the rigour of the game, a buttoned top-coat. They smelled noisomely of 

blistered tin; they never burned aright, though they would always burn our fingers; their use 

was naught; the pleasure of them merely fanciful; and yet a boy with a bull’s-eye under his 

top-coat asked for nothing more.  

The fishermen used lanterns about their boats, and it was from them, I suppose, that we 

had got the hint; but theirs were not bull’s-eyes, nor did we ever play at being fishermen. The 

police carried them at their belts, and we had plainly copied them in that; yet we did not 

pretend to be policemen. Burglars, indeed, we may have had some haunting thoughts of; and 

we had certainly an eye to past ages when lanterns were more common, and to certain story-

books in which we had found them to figure very largely. But take it for all in all, the 

pleasure of the thing was substantive; and to be a boy with a bull’s-eye under his top-coat 

was good enough for us. When two of these asses met, there would be an anxious “Have you 

got your lantern?” and a gratified “Yes!” That was the shibboleth, and very needful too; for, 

as it was the rule to keep our glory contained, none could recognise a lantern-bearer, unless 

(like the polecat) by the smell.  

Four or five would sometimes climb into the belly of a ten-man lugger, with nothing but 

the thwarts above them – for the cabin was usually locked – or choose out some hollow of the 

links where the wind might whistle overhead. There the coats would be unbuttoned and the 

bull’s-eyes discovered; and in the chequering glimmer, under the huge windy hall of the 

night, and cheered by a rich steam of toasting tinware, these fortunate young gentlemen 

would crouch together in the cold sand of the links or on the scaly bilges of the fishing-boat, 

and delight themselves with inappropriate talk. Woe is me that I may not give some 



specimens – some of their foresights of life, or deep inquiries into the rudiments of man and 

nature, these were so fiery and so innocent, they were so richly silly, so romantically young.  

But the talk, at any rate, was but a condiment; and these gatherings themselves only 

accidents in the career of the lantern-bearer. The essence of this bliss was to walk by yourself 

in the black night; the slide shut; the top-coat buttoned; not a ray escaping, whether to 

conduct your footsteps or to make your glory public: a mere pillar of darkness in the dark; 

and all the while, deep down in the privacy of your fool’s heart, to know you had a bull’s-eye 

at your belt, and to exult and sing over the knowledge.  

 

THE VAGABOND 

 

Give to me the life I love, 

Let the lave go by me, 

Give the jolly heaven above 

And the byway nigh me. 

Bed in the bush with stars to see, 

Bread I dip in the river - 

There's the life for a man like me, 

There's the life for ever. 

 

Let the blow fall soon or late, 

Let what will be o'er me; 

Give the face of earth around 

And the road before me. 

Wealth I seek not, hope nor love, 

Nor a friend to know me; 

All I seek, the heaven above 

And the road below me. 

 

Or let autumn fall on me 

Where afield I linger, 

Silencing the bird on tree, 

Biting the blue finger. 

White as meal the frosty field - 

Warm the fireside haven - 

Not to autumn will I yield, 

Not to winter even! 

 

Let the blow fall soon or late, 

Let what will be o'er me; 

Give the face of earth around, 

And the road before me. 

Wealth I ask not, hope nor love, 

Nor a friend to know me; 



All I ask, the heaven above 

And the road below me. 

 

It would not be long before Stevenson began to wander further afield than Edinburgh, in love 

with the romantic idea of being a wayfarer. In a letter to his mother he once wrote: ‘I must be 

a bit of a vagabond; it's your own fault, after all, isn't it? You shouldn't have had a tramp for 

a son.’ He was 20 when he decided to take himself off on the train for a stroll in the Lake 

District, gathering material for an early attempt at travel writing. He never finished the piece 

on Cockermouth and Keswick, but here we have a fragment… 

 

I WAS lighting my pipe as I stepped out of the inn at Cockermouth, and did not raise my 

head until I was fairly in the street. When I did so, it flashed upon me that I was in England; 

the evening sunlight lit up English houses, English faces, an English conformation of street, – 

as it were, an English atmosphere blew against my face. There is nothing perhaps more 

puzzling (if one thing in sociology can ever really be more unaccountable than another) than 

the great gulf that is set between England and Scotland – a gulf so easy in appearance, in 

reality so difficult to traverse.  

Here are two people almost identical in blood; pent up together on one small island, so that 

their intercourse (one would have thought) must be as close as that of prisoners who shared 

one cell of the Bastille; the same in language and religion; and yet a few years of quarrelsome 

isolation – a mere forenoon’s tiff, as one may call it, in comparison with the great historical 

cycles – has so separated their thoughts and ways that not unions, not mutual dangers, nor 

steamers, nor railways, nor all the king’s horses and all the king’s men, seem able to 

obliterate the broad distinction.  

Cockermouth itself, I was told, was a Place with ‘nothing to see’; nevertheless I saw a 

good deal, and retain a pleasant, vague picture of the town and all its surroundings. I might 

have dodged happily enough all day about the main street and up to the castle and in and out 

of byways, but the curious attraction that leads a person in a strange place to follow, day after 

day, the same round, and to make set habits for himself in a week or ten days, led me half 

unconsciously up the same, road that I had gone the evening before...  

After I had forced my way through a gentleman’s grounds, I came out on the high road, 

and sat down to rest myself on a heap of stones at the top of a long hill, with Cockermouth 

lying snugly at the bottom. An Irish beggar-woman, with a beautiful little girl by her side, 

came up to ask for alms, and gradually fell to telling me the little tragedy of her life. Her own 

sister, she told me, had seduced her husband from her after many years of married life, and 

the pair had fled, leaving her destitute, with the little girl upon her hands. She seemed quite 

hopeful and cheery, and, though she was unaffectedly sorry for the loss of her husband’s 

earnings, she made no pretence of despair at the loss of his affection; some day she would 

meet the fugitives, and the law would see her duly righted, and in the meantime the smallest 

contribution was gratefully received.  

While she was telling all this in the most matter-of-fact way, I had been noticing the 

approach of a tall man, with a high white hat and darkish clothes. He came up the hill at a 

rapid pace, and joined our little group with a sort of half-salutation. Turning at once to the 

woman, he asked her in a business-like way whether she had anything to do, whether she 

were a Catholic or a Protestant, whether she could read, and so forth; and then, after a few 



kind words and some sweeties to the child, he despatched the mother with some tracts about 

Biddy and the Priest, and the Orangeman’s Bible.  

I was a little amused at his abrupt manner, for he was still a young man, and had 

somewhat the air of a navy officer; but he tackled me with great solemnity. I could make fun 

of what he said, for I do not think it was very wise; but the subject does not appear to me just 

now in a jesting light, so I shall only say that he related to me his own conversion, which had 

been effected (as is very often the case) through the agency of a gig accident, and that, after 

having examined me and diagnosed my case, he selected some suitable tracts from his 

repertory, gave them to me, and, bidding me God-speed, went on his way.  

That evening I got into a third-class carriage on my way for Keswick, and was followed 

almost immediately by a burly man in brown clothes. We exchanged tobacco and talked 

about the season, and agreed at last that we should go to the same hotel at Keswick and sup in 

company. As he had some business in the town which would occupy him some hour or so, on 

our arrival I was to improve the time and go down to the lake, that I might see a glimpse of 

the promised wonders.  

The night had fallen already when I reached the water-side, at a place where many 

pleasure-boats are moored and ready for hire; and as I went along a stony path, between 

wood and water, a strong wind blew in gusts from the far end of the lake. The sky was 

covered with flying scud; and, as this was ragged, there was quite a wild chase of shadow and 

moon-glimpse over the surface of the shuddering water. I had to hold my hat on, and was 

growing rather tired, and inclined to go back in disgust, when a little incident occurred to 

break the tedium.  

A sudden and violent squall of wind sundered the low underwood, and at the same time 

there came one of those brief discharges of moonlight, which leaped into the opening thus 

made, and showed me three girls in the prettiest flutter and disorder. It was as though they 

had sprung out of the ground. I accosted them very politely in my capacity of stranger, and 

requested to be told the names of all manner of hills and woods and places that I did not wish 

to know, and we stood together for a while and had an amusing little talk.  

The wind, too, made himself of the party, brought the colour into their faces, and gave 

them enough to do to repress their drapery; and one of them, amid much giggling, had to 

pirouette round and round upon her toes (as girls do) when some specially strong gust had got 

the advantage over her. They were just high enough up in the social order not to be afraid to 

speak to a gentleman; and just low enough to feel a little tremor, a nervous consciousness of 

wrong-doing – of stolen waters, that gave a considerable zest to our most innocent interview. 

They were as much discomposed and fluttered, indeed, as if I had been a wicked baron 

proposing to elope with the whole trio; but they showed no inclination to go away, and I had 

managed to get them off hills and waterfalls and on to more promising subjects, when a 

young man was descried coming along the path from the direction of Keswick.  

Now whether he was the young man of one of my friends, or the brother of one of them, or 

indeed the brother of all, I do not know; but they incontinently said that they must be going, 

and went away up the path with friendly salutations. I need not say that I found the lake and 

the moonlight rather dull after their departure, and speedily found my way back to potted 

herrings and whisky-and-water in the commercial room with my late fellow-traveller.  

 



In his early 20s, when tension with his parents on matters of religion was making Stevenson’s 

home life in Heriot Row like ‘a picnic on a volcano’, he escaped on a short visit to a cousin’s 

house in Suffolk. There he was befriended by the art critic Sidney Colvin, who wrote for 

highbrow London magazines. Colvin became Stevenson’s mentor and introduced him to 

editors – one of whom agreed to take a travel piece about a walk through the beechwoods of 

Buckinghamshire. In 1875, when Stevenson was 24, the Portfolio magazine published An 

Autumn Effect….  

 

I BEGIN my little pilgrimage in the most enviable of all humours: that in which a person, 

with a sufficiency of money and a knapsack, turns his back on a town and walks forward into 

a country of which he knows only by the vague report of others. Such an one has not 

surrendered his will and contracted for the next hundred miles, like a man on a railway. He 

may change his mind at every finger-post, and, where ways meet, follow vague preferences 

freely and go the low road or the high, choose the shadow or the sun-shine, suffer himself to 

be tempted by the lane that turns immediately into the woods, or the broad road that lies open 

before him into the distance, and shows him the far-off spires of some city, or a range of 

mountain-tops, or a rim of sea, perhaps, along a low horizon.  

The sun came out before I had been long on my way; and as I had got by that time to the 

top of the ascent, and was now treading a labyrinth of confined by-roads, my whole view 

brightened considerably in colour. Overhead there was a wonderful carolling of larks which 

seemed to follow me as I went. Indeed, during all the time I was in that country the larks did 

not desert me. The air was alive with them from High Wycombe to Tring; and, day after day, 

their ‘shrill delight’ fell upon me out of the vacant sky.  

The lanes were profoundly still. They would have been sad but for the sunshine and the 

singing of the larks. And as it was, there came over me at times a feeling of isolation that was 

not disagreeable, and yet was enough to make me quicken my steps eagerly when I saw some 

one before me on the road. This fellow-voyager proved to be no less a person than the parish 

constable. It had occurred to me that in a district which was so little populous and so well 

wooded, a criminal of any intelligence might play hide-and-seek with the authorities for 

months; and this idea was strengthened by the aspect of the portly constable as he walked by 

my side with deliberate dignity and turned-out toes. But a few minutes’ converse set my heart 

at rest. These rural criminals are very tame birds, it appeared. If my informant did not 

immediately lay his hand on an offender, he was content to wait; some evening after nightfall 

there would come a tap at his door, and the outlaw, weary of outlawry, would give himself 

quietly up to undergo sentence, and resume his position in the life of the country-side.  

Bidding good-morning to my fellow-traveller, I left the road and struck across country. It 

was rather a revelation to pass from between the hedgerows and find quite a bustle on the 

other side, a great coming and going of school-children upon by-paths, and, in every second 

field, lusty horses and stout country-folk a-ploughing. The way I followed took me through 

many fields thus occupied, and through many strips of plantation, and then over a little space 

of smooth turf, very pleasant to the feet, set with tall fir-trees and clamorous with rooks 

making ready for the winter, and so back again into the quiet road.  

Great Missenden was close at hand, in the trough of a gentle valley, with many great elms 

about it. The smoke from its chimneys went up pleasantly in the afternoon sunshine. It was 

fair day and children thronged about the stalls and noisily invaded every corner of the 



straggling village. They came round me by coveys, blowing simultaneously upon penny 

trumpets as though they imagined I should fall to pieces like the battlements of Jericho. By 

and by, however, the trumpets began to weary me, and I went indoors, leaving the fair, I 

fancy, at its height.  

Night had fallen before I ventured forth again. It was pitch-dark in the village street, and 

the darkness seemed only the greater for a light here and there in an uncurtained window or 

from an open door. Into one such window I was rude enough to peep, and saw within a 

charming genre picture. In a room, all white wainscot and crimson wall-paper, a perfect gem 

of colour after the black, empty darkness in which I had been groping, a pretty girl was 

telling a story, as well as I could make out, to an attentive child upon her knee, while an old 

woman sat placidly dozing over the fire.  

The next morning was sunny overhead and damp underfoot, with a thrill in the air like a 

reminiscence of frost. I went up into the sloping garden behind the inn and smoked a pipe 

pleasantly enough, to the tune of my landlady’s lamentations over sundry cabbages and 

cauliflowers that had been spoiled by caterpillars. She had been so much pleased in the 

summer-time, she said, to see the garden all hovered over by white butterflies. And now, look 

at the end of it!  

Then I fell into a long and abstruse calculation with my landlord; having for object to 

compare the distance driven by him during eight years’ service on the box of the Wendover 

coach with the girth of the round world itself. Wendover (which was my next stage) lies in 

the same valley with Great Missenden, but at the foot of it, where the hills trend off on either 

hand like a coast-line, and a great hemisphere of plain lies, like a sea, before one. The hills 

about Wendover and, as far as I could see, all the hills in Buckinghamshire, wear a sort of 

hood of beech plantation. The trees grew so close, and their boughs were so matted together, 

that the whole wood looked as dense as a bush of heather.  

For ten minutes, perhaps, I had heard from somewhere before me in the wood a strange, 

continuous noise, as of clucking, cooing, and gobbling, now and again interrupted by a harsh 

scream. More than a score of peacocks (there are altogether thirty at the farm), a proper 

contingent of peahens, and a great multitude that I could not number of more ordinary barn-

door fowls, were all feeding together on this little open lawn among the beeches. They fed in 

a dense crowd, which swayed to and fro, and came hither and thither as by a sort of tide, and 

of which the surface was agitated like the surface of a sea as each bird guzzled his head along 

the ground after the scattered corn. Surely the peacock, with its incomparable parade of 

glorious colour and the scannel voice of it issuing forth, as in mockery, from its painted 

throat, must, like my landlady’s butterflies at Great Missenden, have been invented by some 

skilful fabulist for the consolation and support of homely virtue.  

The inn at Wendover is in what I understand to be the principal street: a pleasant old 

house, with bay-windows, and three peaked gables, and many swallows’ nests plastered 

about the eaves. The interior of the inn was answerable to the outside: indeed, I never saw 

any room much more to be admired than the low wainscoted parlour in which I spent the 

remainder of the evening. As I sat reading in the great armchair, I kept looking round with the 

tail of my eye at the quaint, bright picture that was about me. 

I was not left without society. My landlord had a very pretty little daughter, whom we 

shall call Lizzie. I had struck up an acquaintance with this little damsel in the morning, and 

professed much interest in her dolls, and an impatient desire to see the large one which was 



kept locked away for great occasions. And so I had not been very long in the parlour before 

the door opened, and in came Miss Lizzie with two dolls tucked clumsily under her arm. She 

was followed by her brother John, a year or so younger than herself, not simply to play 

propriety at our interview, but to show his own two whips in emulation of his sister’s dolls. I 

did my best to make myself agreeable to my visitors, showing much admiration for the dolls 

and dolls’ dresses, and, with a very serious demeanour, asking many questions about their 

age and character.  

I do not think that Lizzie distrusted my sincerity, but it was evident that she was both 

bewildered and a little contemptuous. Although she was ready herself to treat her dolls as if 

they were alive, she seemed to think rather poorly of any grown person who could fall 

heartily into the spirit of the fiction. Sometimes, as when I inquired too particularly into the 

question of their names, she laughed at me so long and heartily that I began to feel almost 

embarrassed. But when, in an evil moment, I asked to be allowed to kiss one of them, she 

could keep herself no longer to herself. Clambering down from the chair on which she sat, 

she ran straight out of the room and into the bar – it was just across the passage, – and I could 

hear her telling her mother in loud tones, but apparently more in sorrow than in merriment, 

that the gentleman in the parlour wanted to kiss Dolly. I fancy she was determined to save me 

from this humiliating action, even in spite of myself, for she never gave me the desired 

permission.  

Next morning the sky was once more the old stone-coloured vault over the sallow 

meadows and the russet woods, as I set forth on a dog-cart from Wendover to Tring. The 

fellow who drove me was something of a humourist; and his conversation was all in praise of 

an agricultural labourer’s way of life. Tring was reached, and then Tring railway-station; for 

the two are not very near, the good people of Tring having held the railway, of old days, in 

extreme apprehension, lest some day it should break loose in the town and work mischief. I 

had a last walk, among russet beeches as usual, and the air filled, as usual, with the carolling 

of larks; I heard shots fired in the distance, and saw, as a new sign of the fulfilled autumn, 

two horsemen exercising a pack of fox-hounds. And then the train came and carried me back 

to London.  

 

Strolling through Buckinghamshire in the crisp autumn sunshine might be pleasant, but a 

long hike in the middle of a Scottish winter was a more daunting prospect. In the January of 

1876, Stevenson set out to walk the 70 miles between Ayr and Wigtown in Galloway. For a 

young man with a supposedly delicate constitution, walking between ten and 18 miles a day 

in the snow was no mean feat, although his stamina ran out when it came to writing up the 

journey – beyond Girvan, all we know is that he ‘had a good time’ and passed through 

Ballantrae, a name later immortalised in his masterful novel. Here, however, is a little of 

what Stevenson did write about his Winter’s Walk in Carrick and Galloway… 

 

IT had snowed overnight. The fields were all sheeted up; they were tucked in among the 

snow, and their shape was modelled through the pliant counterpane, like children tucked in 

by a fond mother. The wind had made ripples and folds upon the surface, like what the sea, in 

quiet weather, leaves upon the sand. There was a frosty stifle in the air. An effusion of 

coppery light on the summit of Brown Carrick showed where the sun was trying to look 

through; but along the horizon clouds of cold fog had settled down, so that there was no 



distinction of sky and sea. Over the white shoulders of the headlands, or in the opening of 

bays, there was nothing but a great vacancy and blackness; and the road as it drew near the 

edge of the cliff seemed to skirt the shores of creation and void space.  

The snow crunched under foot, and at farms all the dogs broke out barking as they smelt a 

passer-by upon the road. I met a fine old fellow, who might have sat as the father in ‘The 

Cottar’s Saturday Night,’ and who swore most heathenishly at a cow he was driving. And a 

little after I scraped acquaintance with a poor body tramping out to gather cockles. His face 

was wrinkled by exposure; it was broken up into flakes and channels, like mud beginning to 

dry, and weathered in two colours, an incongruous pink and grey.  

He had a faint air of being surprised – which, God knows, he might well be – that life had 

gone so ill with him. The shape of his trousers was in itself a jest, so strangely were they 

bagged and ravelled about his knees; and his coat was all bedaubed with clay as tough he had 

lain in a rain-dub during the New Year’s festivity. I will own I was not sorry to think he had 

had a merry New Year, and been young again for an evening; but I was sorry to see the mark 

still there. One could not expect such an old gentleman to be much of a dandy or a great 

student of respectability in dress; but there might have been a wife at home, who had brushed 

out similar stains after fifty New Years, now become old, or a round-armed daughter, who 

would wish to have him neat, were it only out of self-respect and for the ploughman 

sweetheart when he looks round at night.  

Plainly, there was nothing of this in his life, and years and loneliness hung heavily on his 

old arms. He was seventy-six, he told me; and nobody would give a day’s work to a man that 

age: they would think he couldn’t do it. ‘And, ’deed,’ he went on, with a sad little chuckle, 

‘’deed, I doubt if I could.’ He said goodbye to me at a footpath, and crippled wearily off to 

his work. It will make your heart ache if you think of his old fingers groping in the snow.  

He told me I was to turn down beside the school-house for Dunure. And so, when I found 

a lone house among the snow, and heard a babble of childish voices from within, I struck off 

into a steep road leading downwards to the sea. Dunure lies close under the steep hill: a haven 

among the rocks, a breakwater in consummate disrepair, much apparatus for drying nets, and 

a score or so of fishers’ houses. Hard by, a few shards of ruined castle overhang the sea, a 

few vaults, and one tall gable honeycombed with windows.  

The people at the public-house did not seem well pleased to see me, and though I would 

fain have stayed by the kitchen fire, sent me ‘ben the hoose’ into the guest-room. While I was 

at luncheon four carters came in – long-limbed, muscular Ayrshire Scots, with lean, 

intelligent faces. Four quarts of stout were ordered; they kept filling the tumbler with the 

other hand as they drank; and in less time than it takes me to write these words the four quarts 

were finished – another round was proposed, discussed, and negatived – and they were 

creaking out of the village with their carts.  

The ruins drew you towards them. You never saw any place more desolate from a 

distance, nor one that less belied its promise near at hand. Some crows and gulls flew away 

croaking as I scrambled in. The snow had drifted into the vaults. The clachan dabbled with 

snow, the white hills, the black sky, the sea marked in the coves with faint circular wrinkles, 

the whole world, as it looked from a loop-hole in Dunure, was cold, wretched, and out-at-

elbows. If you had been a wicked baron and compelled to stay there all the afternoon, you 

would have had a rare fit of remorse. How you would have heaped up the fire and gnawed 



your fingers! I think it would have come to homicide before the evening – if it were only for 

the pleasure of seeing something red! .  

Some way beyond Dunure a wide bay, of somewhat less unkindly aspect, opened out. 

Colzean plantations lay all along the steep shore, and there was a wooded hill towards the 

centre, where the trees made a sort of shadowy etching over the snow. The road went down 

and up, and past a blacksmith’s cottage that made fine music in the valley. Three compatriots 

of Burns drove up to me in a cart. They were all drunk, and asked me jeeringly if this was the 

way to Dunure. I told them it was; and my answer was received with unfeigned merriment. 

One gentleman was so much tickled he nearly fell out of the cart; indeed, he was only saved 

by a companion, who either had not so fine a sense of humour or had drunken less.  

Maybole is tumbledown and dreary. Prosperous enough in reality, it has an air of decay; 

and though the population has increased, a roofless house every here and there seems to 

protest the contrary. The women are more than well-favoured, and the men fine tall fellows; 

but they look slipshod and dissipated. As they slouched at street corners, or stood about 

gossiping in the snow, it seemed they would have been more at home in the slums of a large 

city than here in a country place betwixt a village and a town. I heard a great deal about 

drinking, and a great deal about religious revivals: two things in which the Scottish character 

is emphatic and most unlovely.  

In particular, I heard of clergymen who were employing their time in explaining to a 

delighted audience the physics of the Second Coming. It is not very likely any of us will be 

asked to help. If we were, it is likely we should receive instructions for the occasion, and that 

on more reliable authority.  

And yet I saw some young fellows about the smoking-room who seemed, in the eyes of 

one who cannot count himself strait-laced, in need of some more practical sort of teaching. 

They seemed only eager to get drunk, and to do so speedily. It was not much more than a 

week after the New Year; and to hear them return on their past bouts with a gusto 

unspeakable was not altogether pleasing. Here is one snatch of talk, for the accuracy of which 

I can vouch –  

‘Ye had a spree here last Tuesday?’  

‘We had that!’  

‘I wasna able to be oot o’ my bed. Man, I was awful bad on Wednesday.’  

‘Ay, ye were gey bad.’ 

And you should have seen the bright eyes, and heard the sensual accents! They recalled 

their doings with devout gusto and a sort of rational pride. Schoolboys, after their first 

drunkenness, are not more boastful; a cock does not plume himself with a more unmingled 

satisfaction as he paces forth among his harem; and yet these were grown men, and by no 

means short of wit.  

  



French Fancies 
 

BY Stevenson’s mid-twenties he was spreading his horizons beyond Scotland and England to 

France. The war with his parents over his inability to subscribe to the Christian religion had 

subsided into an uneasy truce, but he now found it hard to stay in Edinburgh for any length of 

time and he would frequently disappear to Paris, where his artist cousin Bob Stevenson was 

studying and had introduced him to the Bohemian world of painters, sculptors and their 

uninhibited models. In summer, the artists would decamp from Paris to paint en plein air in 

the Forest of Fontainebleau, where they would take over a whole inn for weeks or months on 

end. Bob took Stevenson to the village of Barbizon to share in the enchanted life of this 

society of artists, which he would describe in Forest Notes…  

 

CLOSE into the edge of the forest, so close that the trees of the bornage stand pleasantly 

about the last houses, sits a certain small and very quiet village. There is but one street, and 

that, not long ago, was a green lane, where the cattle browsed between the doorsteps. As you 

go up this street, drawing ever nearer the beginning of the wood, you will arrive at last before 

an inn where artists lodge. To the door (for I imagine it to be six o’clock on some fine 

summer’s even), half a dozen, or maybe half a score, of people have brought out chairs and 

now sit sunning themselves, and awaiting the omnibus from Melun. 

If you go on into the court you will find as many more, some in billiard-room over 

absinthe and a match of corks some without over a last cigar and a vermouth. The doves coo 

and flutter from the dovecot; Hortense is drawing water from the well; and as all the rooms 

open into the court, you can see the white-capped cook over the furnace in the kitchen, and 

some idle painter, who has stored his canvases and washed his brushes, jangling a waltz on 

the crazy, tongue-tied piano in the salle-à-manger. 

‘Edmond, encore un vermouth,’ cries a man in velveteen, adding in a tone of apologetic 

afterthought, “un double, s’il vous plait”. 

‘Where are you working?’ asks one in pure white linen from top to toe. At the Carrefour de 

l’Épine,’ returns the other in corduroy (they are all gaitered, by the way). ‘I couldn’t do a thing 

to it. I ran out of white. Where were you?’ 

‘I wasn’t working. I was looking for motives.’ 

Here is an outbreak of jubilation, and a lot of men clustering together about some new-

comer with outstretched hands; perhaps the ‘correspondence’ has come in and brought So-

and-so from Paris, or perhaps it is only So-and-so who has walked over from Chailly to 

dinner. 

‘À table, Messieurs!’ cries M. Siron, bearing through the court the first tureen of soup. 

And immediately the company begins to settle down about the long tables in the dining-

room, framed all round with sketches of all degrees of merit and demerit. There’s the big 

picture of the huntsman winding a horn with a dead boar between his legs, and his legs – 

well, his legs in stockings. And here is the little picture of a raw mutton-chop, in which Such-

a-one knocked a hole last summer with no worse a missile than a plum from the dessert.  

And under all these works of art so much eating goes forward, so much drinking, so much 

jabbering in French and English, that it would do your heart good merely to peep and listen at 

the door. One man is telling how they all went last year to the fête at Fleury, and another how 

well so-and-so would sing of an evening: and here are a third and fourth making plans for the 



whole future of their lives; and there is a fifth imitating a conjurer and making faces on his 

clenched fist, surely of all arts the most difficult and admirable! A sixth has eaten his fill, 

lights a cigarette, and resigns himself to digestion. A seventh has just dropped in, and calls 

for soup. Number eight, meanwhile, has left the table, and is once more trampling the poor 

piano under powerful and uncertain fingers. 

Dinner over, people drop outside to smoke and chat. Perhaps we go along to visit our friends 

at the other end of the village, where there is always a good welcome and a good talk, and 

perhaps some pickled oysters and white wine to close the evening. Or a dance is organised in 

the dining-room, and the piano exhibits all its paces under manful jockeying, to the light of 

three or four candles and a lamp or two, while the waltzers move to and fro upon the wooden 

floor, and sober men, who are not given to such light pleasures, get up on the table or the 

sideboard, and sit there looking on approvingly over a pipe and a tumbler of wine. 

Or sometimes – suppose my lady moon looks forth, and the court from out the half-lit 

dining-room seems nearly as bright as by day, and the light picks out the window-panes, and 

makes a clear shadow under every vine-leaf on the wall – sometimes a picnic is proposed, 

and a basket made ready, and a good procession formed in front of the hotel. The two 

trumpeters in honour go before; and as we file down the long alley, and up through devious 

footpaths among rocks and pine-trees, with every here and there a dark passage of shadow, 

and every here and there a spacious outlook over moonlit woods, these two precede us and 

sound many a jolly flourish as they walk. 

We gather ferns and dry boughs into the cavern, and soon a good blaze flutters the 

shadows of the old bandits’ haunt, and shows shapely beards and comely faces and toilettes 

ranged about the wall. The bowl is lit, and the punch is burnt and sent round in scalding 

thimblefuls. So a good hour or two may pass with song and jest. And then we go home in the 

moonlit morning, straggling a good deal among the birch tufts and the boulders, but ever 

called together again, as one of our leaders winds his horn… 

On the first morning you will doubtless rise betimes. If you have not been wakened before 

by the visit of some adventurous pigeon, you will be wakened as soon as the sun can reach your 

window – for there are no blind or shutters to keep him out – and the room, with its bare wood 

floor and bare whitewashed walls, shines all round you in a sort of glory of reflected lights. 

You may doze a while longer by snatches, or lie awake to study the charcoal men and dogs and 

horses with which former occupants have defiled the partitions: [French President Adolphe] 

Thiers, with wily profile; local celebrities, pipe in hand; or, maybe, a romantic landscape 

splashed in oil. 

Meanwhile artist after artist drops into the salle-à-manger for coffee, and then shoulders 

easel, sunshade, stool, and paint-box, bound into a fagot, and sets of for what he calls his 

‘motive’. And artist after artist, as he goes out of the village, carries with him a little following 

of dogs. For the dogs, who belong only nominally to any special master, hang about the gate of 

the forest all day long, and whenever any one goes by who hits their fancy, profit by his escort, 

and go forth with him to play an hour or two at hunting. They would like to be under the trees 

all day. But they cannot go alone. They require a pretext. And so they take the passing artist as 

an excuse to go into the woods, as they might take a walking-stick as an excuse to bathe… 

The forest is very destitute of birds. This is no country where every patch of wood among 

the meadows gibes up an increase of song, and every valley wandered through by a streamlet 

rings and reverberates from side to with a profusion of clear notes. And this rarity of birds is 



not to be regretted on its own account only. For the insects prosper in their absence, and 

become as one of the plagues of Egypt. Ants swarm in the hot sand; mosquitos drone their 

nasal drone; wherever the sun finds a hole in the roof of the forest, you see a myriad 

transparent creatures coming and going in the shaft of light; and even between-whiles, even 

where there is no incursion of sun-rays into the dark arcade of the wood, you are conscious of 

a continual drift of insects, an ebb and flow of infinitesimal living things between the trees. 

Nor are insects the only evil creatures that haunt the forest. For you may plump into a cave 

among the rocks, and find yourself face to face with a wild boar, or see a crooked viper 

slither across the road. 

Perhaps you may set yourself down in the bay between two spreading beech-roots with a 

book on your lap, and be awakened all of a sudden by a friend: ‘I say, just keep where you 

are, will you? You make the jolliest motive.’ And you reply: ‘Well, I don’t mind, if I may 

smoke.’ And thereafter the hours go idly by. Your friend at the easel labours doggedly a little 

way off, in the wide shadow of the tree; and yet farther, across a strait of glaring sunshine, 

you see another painter, encamped in the shadow of another tree, and up to his waist in the 

fern. 

You cannot watch your own effigy growing out of the white trunk, and the trunk 

beginning to stand forth from the rest of the wood, and the whole picture getting dappled over 

with the flecks of sun that slip through the leaves overhead, and, as a wind goes by and sets 

the trees a-talking, flicker hither and thither like butterflies of light. But you know it is going 

forward; and, out of emulation with the painter, get ready your own palette, and lay out the 

colour for a woodland scene in words… 

Meanwhile at your elbow someone tunes up a song, words of Ronsard to a pathetic 

tremulous air, of how the poet loved his mistress long ago, and pressed on her the flight of time, 

and told her how white and quiet the dead lay under the stones, and how the boat dipped and 

pitched as the shades embarked for the passionless land. Yet a little while, sang the poet, and 

there shall be no more love; only to sit and remember loves that might have been. There is a 

falling flourish in the air that remains in the memory and comes back in incongruous places, on 

the seat of hansoms or in the warm bed at night, with something of a forest savour. 

‘You can get up now,’ says the painter; ‘I’m at the background.’  

 

Stevenson did not count himself as an artist, although he could sketch scenery and do little 

caricatures. He was simply accepted as a kindred spirit by the American and British artists 

who made their headquarters at Siron’s Inn. His Edinburgh friend Sir Walter Simpson, who 

like Stevenson had qualified as an advocate but showed little inclination to practice law, had 

even fewer artistic pretensions - but his humorous, tolerant nature was his passport into 

Bohemian society, where he devoted his leisure hours to reading the works of German 

philosophers. For further diversion, Simpson and Stevenson decided to go on a short walking 

tour along the leafy green valley of the River Loing. What they had not bargained for was the 

fallout from the recent Franco-Prussian war which had left French officialdom deeply 

suspicious of anyone who behaved or dressed oddly. Unfortunately Stevenson, throughout his 

life, did both – as we find in this humorous account where, for reasons best known to himself, 

Stevenson appears as ‘the Arethusa’ while Simpson is known as ‘the Cigarette’… 

 



THE Arethusa was unwisely dressed… On his head he wore a smoking-cap of Indian work, 

the gold lace pitifully frayed and tarnished. A flannel shirt of an agreeable dark hue, which 

the satirical called black; a light tweed coat made by a good English tailor; ready-made cheap 

linen trousers and leathern gaiters completed his array. In person, he is exceptionally lean; 

and his face is not, like those of happier mortals, a certificate. For years he could not pass a 

frontier or visit a bank without suspicion; the police everywhere, but in his native city, looked 

askance upon him. If you will imagine him, dressed as above, stooping under his knapsack, 

walking nearly five miles an hour with the folds of the ready-made trousers fluttering about 

his spindle shanks, and still looking eagerly round him as if in terror of pursuit – the figure, 

when realised, is far from reassuring… 

 

No sooner had Stevenson arrived in the little town of Chatillon-sur-Loire than a polite 

gendarme threw his shadow on the path…  

 

“Monsieur est voyageur?” he asked. And the Arethusa, strong in his innocence, forgetful 

of his vile attire, replied – I had almost said with gaiety: “So it would appear.”  

‘“His papers are in order?” said the gendarme. And when the Arethusa, with a slight 

change of voice, admitted he had none, he was informed (politely enough) that he must 

appear before the Commissary.  

The Commissary sat at a table in his bedroom, stripped to the shirt and trousers, but still 

copiously perspiring; and when he turned upon the prisoner a large, meaningless 

countenance, that was (like Bardolph’s) “all whelks and bubuckles”, the dullest might have 

been prepared for grief. Here was a stupid man, sleepy with the heat and fretful at the 

interruption, whom neither appeal nor argument could reach.  

THE COMMISSARY. You have no papers?  

THE ARETHUSA. Not here.  

THE COMMISSARY. Why? 

THE ARETHUSA. I have left them behind in my valise.  

THE COMMISSARY. You know, however, that it is forbidden to circulate without 

papers?  

THE ARETHUSA. Pardon me: I am convinced of the contrary. I am here on my rights as 

an English subject by international treaty.  

THE COMMISSARY (with scorn). You call yourself an Englishman?  

THE ARETHUSA. I do.  

THE COMMISSARY. Humph. – What is your trade? 

THE ARETHUSA. I am a Scotch advocate.  

THE COMMISSARY (with singular annoyance). A Scotch advocate! Do you then pretend 

to support yourself by that in this department?  

The Arethusa modestly disclaimed the pretension. The Commissary had scored a point. 

THE COMMISSARY. Why, then, do you travel?  

THE ARETHUSA. I travel for pleasure. 

THE COMMISSARY (pointing to the knapsack, and with sublime incredulity). Avec ça? 

Voyez-vous, je suis un homme intelligent!  

(With that? Look here, I am a person of intelligence!)  



The culprit remaining silent under this home thrust, the Commissary relished his triumph 

for a while, and then demanded to see the contents of the knapsack. There was little or no 

furniture in the room except the Commissary’s chair and table; and to facilitate matters, the 

Arethusa (with all the innocence on earth) leant the knapsack on a corner of the bed. The 

Commissary fairly bounded from his seat; his face and neck flushed past purple, almost into 

blue; and he screamed to lay the desecrating object on the floor.  

The knapsack proved to contain a change of shirts, of shoes, of socks, and of linen 

trousers, a small dressing-case, a piece of soap in one of the shoes, two volumes of the 

Collection Jannet lettered Poésies de Charles d’Orléans, a map, and a version book 

containing divers notes in prose and the remarkable English roundels of the voyager, still to 

this day unpublished: the Commissary of Châtillon is the only living man who has clapped an 

eye on these artistic trifles. He turned the assortment over with a contumelious finger; it was 

plain from his daintiness that he regarded the Arethusa and all his belongings as the very 

temple of infection. Still there was nothing suspicious about the map, nothing really criminal 

except the roundels; as for Charles of Orleans, to the ignorant mind of the prisoner, he 

seemed as good as a certificate; and it was supposed the farce was nearly over.  

The inquisitor resumed his seat.  

THE COMMISSARY (after a pause). Eh bien, je vais vous dire ce que vous êtes. Vous 

êtes allemand et vous venez chanter à la foire. 

(Well, then, I will tell you what you are. You are a German and have come to sing at the 

fair.) 

THE ARETHUSA. Would you like to hear me sing? I believe I could convince you of the 

contrary.  

THE COMMISSARY. Pas de plaisanterie, monsieur!  

THE ARETHUSA. Well, sir, oblige me at least by looking at this book. Here, I open it 

with my eyes shut. Read one of these songs – read this one – and tell me, you who are a man 

of intelligence, if it would be possible to sing it at a fair?  

THE COMMISSARY (critically). Mais oui. Très bien.  

THE ARETHUSA. Comment, monsieur! What! But do you not observe it is antique. It is 

difficult to understand, even for you and me; but for the audience at a fair, it would be 

meaningless. 

THE COMMISSARY (taking a pen). Enfin, il faut en finir. What is your name?  

THE ARETHUSA (speaking with the swallowing vivacity of the English). Robert-Louis-

Stev’ns’n. 

THE COMMISSARY (aghast). Hé! Quoi?  

THE ARETHUSA (perceiving and improving his advantage). Rob’rt-Lou’s-Stev’ns’n.  

THE COMMISSARY (after several conflicts with his pen). Eh bien, il faut se passer du 

nom. Ca ne s’écrit pas. 

(Well, we must do without the name: it is unspellable.) 

 The Commissary was not, I think, a practised literary man; no sooner, at least, had he 

taken pen in hand and embarked on the composition of the procès-verbal, than he became 

distinctly more uncivil and began to show a predilection for that simplest of all forms of 

repartee…  

THE COMMISSARY. You lie!  



Several times the Arethusa let it pass, and then suddenly flared up, refused to accept more 

insults or to answer further questions, defied the Commissary to do his worst, and promised 

him, if he did, that he should bitterly repent it… 

Shortly afterwards he found himself in a prison cell, where the gendarme asked him to 

turn out his pockets and confiscated the contents, refusing Stevenson’s request that he be 

allowed to keep his handkerchief. ‘“Non,” said the gendarme. “We have had histories of 

people who hanged themselves.” 

THE ARETHUSA. What? And is it for that you refuse me my handkerchief? But see how 

much more easily I could hang myself in my trousers!  

The man was struck by the novelty of the idea; but he stuck to his colours.  

THE ARETHUSA. At least be sure that you arrest my comrade; he will follow me ere 

long on the same road, and you can tell him by the sack upon his shoulders… 

  

As Louis languished in solitary confinement, Sir Walter Simpson came strolling up to the 

town entry, where ‘the gendarme culled him like a wayside flower…’  

 

And a moment later, two persons, in a high state of surprise, were confronted in the 

Commissary’s office. For if the Cigarette was surprised to be arrested, the Commissary was 

no less taken aback. Here was a man about whom there could be no mistake: a man of an 

unquestionable and unassailable manner, in apple-pie order, dressed not with neatness merely 

but elegance, ready with his passport, at a word, and well supplied with money… 

THE COMMISSARY. Baronet? Alors, monsieur, vous êtes le fils d’un baron?”  

And when the Cigarette (his one mistake throughout the interview) denied the soft 

impeachment, as his eminent father had been merely a baronet… 

THE COMMISSARY. Alors, ce n’est pas votre passeport! 

But these were ineffectual thunders. The Commissary never dreamed of laying hands upon 

the Cigarette; presently he fell into a mood of unrestrained admiration, gloating over the 

contents of the knapsack, commending our friend’s tailor. Ah, what an honoured guest was 

the Commissary entertaining! what suitable clothes he wore for the warm weather! what 

beautiful maps, what an attractive work of history he carried in his knapsack!  

 

Sensing a willingness to accept a small bribe, Simpson proferred the handsome volume by 

the French historian Michelet as a peace offering to the Commissary…  

 

And presently after, either because he had his price, or to show that he was not the man to 

be behind in friendly offices, the Commissary declared: ‘Eh bien, je suppose qu’il faut lâcher 

votre camarade.’ 

And he tore up that feast of humour, the unfinished procès-verbal…  

To the imprisoned one, shivering under the public covering, there came suddenly a noise 

of bolts and chains. He sprang to his feet, ready to welcome a companion in calamity; and 

instead of that, the door was flung wide, the friendly gendarme appeared above in the strong 

daylight, and with a magnificent gesture (being probably a student of the drama) declared 

“Vous êtes libre!” 

 



All would have gone well, had Stevenson known how to quit while he was ahead. Instead, 

as the pair left the barracks, he got into an argument with the handsome and disdainful wife 

of the Maréchal-des-logis, or local chief of police, after her passing remark about his 

disreputable appearance had goaded him into a similarly insulting reply. Shortly afterwards, 

as Stevenson and Simpson were relaxing at a local café, they were paid a visit by the angry 

woman’s husband… 

 

‘Suddenly the glass door flew open with a crash; the Maréchal-des-logis appeared in the 

interval, gorgeously belted and befrogged; entered without salutation, strode up the room 

with a clang of spurs and weapons, and disappeared through a door at the far end. Close at his 

heels followed the Arethusa’s gendarme of the afternoon, imitating, with a nice shade of 

difference, the imperial bearing of his chief; only, as he passed, he struck lightly with his 

open hand on the shoulder of his late captive, and with that ringing, dramatic utterance of 

which he had the secret – “Suivez!” said he.  

 ‘And the Arethusa? Well, he had a long, sometimes a trying, interview in the back 

kitchen. The Maréchal-des-logis, who was a very handsome man, and I believe both 

intelligent and honest, had no clear opinion on the case. He thought the Commissary had 

done wrong, but he did not wish to get his subordinates into trouble; and he proposed this, 

that, and the other, to all of which the Arethusa (with a growing sense of his position) 

demurred...  

THE ARETHUSA. In short, you want to wash your hands of further responsibility? Well, 

then, let me go to Paris. 

The Maréchal-des-logis looked at his watch. “You may leave,” said he, “by the ten 

o’clock train for Paris.” And at noon the next day the travellers were telling their 

misadventure in the dining-room at Siron’s. 

 

The trouble with Barbizon was that it had no water for boating. Bob Stevenson had been 

boating mad since his time at Cambridge, while Stevenson and Simpson were very keen on 

the new sport of canoeing. Like Simpson, their artist friend Henry Enfeld was an 

accomplished yachtsman, although he was equally at home paddling a washtub. Barbizon 

was growing rather overcrowded with amateur artists, but the Bohemians at Siron’s Inn had 

learned that Grez-sur-Loing, on the other side of the forest, was virtually unspoiled and 

perfect for boating – so they organised an expedition to see for themselves… 

 

AS this excursion is a matter of some length, and, moreover, we go in force, we have set 

aside our usual vehicle, the pony-cart, and ordered a large wagonette from Lejosne’s. It has 

been waiting for near an hour, while one went to pack a knapsack, and t’other hurried over 

his toilette and coffee; but now it is filled from end to end with merry folk in summer attire, 

the coachman cracks his whip, and amid much applause from round the inn door off we rattle 

at a spanking trot.  

The way lies through the forest, up hill and down dale, and by beech and pine wood, in the 

cheerful morning sunshine. The English get down at all the ascents and walk on ahead for 

exercise; the French are mightily entertained at this, and keep coyly underneath the tilt. As 

we go we carry with us a pleasant noise of laughter and light speech, and some one will be 

always breaking out into a bar or two of opera bouffe. 



Before we get to the Route Ronde here comes Desprez, the colourman from 

Fontainebleau, trudging across on his weekly peddle with a case of merchandise; and it is 

“Desprez, leave me some malachite green”; “Desprez, leave me so much canvas”; “Desprez, 

leave me this, or leave me that”; M. Desprez standing the while in the sunlight with grave 

face and many salutations.  

The next interruption is more important. For some time back we have had the sound of 

cannon in our ears; and now, a little past Franchard, we find a mounted trooper holding a led 

horse, who brings the wagonette to a stand. The artillery is practising in the Quadrilateral, it 

appears; passage along the Route Ronde formally interdicted for the moment. There is 

nothing for it but to draw up at the glaring cross-roads and get down to make fun with the 

notorious Cocardon, the most ungainly and ill-bred dog of all the ungainly and ill-bred dogs 

of Barbizon, or clamber about the sandy banks.  

And meanwhile the doctor, with sun umbrella, wide Panama, and patriarchal beard, is 

busy wheedling and (for aught the rest of us know) bribing the too facile sentry. His speech is 

smooth and dulcet, his manner dignified and insinuating. It is not for nothing that the Doctor 

has voyaged all the world over, and speaks all languages from French to Patagonian. He has 

not come borne from perilous journeys to be thwarted by a corporal of horse. And so we soon 

see the soldier’s mouth relax, and his shoulders imitate a relenting heart. 

‘“En voiture, Messieurs, Mesdames,” sings the Doctor; and on we go again at a good 

round pace, for black care follows hard after us, and discretion prevails not a little over valour 

in some timorous spirits of the party. At any moment we may meet the sergeant, who will 

send us back. At any moment we may encounter a flying shell, which will send us 

somewhere farther off than Grez. 

Grez, for that is our destination, has been highly recommended for its beauty. ‘Il y a de 

l’eau,’ people have said, with an emphasis, as if that settled the question, which, for a French 

mind, I am rather led to think it does. And Grez, when we get there, is indeed a place worthy of 

some praise. It lies out of the forest, a cluster of houses, with an old bridge, an old castle in ruin, 

and a quaint old church. The inn garden descends in terraces to the river; stable-yard, kailyard, 

orchard, and a space of lawn, fringed with rushes and embellished with a green arbour. On the 

opposite bank there is a reach of English-looking plain, set thickly with willows and poplars. 

And between the two lies the river, clear and deep, and full of reeds and floating lilies. 

Water-plants cluster about the starlings of the long low bridge, and stand half-way up upon 

the piers in green luxuriance. They catch the dipped oar with long antennæ, and chequer the 

slimy bottom with the shadow of their leaves. And the river wanders and thither hither among 

the islets, and is smothered and broken up by the reeds, like an old building in the lithe, hardy 

arms of the climbing ivy.  

You may watch the box where the good man of the inn keeps fish alive for his kitchen, 

one oily ripple following another over the top of the yellow deal. And you can hear a 

splashing and a prattle of voices from the shed under the old kirk, where the village women 

wash and wash all day among the fish and water-lilies. It seems as if linen washed there 

should be specially cool and sweet. 

We have come here for the river. And no sooner have we all bathed than we board the two 

shallops and push off gaily, and go gliding under the trees and gathering a great treasure of 

water-lilies. Some one sings; some trail their hands in the cool water; some lean over the 

gunwale to see the image of the tall poplars far below, and the shadow of the boat, with the 



balanced oars and their own head protruded, glide smoothly over the yellow floor of the 

stream. At last, the day declining – all silent and happy, and up to the knees in the wet lilies – 

we punt slowly back again to the landing-place beside the bridge.  

There is a wish for solitude on all. One hides himself in the arbour with a cigarette; 

another goes a walk in the country with Cocardon; a third inspects the church. And it is not 

till dinner is on the table, and the inn’s best wine goes round from glass to glass, that we 

begin to throw off the restraint and fuse once more into a jolly fellowship…’ 

 

Stevenson and Simpson’s passion for paddling had been ignited by a book called A Thousand 

Miles in the Rob Roy Canoe by John MacGregor, designer of the canoe in question. Plans 

were available, from which grew Stevenson’s canoe, the Arethusa, and Simpson’s canoe, the 

Cigarette. They were soon trying them out on the Forth, paddling from the boathouse at 

Granton to Cramond Island and on to the Hawes Inn at Queensferry. The success of 

MacGregor’s travel book led Stevenson to surmise that he might write something on similar 

lines as his first venture between hard covers – and so, in the autumn of 1876, he and 

Simpson set out on An Inland Voyage along the waterways of Belgium and France… 

   

WE made a great stir in Antwerp Docks. A stevedore and a lot of dock porters took up the 

two canoes, and ran with them for the slip. A crowd of children followed cheering. The 

Cigarette went off in a splash and a bubble of small breaking water. Next moment the 

Arethusa was after her. A steamer was coming down, men on the paddle-box shouted hoarse 

warnings, the stevedore and his porters were bawling from the quay. But in a stroke or two 

the canoes were away out in the middle of the Scheldt, and all steamers, and stevedores, and 

other ‘long-shore vanities were left behind.  

It was agreeable upon the river. A barge or two went past laden with hay. Reeds and 

willows bordered the stream; and cattle and grey venerable horses came and hung their mild 

heads over the embankment. Here and there was a pleasant village among trees, with a noisy 

shipping-yard; here and there a villa in a lawn. The wind served us well up the Scheldt and 

thereafter up the Rupel; and we were running pretty free when we began to sight the 

brickyards of Boom, lying for a long way on the right bank of the river.  

Boom is not a nice place, and is only remarkable for one thing: that the majority of the 

inhabitants have a private opinion that they can speak English, which is not justified by fact. 

This gave a kind of haziness to our intercourse. As for the Hôtel de la Navigation, I think it is 

the worst feature of the place. The food, as usual in Belgium, was of a nondescript occasional 

character; they seem to peck and trifle with viands all day long in an amateur spirit: 

tentatively French, truly German, and somehow falling between the two.  

Next morning, when we set forth on the Willebroek Canal, the rain began heavy and chill. 

The water of the canal stood at about the drinking temperature of tea; and under this cold 

aspersion, the surface was covered with steam. The canal was busy enough. Every now and 

then we met or overtook a long string of boats, with great green tillers; high sterns with a 

window on either side of the rudder, and perhaps a jug or a flower-pot in one of the windows; 

a dinghy following behind; a woman busied about the day’s dinner, and a handful of children.  

Of all the creatures of commercial enterprise, a canal barge is by far the most delightful to 

consider. It may spread its sails, and then you see it sailing high above the tree-tops and the 

windmill, sailing on the aqueduct, sailing through the green corn-lands: the most picturesque 



of things amphibious. Or the horse plods along at a foot-pace as if there were no such thing as 

business in the world; and the man dreaming at the tiller sees the same spire on the horizon 

all day long.  

The chimney smokes for dinner as you go along; the banks of the canal slowly unroll their 

scenery to contemplative eyes; the barge floats by great forests and through great cities with 

their public buildings and their lamps at night; and for the bargee, in his floating home, 

‘travelling abed,’ it is merely as if he were listening to another man’s story or turning the 

leaves of a picture-book in which he had no concern. He may take his afternoon walk in some 

foreign country on the banks of the canal, and then come home to dinner at his own fireside.  

Half-way between Willebroek and Villevorde, in a beautiful reach of canal like a squire’s 

avenue, we went ashore to lunch. There were two eggs, a junk of bread, and a bottle of wine 

on board the Arethusa ; and two eggs and an Etna cooking apparatus on board the Cigarette . 

The master of the latter boat smashed one of the eggs in the course of disembarkation; but 

observing pleasantly that it might still be cooked à la papier , he dropped it into the Etna, in 

its covering of Flemish newspaper.  

We landed in a blink of fine weather; but we had not been two minutes ashore before the 

wind freshened into half a gale, and the rain began to patter on our shoulders. We sat as close 

about the Etna as we could. The spirits burned with great ostentation; the grass caught flame 

every minute or two, and had to be trodden out; and before long, there were several burnt 

fingers of the party. But the solid quantity of cookery accomplished was out of proportion 

with so much display; and when we desisted, after two applications of the fire, the sound egg 

was little more than loo-warm; and as for à la papier , it was a cold and sordid fricassée of 

printer’s ink and broken egg-shell. We made shift to roast the other two, by putting them 

close to the burning spirits; and that with better success.  

And then we uncorked the bottle of wine, and sat down in a ditch with our canoe aprons 

over our knees. It rained smartly. Discomfort, when it is honestly uncomfortable and makes 

no nauseous pretensions to the contrary, is a vastly humorous business; and people well 

steeped and stupefied in the open air are in a good vein for laughter. From this point of view, 

even egg à la papier offered by way of food may pass muster as a sort of accessory to the fun. 

But this manner of jest, although it may be taken in good part, does not invite repetition; and 

from that time forward, the Etna voyaged like a gentleman in the locker of the Cigarette .  

Near the end of the Allée Verte, and on the very threshold of Brussels, we were confronted 

by a serious difficulty. The shores were closely lined by canal boats waiting their turn at the 

lock. Nowhere was there any convenient landing-place; nowhere so much as a stable-yard to 

leave the canoes in for the night. But sure enough there was the slip in the corner of the basin; 

and at the top of it two nice-looking lads in boating clothes. Half-a-dozen other young men 

came out of a boat-house bearing the superscription ROYAL SPORT NAUTIQUE, and 

joined in the talk.  

They were all very polite, voluble, and enthusiastic; and their discourse was interlarded 

with English boating terms, and the names of English boat-builders and English clubs. I do 

not know, to my shame, any spot in my native land where I should have been so warmly 

received by the same number of people. We were English boating-men, and the Belgian 

boating-men fell upon our necks.  

The canoes were carried into the boat-house; they were washed down for us by the Club 

servants, the sails were hung out to dry, and everything made as snug and tidy as a picture. 



And in the meanwhile we were led upstairs by our new-found brethren, for so more than one 

of them stated the relationship, and made free of their lavatory. This one lent us soap, that one 

a towel, a third and fourth helped us to undo our bags. And all the time such questions, such 

assurances of respect and sympathy! I declare I never knew what glory was before.  

‘Yes, yes, the Royal Sport Nautique is the oldest club in Belgium.’  

‘You must leave all your wet things to be dried.’  

‘O! entre frères ! In any boat-house in England we should find the same.’ (I cordially hope 

they might.)  

‘En Angleterre , vous employez des sliding-seats , n’est-ce pas ?’  

‘We are all employed in commerce during the day; but in the evening, voyez-vous , nous 

sommes sérieux .’  

These were the words. They were all employed over the frivolous mercantile concerns of 

Belgium during the day; but in the evening they found some hours for the serious concerns of 

life. I may have a wrong idea of wisdom, but I think that was a very wise remark. People 

connected with literature and philosophy are busy all their days in getting rid of second-hand 

notions and false standards. It is their profession, in the sweat of their brows, by dogged 

thinking, to recover their old fresh view of life, and distinguish what they really and 

originally like, from what they have only learned to tolerate perforce.  

And these Royal Nautical Sportsmen had the distinction still quite legible in their hearts. 

They had still those clean perceptions of what is nice and nasty, what is interesting and what 

is dull, which envious old gentlemen refer to as illusions. The nightmare illusion of middle 

age, the bear’s hug of custom gradually squeezing the life out of a man’s soul, had not yet 

begun for these happy-starred young Belgians. They still knew that the interest they took in 

their business was a trifling affair compared to their spontaneous, long-suffering affection for 

nautical sports.  

For will any one dare to tell me that business is more entertaining than fooling among 

boats? He must have never seen a boat, or never seen an office, who says so. And for certain 

the one is a great deal better for the health. There should be nothing so much a man’s 

business as his amusements. Nothing but money-grubbing can be put forward to the contrary; 

no one but Mammon, the least erected spirit that fell from Heaven, durst risk a word in 

answer.  

 

In the comic incident of trying to cook eggs, does anyone catch a foretaste of the paraffin 

stove that flavours everything in Jerome K Jerome’s Three Men In A Boat, published some 12 

years after An Inland Voyage? Certainly when Stevenson demanded ‘Will any one dare to tell 

me that business is more entertaining than fooling among boats?’ he had no way of knowing 

he would inspire Kenneth Grahame’s Water Rat to declare, three decades later: ‘There is 

nothing – absolute nothing – half so much worth doing as simply messing about in boats.’ 

And did the classical spirit of The Wind In The Willows first shiver the reeds along the River 

Oise in flood, as Grahame’s fellow Scot struggled to stay afloat…  

 

THE river was swollen with the long rains. From Vadencourt all the way to Origny, it ran 

with ever-quickening speed, taking fresh heart at each mile, and racing as though it already 

smelt the sea. The water was yellow and turbulent, swung with an angry eddy among half-

submerged willows, and made an angry clatter along stony shores… The canoe was like a 



leaf in the current. It took it up and shook it, and carried it masterfully away, like a Centaur 

carrying off a nymph.  

To keep some command on our direction required hard and diligent plying of the paddle. 

The river was in such a hurry for the sea! Every drop of water ran in a panic, like as many 

people in a frightened crowd. But what crowd was ever so numerous, or so single-minded? 

All the objects of sight went by at a dance measure; the eyesight raced with the racing river; 

the exigencies of every moment kept the pegs screwed so tight, that our being quivered like a 

well-tuned instrument.  

The reeds might nod their heads in warning, and with tremulous gestures tell how the river 

was as cruel as it was strong and cold, and how death lurked in the eddy underneath the 

willows. But the reeds had to stand where they were; and those who stand still are always 

timid advisers. As for us, we could have shouted aloud. If this lively and beautiful river were, 

indeed, a thing of death’s contrivance, the old ashen rogue had famously outwitted himself 

with us. I was living three to the minute. I was scoring points against him every stroke of my 

paddle, every turn of the stream. I have rarely had better profit of my life.  

Towards afternoon we got fairly drunken with the sunshine and the exhilaration of the 

pace. We could no longer contain ourselves and our content. The canoes were too small for 

us; we must be out and stretch ourselves on shore. And so in a green meadow we bestowed 

our limbs on the grass, and smoked deifying tobacco and proclaimed the world excellent. It 

was the last good hour of the day, and I dwell upon it with extreme complacency.  

On the other side of the valley a group of red roofs and a belfry showed among the foliage. 

Thence some inspired bell-ringer made the afternoon musical on a chime of bells. There was 

something very sweet and taking in the air he played; and we thought we had never heard 

bells speak so intelligibly, or sing so melodiously, as these. It must have been to some such 

measure that the spinners and the young maids sang, ‘Come away, Death,’ in the 

Shakespearian Illyria.  

At last the bells ceased, and with their note the sun withdrew. The piece was at an end; 

shadow and silence possessed the valley of the Oise. We took to the paddle with glad hearts, 

like people who have sat out a noble performance and returned to work. The river was more 

dangerous here; it ran swifter, the eddies were more sudden and violent. All the way down we 

had had our fill of difficulties. Sometimes it was a weir which could be shot, sometimes one 

so shallow and full of stakes that we must withdraw the boats from the water and carry them 

round. But the chief sort of obstacle was a consequence of the late high winds. Every two or 

three hundred yards a tree had fallen across the river, and usually involved more than another 

in its fall.  

Often there was free water at the end, and we could steer round the leafy promontory and 

hear the water sucking and bubbling among the twigs. Often, again, when the tree reached 

from bank to bank, there was room, by lying close, to shoot through underneath, canoe and 

all. Sometimes it was necessary to get out upon the trunk itself and pull the boats across; and 

sometimes, when the stream was too impetuous for this, there was nothing for it but to land 

and ‘carry over.’ This made a fine series of accidents in the day’s career, and kept us aware of 

ourselves.  

Shortly after our re-embarkation, while I was leading by a long way, and still full of a 

noble, exulting spirit in honour of the sun, the swift pace, and the church bells, the river made 

one of its leonine pounces round a corner, and I was aware of another fallen tree within a 



stone-cast. I had my backboard down in a trice, and aimed for a place where the trunk seemed 

high enough above the water, and the branches not too thick to let me slip below.  

When a man has just vowed eternal brotherhood with the universe, he is not in a temper to 

take great determinations coolly, and this, which might have been a very important 

determination for me, had not been taken under a happy star. The tree caught me about the 

chest, and while I was yet struggling to make less of myself and get through, the river took 

the matter out of my hands, and bereaved me of my boat. The Arethusa swung round 

broadside on, leaned over, ejected so much of me as still remained on board, and thus 

disencumbered, whipped under the tree, righted, and went merrily away downstream.  

I do not know how long it was before I scrambled on to the tree to which I was left 

clinging, but it was longer than I cared about. My thoughts were of a grave and almost 

sombre character, but I still clung to my paddle. The stream ran away with my heels as fast as 

I could pull up my shoulders, and I seemed, by the weight, to have all the water of the Oise in 

my trousers-pockets. You can never know, till you try it, what a dead pull a river makes 

against a man.  

Death himself had me by the heels, for this was his last ambuscado, and he must now join 

personally in the fray. And still I held to my paddle. At last I dragged myself on to my 

stomach on the trunk, and lay there a breathless sop, with a mingled sense of humour and 

injustice. A poor figure I must have presented to Burns upon the hill-top with his team. But 

there was the paddle in my hand. On my tomb, if ever I have one, I mean to get these words 

inscribed: ‘He clung to his paddle.’  

The Cigarette had gone past a while before; for, as I might have observed, if I had been a 

little less pleased with the universe at the moment, there was a clear way round the tree-top at 

the farther side. He had offered his services to haul me out, but as I was then already on my 

elbows, I had declined, and sent him down stream after the truant Arethusa . The stream was 

too rapid for a man to mount with one canoe, let alone two, upon his hands. So I crawled 

along the trunk to shore, and proceeded down the meadows by the river-side.  

I was so cold that my heart was sore. I had now an idea of my own why the reeds so 

bitterly shivered. I could have given any of them a lesson. The Cigarette remarked facetiously 

that he thought I was ‘taking exercise’ as I drew near, until he made out for certain that I was 

only twittering with cold. I had a rub down with a towel, and donned a dry suit from the 

india-rubber bag. But I was not my own man again for the rest of the voyage.  

I had a queasy sense that I wore my last dry clothes upon my body. The struggle had tired 

me; and perhaps, whether I knew it or not, I was a little dashed in spirit. The devouring 

element in the universe had leaped out against me, in this green valley quickened by a 

running stream. The bells were all very pretty in their way, but I had heard some of the 

hollow notes of Pan’s music. Would the wicked river drag me down by the heels, indeed? and 

look so beautiful all the time? Nature’s good-humour was only skin-deep after all.  

 

After this near-death encounter, a rather damp and despondent Stevenson was in need of 

good food and convivialityy to restore the inner man. He and Simpson had been looking 

forward to dinner – but were in for a rude shock.  

 

WE had been told there was a capital inn at La Fère. Such a dinner as we were going to eat! 

such beds as we were to sleep in! – and all the while the rain raining on houseless folk over 



all the poplared countryside! It made our mouths water. The inn bore the name of some 

woodland animal, stag, or hart, or hind, I forget which. But I shall never forget how spacious 

and how eminently habitable it looked as we drew near. The carriage entry was lighted up, 

not by intention, but from the mere superfluity of fire and candle in the house. A rattle of 

many dishes came to our ears; we sighted a great field of table-cloth; the kitchen glowed like 

a forge and smelt like a garden of things to eat.  

Into this, the inmost shrine and physiological heart of a hostelry, with all its furnaces in 

action, and all its dressers charged with viands, you are now to suppose us making our 

triumphal entry, a pair of damp rag-and-bone men, each with a limp india-rubber bag upon 

his arm. I do not believe I have a sound view of that kitchen; I saw it through a sort of glory: 

but it seemed to me crowded with the snowy caps of cookmen, who all turned round from 

their saucepans and looked at us with surprise. There was no doubt about the landlady, 

however: there she was, heading her army, a flushed, angry woman, full of affairs. Her I 

asked politely – too politely, thinks the Cigarette  – if we could have beds: she surveying us 

coldly from head to foot.  

‘You will find beds in the suburb,’ she remarked. ‘We are too busy for the like of you.’  

If we could make an entrance, change our clothes, and order a bottle of wine, I felt sure we 

could put things right; so said I: ‘If we cannot sleep, we may at least dine,’ – and was for 

depositing my bag.  

What a terrible convulsion of nature was that which followed in the landlady’s face! She 

made a run at us, and stamped her foot. ‘Out with you – out of the door!’ she screeched. ‘ 

Sortez ! sortez ! sortez par la porte !’  

I do not know how it happened, but next moment we were out in the rain and darkness, 

and I was cursing before the carriage entry like a disappointed mendicant. Black, black was 

the night after the firelit kitchen; but what was that to the blackness in our heart? It is all very 

fine to talk about tramps and morality. Six hours of police surveillance (such as I have had), 

or one brutal rejection from an inn-door, change your views upon the subject like a course of 

lectures.  

For my part, when I was turned out of the Stag, or the Hind, or whatever it was, I would 

have set the temple of Diana on fire, if it had been handy. There was no crime complete 

enough to express my disapproval of human institutions. As for the Cigarette , I never knew a 

man so altered. ‘We have been taken for pedlars again,’ said he. ‘Good God, what it must be 

to be a pedlar in reality!’  

Meantime the heaven wept upon our heads; and the windows grew brighter as the night 

increased in darkness. There seemed to be no other inn in the whole town. People gave us 

directions, which we followed as best we could, generally with the effect of bringing us out 

again upon the scene of our disgrace. We were very sad people indeed by the time we had 

gone all over La Fère; and the Cigarette had already made up his mind to lie under a poplar 

and sup off a loaf of bread. But right at the other end, the house next the town-gate was full of 

light and bustle. ‘Bazin , aubergiste , loge à pied,’ was the sign. ‘À la Croix de Malte.’ There 

were we received.  

The room was full of noisy reservists drinking and smoking; and we were very glad indeed 

when the drums and bugles began to go about the streets, and one and all had to snatch 

shakoes and be off for the barracks. Bazin was a tall man, running to fat: soft-spoken, with a 

delicate, gentle face. We asked him to share our wine; but he excused himself, having 



pledged reservists all day long. He also loved Paris, where he had worked as a decorative 

painter in his youth. We asked him how he managed in La Fère. ‘I am married,’ he said, ‘and 

I have my pretty children. But frankly, it is no life at all. From morning to night I pledge a 

pack of good enough fellows who know nothing.’  

It faired as the night went on, and the moon came out of the clouds. We sat in front of the 

door, talking softly with Bazin. Madame Bazin came out after a while; she was tired with her 

day’s work, I suppose; and she nestled up to her husband and laid her head upon his breast. 

He had his arm about her, and kept gently patting her on the shoulder. I think Bazin was 

right, and he was really married. Of how few people can the same be said!  

Little did the Bazins know how much they served us. We were charged for candles, for 

food and drink, and for the beds we slept in. But there was nothing in the bill for the 

husband’s pleasant talk; nor for the pretty spectacle of their married life. And there was yet 

another item unchanged. For these people’s politeness really set us up again in our own 

esteem. The sense of insult was still hot in our spirits; and civil usage seemed to restore us to 

our position in the world.  

 

Towards the end of the Inland Voyage, paddling began to lose its appeal, but when the two 

canoeists arrived at Noyon they could not but fail to be impressed by the splendid 

architecture of the cathedral. 

 

NOYON stands about a mile from the river, in a little plain surrounded by wooded hills, and 

entirely covers an eminence with its tile roofs, surmounted by a long, straight-backed 

cathedral with two stiff towers. As we got into the town, the tile roofs seemed to tumble 

uphill one upon another, in the oddest disorder; but for all their scrambling, they did not 

attain above the knees of the cathedral, which stood, upright and solemn, over all.  

I have seldom looked on the east-end of a church with more complete sympathy. As it 

flanges out in three wide terraces and settles down broadly on the earth, it looks like the poop 

of some great old battle-ship. Hollow-backed buttresses carry vases, which figure for the 

stern lanterns. There is a roll in the ground, and the towers just appear above the pitch of the 

roof, as though the good ship were bowing lazily over an Atlantic swell. At any moment it 

might be a hundred feet away from you, climbing the next billow. At any moment a window 

might open, and some old admiral thrust forth a cocked hat, and proceed to take an 

observation. The old admirals sail the sea no longer; the old ships of battle are all broken up, 

and live only in pictures; but this, that was a church before ever they were thought upon, is 

still a church, and makes as brave an appearance by the Oise.  

The Sacristan took us to the top of one of the towers, and showed us the five bells hanging 

in their loft. From above, the town was a tesselated pavement of roofs and gardens; the old 

line of rampart was plainly traceable; and the Sacristan pointed out to us, far across the plain, 

in a bit of gleaming sky between two clouds, the towers of Château Coucy.  

I find I never weary of great churches. It is my favourite kind of mountain scenery. 

Mankind was never so happily inspired as when it made a cathedral: a thing as single and 

specious as a statue to the first glance, and yet, on examination, as lively and interesting as a 

forest in detail. The height of spires cannot be taken by trigonometry; they measure absurdly 

short, but how tall they are to the admiring eye! And where we have so many elegant 



proportions, growing one out of the other, and all together into one, it seems as if proportion 

transcended itself, and became something different and more imposing.  

I could never fathom how a man dares to lift up his voice to preach in a cathedral. What is 

he to say that will not be an anti-climax? For though I have heard a considerable variety of 

sermons, I never yet heard one that was so expressive as a cathedral. ’Tis the best preacher 

itself, and preaches day and night; not only telling you of man’s art and aspirations in the 

past, but convicting your own soul of ardent sympathies; or rather, like all good preachers, it 

sets you preaching to yourself; – and every man is his own doctor of divinity in the last 

resort.  

As I sat outside of the hotel in the course of the afternoon, the sweet groaning thunder of 

the organ floated out of the church like a summons. I was not averse, liking the theatre so 

well, to sit out an act or two of the play, but I could never rightly make out the nature of the 

service I beheld. Four or five priests and as many choristers were singing Miserere before the 

high altar when I went in. There was no congregation but a few old women on chairs and old 

men kneeling on the pavement. After a while a long train of young girls, walking two and 

two, each with a lighted taper in her hand, and all dressed in black with a white veil, came 

from behind the altar, and began to descend the nave; the four first carrying a Virgin and 

child upon a table. The priests and choristers arose from their knees and followed after, 

singing ‘Ave Mary’ as they went. In this order they made the circuit of the cathedral, passing 

twice before me where I leaned against a pillar.  

The priest who seemed of most consequence was a strange, down-looking old man. He 

kept mumbling prayers with his lips; but as he looked upon me darkling, it did not seem as if 

prayer were uppermost in his heart. Two others, who bore the burthen of the chaunt, were 

stout, brutal, military-looking men of forty, with bold, over-fed eyes; they sang with some 

lustiness, and trolled forth ‘Ave Mary’ like a garrison catch. The little girls were timid and 

grave. As they footed slowly up the aisle, each one took a moment’s glance at the 

Englishman; and the big nun who played marshal fairly stared him out of countenance. As for 

the choristers, from first to last they misbehaved as only boys can misbehave; and cruelly 

marred the performance with their antics.  

I understood a great deal of the spirit of what went on. Indeed it would be difficult not to 

understand the Miserere , which I take to be the composition of an atheist. If it ever be a good 

thing to take such despondency to heart, the Miserere is the right music, and a cathedral a fit 

scene. So far I am at one with the Catholics: – an odd name for them, after all? But why, in 

God’s name, these holiday choristers? why these priests who steal wandering looks about the 

congregation while they feign to be at prayer? why this fat nun, who rudely arranges her 

procession and shakes delinquent virgins by the elbow? why this spitting, and snuffing, and 

forgetting of keys, and the thousand and one little misadventures that disturb a frame of mind 

laboriously edified with chaunts and organings? In any play-house reverend fathers may see 

what can be done with a little art, and how, to move high sentiments, it is necessary to drill 

the supernumeraries and have every stool in its proper place.  

One other circumstance distressed me. I could bear a Miserere myself, having had a good 

deal of open-air exercise of late; but I wished the old people somewhere else. It was neither 

the right sort of music nor the right sort of divinity for men and women who have come 

through most accidents by this time, and probably have an opinion of their own upon the 

tragic element in life. A person up in years can generally do his own Miserere for himself; 



although I notice that such an one often prefers Jubilate Deo for his ordinary singing. On the 

whole, the most religious exercise for the aged is probably to recall their own experience; so 

many friends dead, so many hopes disappointed, so many slips and stumbles, and withal so 

many bright days and smiling providences; there is surely the matter of a very eloquent 

sermon in all this.  

On the whole, I was greatly solemnised. In the little pictorial map of our whole Inland 

Voyage, which my fancy still preserves, and sometimes unrolls for the amusement of odd 

moments, Noyon cathedral figures on a most preposterous scale, and must be nearly as large 

as a department. I can still see the faces of the priests as if they were at my elbow, and hear 

Ave Maria , ora pro nobis , sounding through the church. All Noyon is blotted out for me by 

these superior memories; and I do not care to say more about the place. It was but a stack of 

brown roofs at the best, where I believe people live very reputably in a quiet way; but the 

shadow of the church falls upon it when the sun is low, and the five bells are heard in all 

quarters, telling that the organ has begun. If ever I join the Church of Rome, I shall stipulate 

to be Bishop of Noyon on the Oise. 

 

The Inland Voyage ended at Pontoise and the canoes were loaded onto a cart for 

transportation across Paris to the River Loing, where after a short break in the city the two 

intrepid canoeists reboarded the Arethusa and the Cigarette and paddled on to join their 

artist friends at Grez. The account of their voyage concludes with the reflection: ‘You may 

paddle all day long; but it is when you come back at nightfall, and look in at the familiar 

room, that you find Love or Death awaiting you beside the stove; and the most beautiful 

adventures are not those we go to seek.’ 

When Stevenson hauled up his canoe by the Hotel Chevillon at Grez and vaulted in 

through the window he was met by the cheers of friends… and a pair of dark eyes belonging 

to a little American woman with a disconcertingly direct stare, like a man sighting a revolver. 

It was Stevenson’s first encounter with Fanny Osbourne, the woman he would marry.  

She was in a fragile state, having just lost her five-year-old son Hervey to consumption, a 

tragedy that had not brought her closer to her faithless husband Sam in San Francisco. 

Instead, keeping her son Samuel Lloyd with her, she her teenage daughter Belle were 

determined to continue studying art in Paris. Soon Fanny and Stevenson were inseparable, 

smoking and talking for hours by the hotel stove, and when the Osbournes returned to Paris, 

Stevenson went with them and shared their lodgings near Montmartre. He also visited the 

Academie Julien where Fanny and Belle studied… 

 

STUDENTS of Art in Paris are usually attached to some painter of name, in whose wake they 

humbly follow. The master gives them so much of his time for criticism and advice, and 

when he is occupied on a work of any magnitude, employs the most capable to lay it in. The 

pupils pay by subscription for the models and the large studio in which they work. Some 

learn to forge the master's touch with great nicety; others recoil to the opposite extreme, and 

take pleasure in producing battle-pieces under the tuition of a painter of sheep; but all, when 

they come to exhibit in the Salon, sign themselves as the pupil of M. Couture, or M. Gerome, 

or M. Carolus Duran, as the case may be. This is an arrangement honourable and useful to 

both parties. 

In the case of lady students there is one little difference. The peculiar chivalry of the male 



sex comes strongly to the front. It is a question of money. Thews and sinews ru!ed the world 

of yore; it was 'none but the brave, none but the brave, none but the brave deserve the fair;' 

and the prize-fighter came swelling into the arena to the sound of trumpets. And in those days 

men had the advantage because they were strong. Now a pocketful of yellow sovereigns 

makes sweeter music than Joachim's fiddle, and the bald and peak-faced banker, sitting 

humped up in a brougham and two, is, for most practical purposes, stronger and more 

beautiful than Hercules or Apollo. And we still have the pull, because we carry the purse. The 

ball is still at our feet. But we are aware of peril; we know we must keep the money greedily 

to ourselves; for we are fonder of women than they are of us; we must bribe them to come to 

us, as we bribe a child with a sugar almond for a kiss; and if once they have all our sugar 

almonds, they will leave us like a pack of Satyrs, sitting in dim oak-coverts, and hearing only 

afar off the voices and swift feet of Artemis's maidens. Hence we cozen them by law; 

studiously making account of their greater longevity in the case of annuities, where it takes 

something out of their pocket; and slily omitting that consideration in cases of insurance, 

where it would put something into it. Hence, also, painters will not accept female students 

without mulcting them in a smart fee.  

M. Concert, a heavy-shouldered French painter, with a sneering countenance, a long nose, 

and a most seductive deportment, had thrown open his atelier to ladies, and pocketed their 

money with great sweetness. To him flocked quite a troop of English, Americans, and 

French, and a knot of indefatigable Swedes.  

Now, however hard the other women work, the Swedes outdo them. This Swedish cohort 

at M. Concert's had many things in common: there were thin Swedes and fat Swedes, the 

Swede who always had her jaw tied up for toothache, and the Swede who came day about in 

curl-papers and in curls; and yet they all had the same profile, so that you could only 

distinguish them from the front, and they were all the early birds on Monday morning. 

Monday morning is an epoch in studio existence; it is then that a new model begins a sitting, 

and those who arrive first have the first choice of places for the week. At Carolus Duran's, the 

other year, there were one or two fellows who lived in the same building with the studio. 

These would arise wilily at three or four on Monday morning, and, after having inscribed 

their names upon the board, return cozily to roost. You may imagine the discomfiture of early 

students from all parts of Paris, when they dropped in as soon as the studio was opened, and 

found a whole company of names already registered. At last the trick got wind. The porter 

was found to be venal; through his connivance Shaun O'Shaughnessy and the whole ruck of 

out-students made their entrance on Sunday evening; and when their tricksy comrades crept 

down before daybreak with a bit of candle and their finger to their nose, they found the tables 

turned, and had to inscribe themselves humbly in the fag-end of the class. The Swedes, as I 

said, were invariably the first of M. Concert's pupils; and not just by ones or twos, but in a 

body. Adventurous girls would rise very early; it would be freezing weather; the lamps would 

still burn along the streets of Paris, now in belated midnight, now jostling with a blink of 

dawn; but there would be all the Swedes – the lean and the corpulent, she with the toothache 

and she with the curl-papers – seated in awful guise upon the atelier doorstep; and there 

would be all the Swedish names, chalked up with shivering fingers on the jamb of the atelier 

door. This began in time to take legendary proportions; whisperers broached strange theories; 

and the street has a doubtful reputation in Paris to this day.  

Time of work at M. Concert's was remarkable for a good deal of talk and some unlovely 



singularities. The conversation ran generally in two lines - those who could not paint, spoke 

of their conquests and admirers; those who could, discoursed exclusively upon cheap 

clothing. I wish it had been the other way, I am sure, and the women of talent had talked all 

day long about the excellence of men, only it wasn't so, and it is just another proof of our 

precarious situation. Oh, my brothers! let us stand back to back, and keep the women poor; 

raise your fees, if necessary. Already I wander in fancy upon dismal hill-tops, and my heart 

quivers as Dian's hunt goes by below me in the woods. I raise my streaming eyes towards the 

stars, and accuse the gods vainly; for I must go for ever without a mate! As I was saying, the 

clever ones spoke of cheap clothing, and where to buy shoes, and where a dress might be 

dyed and yet look like new. Mrs Nero and another talked scandal in a feminine strain, small, 

and false, and deadly; and a prim American girl might be overheard by her neighbours in a 

placid running commentary on the scandal. 'That's a lie,' she would remark, in a grave 

undertone. 'That's another; I ain't so. Oh, you Spanish wretch!' On the whole, a capital 

American girl.  

I have spoken of unlovely singularities among M. Concert's lady pupils; these were 

connected with the models, whom they used disgracefully. Women generally prefer to pose 

to men, and men to women; but in this studio, where they treated all badly, they treated the 

men like brutes. It may be as well to explain to the mercantile British mind that there is no 

such thing as delicacy about a model. The Briton would have seen this for himself with 

stupefaction had he been an hour in Concert's. The Swedes, from where they sat in the first 

places, used to arrange the model's hair, and generally poke him up and make him look lively 

with the end of their maul-sticks. An old Frenchwoman with false hair would scuttle forward 

among the easels, and measure him all over with a bit of tape. In sharp wintry weather they 

kept one poor fellow bringing coal from a distant cellar during his intervals of repose, to save 

them the trouble of going into the next room and calling down a tube. He not unnaturally 

developed a smart catarrh, and whenever he sneezed or had to blow his nose, the Swedes and 

Mrs Nero would cry out upon him as if he had done it on purpose.  

These were the sharpest persecutors. With the Swedes it was done in the way of business. 

The model should take an arduous position, because they wished to draw it; he should rest 

little, because they wanted as much as possible for their money; and they shoved him about 

with their maul-stlcks, because it was the handiest way to straighten him up. There was no ill-

will about these denizens of the pensive North; they merely drove their slave. Mrs Nero, on 

the other hand, was a pretty, curly French-American, fond of ices and flirtation; and I suspect 

a certain inverted element of sex prompted and intensified her cruelty to men. She did not 

misuse them in callousness, but out of an evil-minded sensibility. I think I can see her by 

Faustina's elbow, above the confusion of the amphitheatre; I think I can see the little thumb 

turned down, and the curly head look forth in a luxurious horror on the carnival of death.  

One day a splendid, brawny Hercules of a fellow came to M. Concert's, and the Swedes, 

who always carried their point, decided he should pose in the attitude of the Dying Gladiator. 

Women models have an interval of rest every thirty minutes; men only once in the hour. An 

hour on end in the attitude of the Dying Gladiator is no joke, and the man soon began to give 

the most distressing tokens of exhaustion; his muscles quivered, great drops stood upon him; 

it was the spectacle of an agony. Murmurs arose among the better-natured members of the 

class; but as long as any one person insists on his going on, the model must finish his hour or 

forfeit his money, and Mrs Nero would hear of no compromise. 'It is our business to paint,' 



she said; 'it is his to pose for an hour at a time; he has been paid to do so, and I mean he shall.' 

'Don't you see the man is suffering?' they asked. She took some colour off her palette, and 

laid it on deliberately. 'I just love to see him suffer,' said she. It appears the model had a 

smattering of English, for he understood this remark, or perhaps the tone in which it was 

uttered, and, raising his head, he gave Mrs Nero a murderous stare between the eyes. With 

that the class broke out into revolt. Mrs Wycherley and many more would stay no longer in 

the room. But Mrs Nero and the Swedes - those conscientious artists - finished their hour 

with great deliberation.  

The model would not stay out the week; it was the first time he had ever posed for women, 

he said, and he vowed horribly it would be the last.  

 

Among the American artists with whom Stevenson and his cousin Bob were friendly in Paris 

was a little Californian called Hiram Bloomer. When Bloomer and his flatmate threw a 

Bohemian party in the Latin Quarter, Stevenson went along with Fanny and Belle… and 

recorded his impressions for an obscure London journal edited by his friend WE Henley. 

Here you’ll find Bloomer disguised as Smiler, Belle Osbourne as Belle Bird, and Willie 

Simpson, Sir Walter’s alcoholic artist brother, as Willie MacIntyre. 

 

MR Elsinare's studio lies in a long, rambling, silent street not a hundred miles from the 

Boulevard Mont-Parnasse – a quarter of Paris which is cheap, airy, and free from the 

visitation of tourists. The house presents to the thoroughfare a modest gable, a rickety 

carriage-gate, and a sort of cottage on the other side of it, which looks as if it was meant for 

the porter. The wicket stands open as we arrive, but there is no sign of life. We venture in, as 

we might venture after nightfall into a farm-steading, with a kind of beware-of-the-dog 

feeling at heart. The court is long and narrow like a bit of a country lane; the ground 

descends, the pavement is of the roughest; and ladies with high heels, on their way to Mr 

Elsinare's, stumble in the darkness over all manner of heights and hollows, and have to pilot 

their drapery through many dangers.  

The studio is up several pair of stairs; it has been arranged with much art for the occasion. 

The floor is cleaned; Elsinare and his partner, Smiler, have been rubbing it with candle-ends 

all the morning, until now it is as shiny and as slippery as heart could wish. Two Chinese 

lanterns and a couple of bronze lamps illuminate the ballroom from the rafters. There is a 

piano against the wall, and casts make a great figure on the shelves.  

A door stands open on one side, and gives entrance into a small closet which is to do duty 

on the present occasion as a buttery and a lady's cloak-room. Here a French bonne, lent for 

the evening by the lady patroness, mixes glasses of syrup and water and lays out sweet 

biscuits for distribution. She is surrounded by cloaks and hats and great-coats, and from time 

to time examines her own face critically in the mirror. Even in the cloak-room, the eye is 

scared by unexpected and inharmonious details. An iron bedstead leaning against the wall 

strikes rather a homely note for the ante-chambers of a festival. One corner is occupied by a 

lay figure with an air of glaring immorality. From another, a death's-head, jauntily accoutred 

with a helmet, scowls down upon the syrup and sweet biscuits, and catches the young ladies' 

eyes wickedly in the mirror, as if to remind them of the vanity of balls. Truly, this Egyptian 

refinement is but little in key with the mild and innocent diversions of the evening. Syrup and 

water is scarcely the right sort of beverage to quaff among the emblems of mortality.  



The company is mixed as to nationality, and varied in attire. The chaperon is an Austrian 

Countess, who seems to have had all the Austria taken out of her by a prolonged sojourn in 

New York. There are many Americans, a sprinkling of French, a Swede, and some Britishers. 

Most of the men are in evening dress, and one or two in costume. Elsinare appears as Hamlet, 

and makes a very graceful host. Dear Smiler, the best of men, has waxed his moustaches until 

he is nearly off the face of the earth, and radiates welcome and good happiness as though he 

had six thousand a year and an island in the Aegean. The floor is just a trifle too much waxed 

for his free, Californian style of dancing; and, as he goes round in the last figure of the 

quadrille, he falls into the arms of all the ladies in succession. It makes no difference, 

however, for they are mostly bigger than he is, and he carries it off with a good humour that 

is more beautiful than grace. Shaun O'Shaughnessy also bites the dust repeatedly with true 

Hibernian aplomb. George Rowland, dressed as a Yorkshire farmer of the old school, makes 

his entrance in character, to the unfeigned alarm of all the French. They evidently think the 

scalping is going to begin. But it is just Rowland's way, and they are reassured by the 

laughter of the rest. Willie MacIntyre, in the national costume, brings with him a powerful 

atmosphere of sporran. He does not dance from motives of delicacy, and tries as far as 

possible to keep the sporran in unfrequented corners. A sporran, like a bag-pipe, is most 

agreeable in the extreme distance, and in breezy, mountainous places.  

Almost all the young ladies are in costume There are some pretty Italian dresses round the 

room, to say nothing of their wearers. But Belle Bird is not to be passed over among the rest. 

She is a Californian girl, and has spent her childhood among Bret Harte's stories, petted by 

miners, and gamblers, and trappers, and ranche-men, and all the dramatis personae of the new 

romance; and, I must say, they seem to spoil people in the right direction, for Belle is frank 

and simple and not at all like an American miss. She looks like a Russian - a South Russian, I 

mean. The pleasant gentlemen, old and young, who make it their business to accost ladies on 

the streets of Paris, had a favourite phrase by way of endeavouring to open a friendly 

understanding with her: 'Quelle jolie, gentille petite Russe' they would remark. Belle says it 

was by mistake she hit one of these intelligent young men over the mouth last winter, but, of 

course, we all have our own ideas; I am glad, at least, it was the intelligent young man who 

got the buffet, instead of you or me. For a young lady of sixteen, to employ her own idiom, 

you bet your sweet life she'd fetch him! Tonight she is dressed in gilt, like a stage fairy, and 

her hair is full of gold powder; her dark face is flushed, and her eyes shine with happiness. 

She and Smiler are quite the features of the evening; Smiler looks so gratified with everybody 

else, and she looks so pleased with herself. Upon my word, it is impossible to say which is 

the more becoming sentiment. You cannot set eyes on either of them without solid 

satisfaction. Your heart gives a bounce and a thrill; and, like the Ancient Mariner with the 

watersnakes, you want badly to bless them. I know I keep blessing little Smiler all night long.  

George Rowland considers syrup and water an unwholesome, if not an impertinent, 

beverage. He eyes the tray dejectedly; and so I draw near and begin to conjure up divine 

drinks before his thirsty imagination. I ask him what he would think of a pint of stout. 'I 

should look upon it with a very friendly eye,' answers George, in a tragic voice. 'Or a bottle of 

the Cluny Pommard?' I go on, referring to the crack cafe of the Quarter. George passes his 

hand waterily over his mouth, and his eyes wink and look suffused. 'Or even one of Laverne's 

Fleury?' He begs me to stop, and we drink to each other dispiritedly in syrup and water.  

Willie Maclntyre is only a passing visitor in town. He has the eccentricity to remain all 



winter at one of those artistic villages, which are the Brighton and Scarborough of the Latin 

Quarter. Hence he is an object of interest; and old frequenters of G –  draw near the sporran 

gingerly to hear the news. The landlord's daughter has been unwell; the captain of the 

pompiers has been exceptionally drunk. MacIntyre, being a man of means, is going to build a 

studio at the back of the inn, entering out of the room Reake Yetton had last summer. It is to 

be more of a menagerie than a studio, as is to be expected from the man in question; and he 

has come up to town to buy pigeons, a cat, a monkey, and another dog - Taureau, his bull 

terrier, having succumbed to natural laws on a diet of absinthe, vermouth, coffee, champagne, 

and mutton cutlets.  

There is another type of interest. Shaun O'Shaughnessy, MacIntyre and another 

Scotchman, happily absent from Paris and still ignorant of his misfortune, are in a fair way to 

lose all their furniture for another man's debts, owing to some infamous chink in the French 

Code. MacIntyre looks stiff and smiles evilly when the subject is broached. Rowland offers 

burlesque counsel in a graveyard tone of voice, and relapses into his character part of the 

Yorkshire farmer fitfully and rather feebly; for the syrup has done its work. Shaun comes into 

the corner between the dances, and denunciates the whole French nation in a sweeping organ-

roll of brogue.  

It is strange to think that almost all these good folk are daubers of canvas; even Belle has a 

maul-stick with which she will break your head if you are impolite; and yet, while they all 

diligently paint and paint by the month together, and wash their brushes with quite as 

knowing an air as any R.A. in England, and send really quite a considerable extent of canvas 

into different exhibitions – there is not one painter that ever you heard of in the party; they 

are all as unknown as if they were dead, and the most of them have never sold a pennyworth 

of their productions. You may hear of them some day for all that; and, in the meantime, I am 

sure they enjoy their evening rarely.  

 

Stevenson and his Bohemian friends had a love/hate relationship with the world of finance. 

They needed the money, but they found bankers and stockbrokers figures of fun, at odds with 

their non-materialistic Bohemian ideals. Whenever they wanted to disparage somebody, they 

would describe them as a ‘common banker’. So when Stevenson needed to find another 

subject for his pen to keep the London newspaper happy, he decided to find out what 

financiers really did – and paid a visit to the Paris Bourse, or stock exchange… 

 

NOW and again, of a morning, an idle person may do worse than drop into the Bourse at Paris for 

a snatch of meditation. Nothing very high, if you like, will be the result; nothing about the North 

Pole, or the Dog Star, or the Battle of Armageddon. Nor will you have too much of it for personal 

convenience; but, as it were, a before-dinner cigarette’s worth of morality to give you an appetite 

for entertainment. 

The building, if you make allowance for the roof, may figure very well for a Greek temple. 

You can put it, in imagination, on some agreeable promontory, girt about with olive-yards, and 

looking out over the sea; whither you may come, with some votive doves over your arm, in a 

basket covered with a white napkin, to find the fane quite empty and silent, and kneel awhile 

before immortal statues. As a matter of fact, its base is shaded by nothing more rural than a stand 

of hackney-coaches; and unless the arcade of the Rue des Colonnes is to be considered an 

exception, the neighbourhood is not remarkable for romantic scenery. Moreover, the roof is not 



quite in keeping with these Hellenic fancies. And still there is something solemn, austere, and 

antique about the building which inclines a man towards contemplation as he ascends the steps. 

This predisposition is somewhat rudely assailed upon entrance. The rites of the god of 

Mammon are conducted with a confusion, fervent perhaps, but verging on the indecorous. The 

temple reverberates with profane clamour. Conversation is only possible at the pitch of the voice. 

Nowhere out of the Inferno had one conceived it possible to hear so sustained and dismal an 

uproar. One is led to understand that the French Assembly is a somewhat noisy gathering. The 

priests of Baal are supposed to have kicked up a fair row on the occasion of their conflict with 

Elijah. The inhabitants of Ephesus must have made the ears ring when they called out all together 

in praise of their many-breasted goddess. But to hear the Parisian devotees of Mammon at their 

exercises is to exhaust and outstrip all that imagination can conceive in the way of stupefying 

sound. Shrill or sullen, cracked or jovial, bawl or shriek, every form of human outcry is massed 

together into one solid object of offence. The ears crack and tingle; the brain shrinks in the brain-

pan; the heart doubles time, as if at the call of drums. It is hideous and hateful; it wounds, 

mangles, and obliterates; it hurts like the toothache, and irritates like an insult. You feel like a 

wild animal when the wake is full of horns and beagles; you wish to wreak your misery on some 

one; if you were but Samson, and the pillars were near enough together, there would be no more 

than a heave and a crash, and silence would be re-established. 

 You go up to the gallery and look over; the scene becomes simpler. There is an intricate 

figure of railings described upon the floor. I think I have seen just such an enclosure made with 

loose hurdles in a pleasant country place upon a hillside; that was a kind of sheepfold, where 

sheep with Roman noses are clipped and dipped, and subjected to all manner of commercial and 

hygienic indignities. The centre of the figure is a circle, and this is surrounded by various other 

pens, some closed and some open, on whose shape, at this distance from Euclid’s elements, I 

should not care to put a name. The whole enclosures together, when you see them on a by-day 

and quite empty, form a curious hieroglyphic, an abracadabra, the symbol and emblem of 

Finance.  

In and about these railings miserable human beings are pressed as tight as herrings in a barrel. 

The upper surface is violently agitated, as though you had a bird’s-eye view of a forest in a 

tornado. Arms, and notebooks, and hats, and the countenances of agonised financiers surge and 

eddy, appear and disappear, below you. They shake their heads wildly; they scribble on flying 

notebooks at arm’s length over their heads – Heaven knows how they can decipher what they 

have written; their faces are all distorted and deformed in a desperate effort to be heard. Now you 

think a man’s eye is out; now you are sure that little phthysical broker has gone under, and is 

being trampled callously to death. It is like a scene in a madhouse, when there has been a 

succesful revolt against the keepers; it is like a hideous tumult in the Faubourg St. Antoine; it is 

like some disreputable part of the Inferno. Any quiet-minded person would refuse quite a hatful 

of money before he adventured his frail limbs in such a ferment. He would think twice of such an 

exploit even if it were to hear a crack singer, and for one evening only; but to undergo this pulling 

and hauling day by day and all day long, to keep his brain working in this deplorable confusion, 

to howl with all these famished wolves, to dance and elbow in this sanguinary burlesque of the 

“Devil among the Brokers,” and all for a fortune, all to be a little more thought of when he’s bald 

and broken-down – the game, he would tell you, is not worth the candle, and with a polite 

obeisance go his way. 

 And the strangest part of it is to see the men in the holy of holies – the little central ring – 



fenced about from the profane vulgar for the exclusive use of the Agents de Change. Some of 

them are young and handsome; some are old and have surely earned their repose; some are 

decorated. They are all wealthy, or they could not be Agents de Change. And yet there they are, 

bawling with puffed cheeks all day long and day by day in the very heart of Babel. 

 Addison when he wished to indulge a thoughtful humour walked among the tombs at 

Westminster; for my part, I like to lean over the gallery at the Bourse, and moralise on the bald 

heads of these uneasy Croesuses. Do they not know that there are great forests full of deer and 

boars, and pleasant trout-streams running from all the hills? Do they never picture themselves 

smoking a pipe in a rustic portico, with a nice long glass by their elbow? The wind blows steady 

at sea; could they not afford a yacht? The booksellers’ shops are full of delightful novels; how 

about a sofa and a pair of slippers? Do they not know that the overwhelming majority of their 

fellow-men would think their present capital a thousand times more than enough? Red-faced 

peasants in blouses are sitting even now in farm doors, smiling widely to themselves because they 

have amassed in a lifetime a tenth part of what these indefatigable brokers had to start with. 

Penniless young painters, over in the Latin Quarter, are idling and sunning themselves in their 

pennilessness with the highest contentment. All manner of men are taking their ease, and going 

about life deliberately, as if there was no such thing as an Exchange on earth. And yet there they 

go at it, and cry themselves hoarse in their railed enclosure all day long and day by day, until 

some fine morning – tol-de-rol-de-rol – down comes the edifice, and behold a hasty passenger for 

Belgium with a carpet-bag!  

Indeed, it is a problem worthy of some thought. Consider the Agents de Change, and be wise. 

You stand in the gallery, and stare and stare; you see them maniacally striving in the broker-pens; 

you hear the noise boiling up to you, as if out of a place of torture. Did you ever know money 

was so dear? Did you ever know men were so frenzied? What does it matter if your concierge 

regards you somewhat sourly, and permits himself little observations about the custom of the 

establishment in the matter of the monthly bill? At least you do not have to descend into the arena 

and fight all day long and day by day with wild beasts in the shape of brokers! 

 

NOUS N’IRONS PLUS AU BOIS 

 

We’ll walk the woods no more, 

But stay beside the fire, 

To weep for old desire 

And things that are no more. 

The woods are spoiled and hoar, 

The ways are full of mire; 

We’ll walk the woods no more, 

But stay beside the fire. 

We loved, in days of yore, 

Love, laughter, and the lyre. 

Ah God, but death is dire, 

And death is at the door - 

We’ll walk the woods no more. 

 



The Bohemian idyll in the enchanted Forest of Fontainebleau could not last. In 1878, Fanny 

and her family were summoned home to San Francisco by her husband Sam, still unfaithful 

but no longer prepared to countenance their Paris adventure. They returned via London, and 

when Stevenson saw them off at the station on the boat train to Liverpool, he had no way of 

knowing if he would ever see them again. Lonely and depressed, he needed a diversion – 

another journey, to write another travel book. And so he set off on his Travels With A Donkey 

In The Cevennes… 

 

IN a little place called Le Monastier, in a pleasant highland valley fifteen miles from Le Puy, 

I spent about a month of fine days. Monastier is notable for the making of lace, for 

drunkenness, for freedom of language, and for unparalleled political dissension. There are 

adherents of each of the four French parties – Legitimists, Orleanists, Imperialists, and 

Republicans – in this little mountain-town; and they all hate, loathe, decry, and calumniate 

each other. Except for business purposes, or to give each other the lie in a tavern brawl, they 

have laid aside even the civility of speech. 'Tis a mere mountain Poland. In the midst of this 

Babylon I found myself a rallying-point; every one was anxious to be kind and helpful to the 

stranger.  

This was not merely from the natural hospitality of mountain people, nor even from the 

surprise with which I was regarded as a man living of his own free will in Le Monastier, 

when he might just as well have lived anywhere else in this big world; it arose a good deal 

from my projected excursion southward through the Cevennes. A traveller of my sort was a 

thing hitherto unheard of in that district. I was looked upon with contempt, like a man who 

should project a journey to the moon, but yet with a respectful interest, like one setting forth 

for the inclement Pole. All were ready to help in my preparations; a crowd of sympathisers 

supported me at the critical moment of a bargain; not a step was taken but was heralded by 

glasses round and celebrated by a dinner or a breakfast.  

It was already hard upon October before I was ready to set forth, and at the high altitudes 

over which my road lay there was no Indian summer to be looked for. I was determined, if 

not to camp out, at least to have the means of camping out in my possession; for there is 

nothing more harassing to an easy mind than the necessity of reaching shelter by dusk, and 

the hospitality of a village inn is not always to be reckoned sure by those who trudge on foot. 

A tent, above all for a solitary traveller, is troublesome to pitch, and troublesome to strike 

again; and even on the march it forms a conspicuous feature in your baggage. A sleeping-

sack, on the other hand, is always ready – you have only to get into it; it serves a double 

purpose – a bed by night, a portmanteau by day; and it does not advertise your intention of 

camping out to every curious passer- by. This is a huge point. If a camp is not secret, it is but 

a troubled resting-place; you become a public character; the convivial rustic visits your 

bedside after an early supper; and you must sleep with one eye open, and be up before the 

day. I decided on a sleeping-sack; and after repeated visits to Le Puy, and a deal of high 

living for myself and my advisers, a sleeping-sack was designed, constructed, and 

triumphantly brought home.  

This child of my invention was nearly six feet square, exclusive of two triangular flaps to 

serve as a pillow by night and as the top and bottom of the sack by day. I call it 'the sack,' but 

it was never a sack by more than courtesy: only a sort of long roll or sausage, green 

waterproof cart-cloth without and blue sheep's fur within. It was commodious as a valise, 



warm and dry for a bed. There was luxurious turning room for one; and at a pinch the thing 

might serve for two. I could bury myself in it up to the neck; for my head I trusted to a fur 

cap, with a hood to fold down over my ears and a band to pass under my nose like a 

respirator; and in case of heavy rain I proposed to make myself a little tent, or tentlet, with 

my waterproof coat, three stones, and a bent branch.  

It will readily be conceived that I could not carry this huge package on my own, merely 

human, shoulders. It remained to choose a beast of burden. Now, a horse is a fine lady among 

animals, flighty, timid, delicate in eating, of tender health; he is too valuable and too restive 

to be left alone, so that you are chained to your brute as to a fellow galley-slave; a dangerous 

road puts him out of his wits; in short, he's an uncertain and exacting ally, and adds thirty-

fold to the troubles of the voyager. What I required was something cheap and small and 

hardy, and of a stolid and peaceful temper; and all these requisites pointed to a donkey.  

There dwelt an old man in Monastier, of rather unsound intellect according to some, much 

followed by street-boys, and known to fame as Father Adam. Father Adam had a cart, and to 

draw the cart a diminutive she-ass, not much bigger than a dog, the colour of a mouse, with a 

kindly eye and a determined under-jaw. There was something neat and high-bred, a quakerish 

elegance, about the rogue that hit my fancy on the spot. Our first interview was in Monastier 

market-place. To prove her good temper, one child after another was set upon her back to 

ride, and one after another went head over heels into the air; until a want of confidence began 

to reign in youthful bosoms, and the experiment was discontinued from a dearth of subjects. I 

was already backed by a deputation of my friends; but as if this were not enough, all the 

buyers and sellers came round and helped me in the bargain; and the ass and I and Father 

Adam were the centre of a hubbub for near half an hour. At length she passed into my service 

for the consideration of sixty-five francs and a glass of brandy. The sack had already cost 

eighty francs and two glasses of beer; so that Modestine, as I instantly baptized her, was upon 

all accounts the cheaper article. Indeed, that was as it should be; for she was only an 

appurtenance of my mattress, or self-acting bedstead on four castors.  

I had a last interview with Father Adam in a billiard-room at the witching hour of dawn, 

when I administered the brandy. He professed himself greatly touched by the separation, and 

declared he had often bought white bread for the donkey when he had been content with 

black bread for himself; but this, according to the best authorities, must have been a flight of 

fancy. He had a name in the village for brutally misusing the ass; yet it is certain that he shed 

a tear, and the tear made a clean mark down one cheek.  

By the advice of a fallacious local saddler, a leather pad was made for me with rings to 

fasten on my bundle; and I thoughtfully completed my kit and arranged my toilette. By way 

of armoury and utensils, I took a revolver, a little spirit-lamp and pan, a lantern and some 

halfpenny candles, a jack-knife and a large leather flask. The main cargo consisted of two 

entire changes of warm clothing – besides my travelling wear of country velveteen, pilot-

coat, and knitted spencer – some books, and my railway-rug, which, being also in the form of 

a bag, made me a double castle for cold nights. The permanent larder was represented by 

cakes of chocolate and tins of Bologna sausage. All this, except what I carried about my 

person, was easily stowed into the sheepskin bag; and by good fortune I threw in my empty 

knapsack, rather for convenience of carriage than from any thought that I should want it on 

my journey. For more immediate needs I took a leg of cold mutton, a bottle of Beaujolais, an 

empty bottle to carry milk, an egg-beater, and a considerable quantity of black bread and 



white, like Father Adam, for myself and donkey, only in my scheme of things the destinations 

were reversed.  

Monastrians, of all shades of thought in politics, had agreed in threatening me with many 

ludicrous misadventures, and with sudden death in many surprising forms. Cold, wolves, 

robbers, above all the nocturnal practical joker, were daily and eloquently forced on my 

attention. Yet in these vaticinations, the true, patent danger was left out. Like Christian, it was 

from my pack I suffered by the way. Before telling my own mishaps, let me in two words 

relate the lesson of my experience. If the pack is well strapped at the ends, and hung at full 

length – not doubled, for your life – across the pack-saddle, the traveller is safe. The saddle 

will certainly not fit, such is the imperfection of our transitory life; it will assuredly topple 

and tend to overset; but there are stones on every roadside, and a man soon learns the art of 

correcting any tendency to overbalance with a well-adjusted stone.  

On the day of my departure I was up a little after five; by six, we began to load the 

donkey; and ten minutes after, my hopes were in the dust. The pad would not stay on 

Modestine's back for half a moment. I returned it to its maker, with whom I had so 

contumelious a passage that the street outside was crowded from wall to wall with gossips 

looking on and listening. The pad changed hands with much vivacity; perhaps it would be 

more descriptive to say that we threw it at each other's heads; and, at any rate, we were very 

warm and unfriendly, and spoke with a deal of freedom.  

I had a common donkey pack-saddle – a barde, as they call it – fitted upon Modestine; and 

once more loaded her with my effects. The doubled sack, my pilot-coat (for it was warm, and 

I was to walk in my waistcoat), a great bar of black bread, and an open basket containing the 

white bread, the mutton, and the bottles, were all corded together in a very elaborate system 

of knots, and I looked on the result with fatuous content. In such a monstrous deck-cargo, all 

poised above the donkey's shoulders, with nothing below to balance, on a brand-new pack-

saddle that had not yet been worn to fit the animal, and fastened with brand-new girths that 

might be expected to stretch and slacken by the way, even a very careless traveller should 

have seen disaster brewing.  

 

Modestine was not strictly necessary from a practical point of view. Stevenson could have 

travelled light, with a backpack, with a lot less trouble. But the donkey was a gimmick, a 

focal point for the book which would not have worked without her. She caused Stevenson a 

lot of hassle, and an agony of conscience over mistreating her, but this was all good copy for 

his eventual readers. Modestine was also female company when Stevenson was lonely and 

when what little news came from California was not good. At times it seems almost that the 

donkey was a substitute for Fanny Osbourne, with occasional Freudian undertones in 

Stevenson’s writing… 

 

THE bell of Monastier was just striking nine as I descended the hill through the common. As 

long as I was within sight of the windows, a secret shame and the fear of some laughable 

defeat withheld me from tampering with Modestine. She tripped along upon her four small 

hoofs with a sober daintiness of gait; from time to time she shook her ears or her tail; and she 

looked so small under the bundle that my mind misgave me.  

We got across the ford without difficulty – there was no doubt about the matter, she was 

docility itself – and once on the other bank, where the road begins to mount through pine-



woods, I took in my right hand the unhallowed staff, and with a quaking spirit applied it to 

the donkey. Modestine brisked up her pace for perhaps three steps, and then relapsed into her 

former minuet. Another application had the same effect, and so with the third.  

I am worthy the name of an Englishman, and it goes against my conscience to lay my hand 

rudely on a female. I desisted, and looked her all over from head to foot; the poor brute's 

knees were trembling and her breathing was distressed; it was plain that she could go no 

faster on a hill. God forbid, thought I, that I should brutalise this innocent creature; let her go 

at her own pace, and let me patiently follow.  

What that pace was, there is no word mean enough to describe; it was something as much 

slower than a walk as a walk is slower than a run; it kept me hanging on each foot for an 

incredible length of time; in five minutes it exhausted the spirit and set up a fever in all the 

muscles of the leg. And yet I had to keep close at hand and measure my advance exactly upon 

hers; for if I dropped a few yards into the rear, or went on a few yards ahead, Modestine came 

instantly to a halt and began to browse.  

The thought that this was to last from here to Alais nearly broke my heart. Of all 

conceivable journeys, this promised to be the most tedious. I tried to tell myself it was a 

lovely day; I tried to charm my foreboding spirit with tobacco; but I had a vision ever present 

to me of the long, long roads, up hill and down dale, and a pair of figures ever infinitesimally 

moving, foot by foot, a yard to the minute, and, like things enchanted in a nightmare, 

approaching no nearer to the goal.  

In the meantime there came up behind us a tall peasant, perhaps forty years of age, of an 

ironical snuffy countenance, and arrayed in the green tail-coat of the country. He overtook us 

hand over hand, and stopped to consider our pitiful advance.  

'Your donkey,' says he, 'is very old?'  

I told him, I believed not.  

Then, he supposed, we had come far.  

I told him, we had but newly left Monastier.  

'Et vous marchez comme ca!' cried he; and, throwing back his head, he laughed long and 

heartily. I watched him, half prepared to feel offended, until he had satisfied his mirth; and 

then, 'You must have no pity on these animals,' said he; and, plucking a switch out of a 

thicket, he began to lace Modestine about the stern-works, uttering a cry. The rogue pricked 

up her ears and broke into a good round pace, which she kept up without flagging, and 

without exhibiting the least symptom of distress, as long as the peasant kept beside us. Her 

former panting and shaking had been, I regret to say, a piece of comedy.  

My deus ex machina, before he left me, supplied some excellent, if inhumane, advice; 

presented me with the switch, which he declared she would feel more tenderly than my cane; 

and finally taught me the true cry or masonic word of donkey-drivers, 'Proot!'  

I came down the hill to where Goudet stands in a green end of a valley, with Chateau 

Beaufort opposite upon a rocky steep, and the stream, as clear as crystal, lying in a deep pool 

between them.  

I hurried over my midday meal, and was early forth again. But, alas, as we climbed the 

interminable hill upon the other side, 'Proot!' seemed to have lost its virtue. I prooted like a 

lion, I prooted mellifluously like a sucking-dove; but Modestine would be neither softened 

nor intimidated. She held doggedly to her pace; nothing but a blow would move her, and that 



only for a second. I must follow at her heels, incessantly belabouring. A moment's pause in 

this ignoble toil, and she relapsed into her own private gait.  

I think I never heard of any one in as mean a situation. I must reach the lake of Bouchet, 

where I meant to camp, before sundown, and, to have even a hope of this, I must instantly 

maltreat this uncomplaining animal. The sound of my own blows sickened me. Once, when I 

looked at her, she had a faint resemblance to a lady of my acquaintance who formerly loaded 

me with kindness; and this increased my horror of my cruelty.  

It was blazing hot up the valley, windless, with vehement sun upon my shoulders; and I 

had to labour so consistently with my stick that the sweat ran into my eyes. Every five 

minutes, too, the pack, the basket, and the pilot-coat would take an ugly slew to one side or 

the other; and I had to stop Modestine, just when I had got her to a tolerable pace of about 

two miles an hour, to tug, push, shoulder, and readjust the load. And at last, in the village of 

Ussel, saddle and all, the whole hypothec turned round and grovelled in the dust below the 

donkey's belly. She, none better pleased, incontinently drew up and seemed to smile; and a 

party of one man, two women, and two children came up, and, standing round me in a half-

circle, encouraged her by their example. 

I had the devil's own trouble to get the thing righted; and the instant I had done so, without 

hesitation, it toppled and fell down upon the other side. Judge if I was hot! And yet not a 

hand was offered to assist me. The man, indeed, told me I ought to have a package of a 

different shape. I suggested, if he knew nothing better to the point in my predicament, he 

might hold his tongue.  

A little out of the village, Modestine, filled with the demon, set her heart upon a by-road, 

and positively refused to leave it. I dropped all my bundles, and, I am ashamed to say, struck 

the poor sinner twice across the face. It was pitiful to see her lift her head with shut eyes, as if 

waiting for another blow. I came very near crying; but I did a wiser thing than that, and sat 

squarely down by the roadside to consider my situation under the cheerful influence of 

tobacco and a nip of brandy.  

Modestine, in the meanwhile, munched some black bread with a contrite hypocritical air. 

It was plain that I must make a sacrifice to the gods of shipwreck. I threw away the empty 

bottle destined to carry milk; I threw away my own white bread, and, disdaining to act by 

general average, kept the black bread for Modestine; lastly, I threw away the cold leg of 

mutton and the egg-whisk, although this last was dear to my heart. Thus I found room for 

everything in the basket 

At Bouchet St Nicholas I gave up the lake and my design to camp, and asked for the 

auberge – among the least pretentious I have ever visited; but I saw many more of the like 

upon my journey. Indeed, it was typical of these French highlands. Imagine a cottage of two 

stories, with a bench before the door; the stable and kitchen in a suite, so that Modestine and I 

could hear each other dining; furniture of the plainest, earthern floors, a single bedchamber 

for travellers, and that without any convenience but beds. In the kitchen cooking and eating 

go forward side by side, and the family sleep at night. Any one who has a fancy to wash must 

do so in public at the common table. The food is sometimes spare; hard fish and omelette 

have been my portion more than once; the wine is of the smallest, the brandy abominable to 

man; and the visit of a fat sow, grouting under the table and rubbing against your legs, is no 

impossible accompaniment to dinner.  



But the people of the inn, in nine cases out of ten, show themselves friendly and 

considerate. As soon as you cross the doors you cease to be a stranger; and although these 

peasantry are rude and forbidding on the highway, they show a tincture of kind breeding 

when you share their hearth.  

I was tightly cross-examined about my journey; and the landlady understood in a moment, 

and sketched out what I should put into my book when I got home. 'Whether people harvest 

or not in such or such a place; if there were forests; studies of manners; what, for example, I 

and the master of the house say to you; the beauties of Nature, and all that.' And she 

interrogated me with a look.  

'It is just that,' said I.  

'You see,' she added to her husband, 'I understood that.'  

They were both much interested by the story of my misadventures.  

'In the morning,' said the husband, 'I will make you something better than your cane. Such 

a beast as that feels nothing – beat her insensible with a cudgel, and yet you would arrive 

nowhere.'  

The sleeping-room was furnished with two beds. I had one; and I will own I was a little 

abashed to find a young man and his wife and child in the act of mounting into the other. This 

was my first experience of the sort; and if I am always to feel equally silly and extraneous, I 

pray God it be my last as well. I kept my eyes to myself, and know nothing of the woman 

except that she had beautiful arms, and seemed no whit embarrassed by my appearance.  

I was up first in the morning (Monday, September 23rd), and hastened my toilette guiltily, 

so as to leave a clear field for madam, the cooper's wife. I drank a bowl of milk, and set off to 

explore the neighbourhood of Bouchet. It was perishing cold, a grey, windy, wintry morning; 

misty clouds flew fast and low; the wind piped over the naked platform; and the only speck 

of colour was away behind Mount Mezenc and the eastern hills, where the sky still wore the 

orange of the dawn.  

When I came back to the inn for a bit of breakfast, the landlady was in the kitchen 

combing out her daughter's hair; and I made her my compliments upon its beauty.  

'And where,' said I, 'is monsieur?'  

'The master of the house is upstairs,' she answered, 'making you a goad.'  

Blessed be the man who invented goads! Blessed the innkeeper of Bouchet St. Nicolas, 

who introduced me to their use! This plain wand, with an eighth of an inch of pin, was indeed 

a sceptre when he put it in my hands. Thenceforward Modestine was my slave. A prick, and 

she passed the most inviting stable door. A prick, and she broke forth into a gallant little 

trotlet that devoured the miles. It was not a remarkable speed, when all was said; and we took 

four hours to cover ten miles at the best of it. But what a heavenly change since yesterday!  

 

By day, the journey could be fraught with frustration. Then, as daylight disappeared, there 

was the added worry of where to stay the night in a land where there might still be wolves or 

robbers. Getting lost in the dark was a nightmare, as Stevenson soon discovered… 

 

AT the other side of the wood I sighted some red windows in the dusk. This was the hamlet 

of Fouzilhic; three houses on a hillside, near a wood of birches. Here I found a delightful old 

man, who came a little way with me in the rain to put me safely on the road for Cheylard. He 



would hear of no reward; but shook his hands above his head almost as if in menace, and 

refused volubly and shrilly, in unmitigated patois.  

All seemed right at last. My thoughts began to turn upon dinner and a fireside, and my 

heart was agreeably softened in my bosom. Alas, and I was on the brink of new and greater 

miseries! Suddenly, at a single swoop, the night fell. I have been abroad in many a black 

night, but never in a blacker. A glimmer of rocks, a glimmer of the track where it was well 

beaten, a certain fleecy density, or night within night, for a tree, – this was all that I could 

discriminate. The sky was simply darkness overhead; even the flying clouds pursued their 

way invisibly to human eyesight. I could not distinguish my hand at arm's-length from the 

track, nor my goad, at the same distance, from the meadows or the sky.  

I should have camped long before had I been properly provided; but as this was to be so 

short a stage, I had brought no wine, no bread for myself, and little over a pound for my lady 

friend. Add to this, that I and Modestine were both handsomely wetted by the showers. But 

now, if I could have found some water, I should have camped at once in spite of all. Water, 

however, being entirely absent, except in the form of rain, I determined to return to Fouzilhic.  

The thing was easy to decide, hard to accomplish. In this sensible roaring blackness I was 

sure of nothing but the direction of the wind. To this I set my face; the road had disappeared, 

and I went across country, now in marshy opens, now baffled by walls unscalable to 

Modestine, until I came once more in sight of some red windows. This time they were 

differently disposed. It was not Fouzilhic, but Fouzilhac, a hamlet little distant from the other 

in space, but worlds away in the spirit of its inhabitants. I tied Modestine to a gate, and 

groped forward, stumbling among rocks, plunging mid-leg in bog, until I gained the entrance 

of the village…  

[After a long an ultimately futile attempt to persuade a villager to act as his guide in the 

dark as far as the inn at Cheylard, Stevenson was faced with the prospect of a dark and rainy 

night in the open.] 

All the other houses in the village were both dark and silent; and though I knocked at here 

and there a door, my knocking was unanswered. It was a bad business; I gave up Fouzilhac 

with my curses. The rain had stopped, and the wind, which still kept rising, began to dry my 

coat and trousers. 'Very well,' thought I, 'water or no water, I must camp.'  

But the first thing was to return to Modestine. I am pretty sure I was twenty minutes 

groping for my lady in the dark; and if it had not been for the unkindly services of the bog, 

into which I once more stumbled, I might have still been groping for her at the dawn. My 

next business was to gain the shelter of a wood, for the wind was cold as well as boisterous. 

How, in this well-wooded district, I should have been so long in finding one, is another of the 

insoluble mysteries of this day's adventures; but I will take my oath that I put near an hour to 

the discovery.  

At last black trees began to show upon my left, and, suddenly crossing the road, made a 

cave of unmitigated blackness right in front. I call it a cave without exaggeration; to pass 

below that arch of leaves was like entering a dungeon. I felt about until my hand encountered 

a stout branch, and to this I tied Modestine, a haggard, drenched, desponding donkey. Then I 

lowered my pack, laid it along the wall on the margin of the road, and unbuckled the straps. I 

knew well enough where the lantern was; but where were the candles?  

I groped and groped among the tumbled articles, and, while I was thus groping, suddenly I 

touched the spirit- lamp. Salvation! This would serve my turn as well. The wind roared 



unwearyingly among the trees; I could hear the boughs tossing and the leaves churning 

through half a mile of forest; yet the scene of my encampment was not only as black as the 

pit, but admirably sheltered. At the second match the wick caught flame. The light was both 

livid and shifting; but it cut me off from the universe, and doubled the darkness of the 

surrounding night.  

I tied Modestine more conveniently for herself, and broke up half the black bread for her 

supper, reserving the other half against the morning. Then I gathered what I should want 

within reach, took off my wet boots and gaiters, which I wrapped in my waterproof, arranged 

my knapsack for a pillow under the flap of my sleeping-bag, insinuated my limbs into the 

interior, and buckled myself in like a bambino.  

I opened a tin of Bologna sausage and broke a cake of chocolate, and that was all I had to 

eat. It may sound offensive, but I ate them together, bite by bite, by way of bread and meat. 

All I had to wash down this revolting mixture was neat brandy: a revolting beverage in itself. 

But I was rare and hungry; ate well, and smoked one of the best cigarettes in my experience. 

Then I put a stone in my straw hat, pulled the flap of my fur cap over my neck and eyes, put 

my revolver ready to my hand, and snuggled well down among the sheepskins’...  

 

NIGHT is a dead monotonous period under a roof; but in the open world it passes lightly, 

with its stars and dews and perfumes, and the hours are marked by changes in the face of 

Nature. What seems a kind of temporal death to people choked between walls and curtains, is 

only a light and living slumber to the man who sleeps afield. All night long he can hear 

Nature breathing deeply and freely; even as she takes her rest, she turns and smiles; and there 

is one stirring hour unknown to those who dwell in houses, when a wakeful influence goes 

abroad over the sleeping hemisphere, and all the outdoor world are on their feet.  

It is then that the cock first crows, not this time to announce the dawn, but like a cheerful 

watchman speeding the course of night. Cattle awake on the meadows; sheep break their fast 

on dewy hillsides, and change to a new lair among the ferns; and houseless men, who have 

lain down with the fowls, open their dim eyes and behold the beauty of the night.  

At what inaudible summons, at what gentle touch of Nature, are all these sleepers thus 

recalled in the same hour to life? Do the stars rain down an influence, or do we share some 

thrill of mother earth below our resting bodies? Even shepherds and old country-folk, who 

are the deepest read in these arcana, have not a guess as to the means or purpose of this 

nightly resurrection. Towards two in the morning they declare the thing takes place; and 

neither know nor inquire further.  

And at least it is a pleasant incident. We are disturbed in our slumber only, like the 

luxurious Montaigne, 'that we may the better and more sensibly relish it.' We have a moment 

to look upon the stars. And there is a special pleasure for some minds in the reflection that we 

share the impulse with all outdoor creatures in our neighbourhood, that we have escaped out 

of the Bastille of civilisation, and are become, for the time being, a mere kindly animal and a 

sheep of Nature's flock.  

When that hour came to me among the pines, I wakened thirsty. My tin was standing by 

me half full of water. I emptied it at a draught; and feeling broad awake after this internal 

cold aspersion, sat upright to make a cigarette. The stars were clear, coloured, and jewel-like, 

but not frosty. A faint silvery vapour stood for the Milky Way. All around me the black fir-

points stood upright and stock-still. By the whiteness of the pack-saddle, I could see 



Modestine walking round and round at the length of her tether; I could hear her steadily 

munching at the sward; but there was not another sound, save the indescribable quiet talk of 

the runnel over the stones.  

I lay lazily smoking and studying the colour of the sky, as we call the void of space, from 

where it showed a reddish grey behind the pines to where it showed a glossy blue-black 

between the stars. As if to be more like a pedlar, I wear a silver ring. This I could see faintly 

shining as I raised or lowered the cigarette; and at each whiff the inside of my hand was 

illuminated, and became for a second the highest light in the landscape.  

A faint wind, more like a moving coolness than a stream of air, passed down the glade 

from time to time; so that even in my great chamber the air was being renewed all night long. 

I thought with horror of the inn at Chasserades and the congregated nightcaps; with horror of 

the nocturnal prowesses of clerks and students, of hot theatres and pass-keys and close rooms. 

I have not often enjoyed a more serene possession of myself, nor felt more independent of 

material aids. The outer world, from which we cower into our houses, seemed after all a 

gentle habitable place; and night after night a man's bed, it seemed, was laid and waiting for 

him in the fields, where God keeps an open house.  

I thought I had rediscovered one of those truths which are revealed to savages and hid 

from political economists: at the least, I had discovered a new pleasure for myself. And yet 

even while I was exulting in my solitude I became aware of a strange lack. I wished a 

companion to lie near me in the starlight, silent and not moving, but ever within touch. For 

there is a fellowship more quiet even than solitude, and which, rightly understood, is solitude 

made perfect. And to live out of doors with the woman a man loves is of all lives the most 

complete and free.  

As I thus lay, between content and longing, a faint noise stole towards me through the 

pines. I thought, at first, it was the crowing of cocks or the barking of dogs at some very 

distant farm; but steadily and gradually it took articulate shape in my ears, until I became 

aware that a passenger was going by upon the high-road in the valley, and singing loudly as 

he went. There was more of good-will than grace in his performance; but he trolled with 

ample lungs; and the sound of his voice took hold upon the hillside and set the air shaking in 

the leafy glens.  

I have heard people passing by night in sleeping cities; some of them sang; one, I remember, 

played loudly on the bagpipes. I have heard the rattle of a cart or carriage spring up suddenly 

after hours of stillness, and pass, for some minutes, within the range of my hearing as I lay 

abed. There is a romance about all who are abroad in the black hours, and with something of 

a thrill we try to guess their business. But here the romance was double: first, this glad 

passenger, lit internally with wine, who sent up his voice in music through the night; and then 

I, on the other hand, buckled into my sack, and smoking alone in the pine-woods between 

four and five thousand feet towards the stars. 

 

The infinite shining heavens 

Rose and I saw in the night 

Uncountable angel stars 

Showering sorrow and light. 

 

I saw them distant as heaven, 



Dumb and shining and dead, 

And the idle stars of the night 

Were dearer to me than bread. 

 

Night after night in my sorrow 

The stars stood over the sea, 

Till lo! I looked in the dusk 

And a star had come down to me. 

 

On examination, on the morning of October 3rd, Modestine was pronounced unfit for travel. 

She would need at least two days' repose, according to the ostler at the inn at St Jean du 

Gard. But Stevenson was now eager to reach Alais for his letters – perhaps even one from 

California – and, as he put it, ‘being in a civilised country of stage-coaches, I determined to 

sell my lady friend and be off by the diligence that afternoon. Our yesterday's march, with the 

testimony of the driver who had pursued us up the long hill of St. Pierre, spread a favourable 

notion of my donkey's capabilities. Intending purchasers were aware of an unrivalled 

opportunity. Before ten I had an offer of twenty-five francs; and before noon, after a 

desperate engagement, I sold her, saddle and all, for five- and-thirty. The pecuniary gain is 

not obvious, but I had bought freedom into the bargain… 

Yet what good was freedom without love? Stevenson eventually returned to finish writing 

his book in Edinburgh, where his despondency was deepened by the fact that his health 

seemed to be breaking down, and the stress of worrying about what was happening in 

California took its toll. Then, suddenly, a telegram arrived. Galvanised into action by its 

contents, Stevenson purchased a ticket to New York on an emigrant ship and, without telling 

his parents, took the train to Glasgow and into the unknown towards his date with destiny… 

  



American Adventure 
 

I FIRST encountered my fellow-passengers on the Broomielaw in Glasgow. Thence we 

descended the Clyde in no familiar spirit, but looking askance on each other as on possible 

enemies. A few Scandinavians, who had already grown acquainted on the North Sea, were 

friendly and voluble over their long pipes; but among English speakers distance and 

suspicion reigned supreme. The sun was soon overclouded, the wind freshened and grew 

sharp as we continued to descend the widening estuary; and with the falling temperature the 

gloom among the passengers increased. Two of the women wept.  

Any one who had come aboard might have supposed we were all absconding from the 

law. There was scarce a word interchanged, and no common sentiment but that of cold united 

us, until at length, having touched at Greenock, a pointing arm and rush to the starboard bow 

announced that our ocean steamer was in sight. There she lay in mid-river, at the tail of the 

Bank, her sea-signal flying: a wall of bulwark, a street of white deck-houses, an aspiring 

forest of spars, larger than a church, and soon to be as populous as many an incorporated 

town in the land to which she was to bear us.  

I was not, in truth, a steerage passenger. Although anxious to see the worst of emigrant 

life, I had some work to finish on the voyage, and was advised to go by the second cabin, 

where at least I should have a table at command. The second cabin is a modified oasis in the 

very heart of the steerages. Through the thin partition you can hear the steerage passengers 

being sick, the rattle of tin dishes as they sit at meals, the varied accents in which they 

converse, the crying of their children terrified by this new experience, or the clean flat smack 

of the parental hand in chastisement.  

At breakfast we had a choice between tea and coffee for beverage; a choice not easy to 

make, the two were so surprisingly alike. I found that I could sleep after the coffee and lay 

awake after the tea; which is proof conclusive of some chemical disparity; and even by the 

palate I could distinguish a smack of snuff in the former from a flavour of boiling and dish-

cloths in the second. As a matter of fact, I have seen passengers, after many sips, still 

doubting which had been supplied them.  

In the way of eatables at the same meal we were gloriously favoured; for in addition to 

porridge, which was common to all, we had Irish stew, sometimes a bit of fish, and 

sometimes rissoles. The dinner of soup, roast fresh beef, boiled salt junk, and potatoes was, I 

believe, exactly common to the steerage and the second cabin; only I have heard it rumoured 

that our potatoes were of a superior brand; and twice a week, on pudding days, instead of 

duff, we had a saddle-bag filled with currants under the name of a plum-pudding.  

At tea we were served with some broken meat from the saloon; sometimes in the 

comparatively elegant form of spare patties or rissoles; but as a general thing mere chicken-

bones and flakes of fish, neither hot nor cold. If these were not the scrapings of plates their 

looks belied them sorely; yet we were all too hungry to be proud, and fell to these leavings 

greedily. These, the bread, which was excellent, and the soup and porridge which were both 

good, formed my whole diet throughout the voyage; so that except for the broken meat and 

the convenience of a table I might as well have been in the steerage outright.  

The last particular in which the second cabin passenger remarkably stands ahead of his 

brother of the steerage is one altogether of sentiment. In the steerage there are males and 

females; in the second cabin ladies and gentlemen. For some time after I came aboard I 



thought I was only a male; but in the course of a voyage of discovery between decks, I came 

on a brass plate, and learned that I was still a gentleman. Nobody knew it, of course. I was 

lost in the crowd of males and females, and rigorously confined to the same quarter of the 

deck. Still, I was like one with a patent of nobility in a drawer at home; and when I felt out of 

spirits I could go down and refresh myself with a look of that brass plate… 

As I walked the deck and looked round upon my fellow-passengers, I began for the first 

time to understand the nature of emigration. There is nothing more agreeable to picture and 

nothing more pathetic to behold… The more I saw of my fellow passengers, the less I was 

tempted to the lyric note. Comparatively few of the men were below thirty; many were 

married, and encumbered with families; not a few were already up in years; and this itself 

was out of tune with my imaginations, for the ideal emigrant should certainly be young. 

Again, I thought he should offer to the eye some bold type of humanity, with bluff or hawk-

like features, and the stamp of an eager and pushing disposition. Now those around me were 

for the most part quiet, orderly, obedient citizens, family men broken by adversity, elderly 

youths who had failed to place themselves in life, and people who had seen better days.  

Labouring mankind had in the last years, and throughout Great Britain, sustained a 

prolonged and crushing series of defeats. I had heard vaguely of these reverses; of whole 

streets of houses standing deserted by the Tyne, the cellar-doors broken and removed for 

firewood; of homeless men loitering at the street-corners of Glasgow with their chests beside 

them; of closed factories, useless strikes, and starving girls. But I had never taken them home 

to me or represented these distresses livingly to my imagination. Thus it was only now, when 

I found myself involved in the rout, that I began to appreciate how sharp had been the battle. 

We were a company of the rejected; the drunken, the incompetent, the weak, the prodigal, all 

who had been unable to prevail against circumstances in the one land, were now fleeing 

pitifully to another; and though one or two might still succeed, all had already failed. We 

were a shipful of failures, the broken men of England. Yet it must not be supposed that these 

people exhibited depression. The scene, on the contrary, was cheerful. Not a tear was shed on 

board the vessel. All were full of hope for the future, and showed an inclination to innocent 

gaiety. Some were heard to sing, and all began to scrape acquaintance with small jests and 

ready laughter.  

The children found each other out like dogs, and ran about the decks scraping 

acquaintance after their fashion also... I often had my heart in my mouth, watching them 

climb into the shrouds or on the rails, while the ship went swinging through the waves; and I 

admired and envied the courage of their mothers, who sat by in the sun and looked on with 

composure at these perilous feats. "He'll maybe be a sailor," I heard one remark; "now's the 

time to learn."  

And since I am here on the chapter of the children, I must mention one little fellow, whose 

family belonged to Steerage No. 4 and 5, and who, wherever he went, was like a strain of 

music round the ship. He was an ugly, merry, unbreeched child of three, his lint-white hair in 

a tangle, his face smeared with suet and treacle; but he ran to and fro with so natural a step, 

and fell and picked himself up again with such grace and good-humour, that he might fairly 

be called beautiful when he was in motion. To meet him, crowing with laughter and beating 

an accompaniment to his own mirth with a tin spoon upon a tin cup, was to meet a little 

triumph of the human species. Even when his mother and the rest of his family lay sick and 



prostrate around him, he sat upright in their midst and sang aloud in the pleasant heartlessness 

of infancy.  

 

The conditions endured by the steerage passengers could be grim, particularly in foul 

weather and during the night. Stevenson did not pull his punches when describing life below 

decks, and his father and critics such as Sidney Colvin would find his frankness so 

objectionable that the original published version toned the manuscript down considerably, 

for fear of offending respectable middle-class readers. Stevenson himself did not give a fig 

for respectability, and the sight of middle-class passengers viewing the working-class people 

in steerage as a spectator sport made his blood boil. The Stevensons were Conservatives, but 

if ever their son came close to being a red-hot socialist, it was now… 

 

THE wind hauled ahead with a head sea. By ten at night heavy sprays were flying and 

drumming over the forecastle; the companion of Steerage No. 1 had to be closed, and the 

door of communication through the second cabin thrown open. Steerage No. 1 is shaped like 

an isosceles triangle, the sides opposite the equal angles bulging outward with the contour of 

the ship. It is lined with eight pens of sixteen bunks apiece, four bunks below and four above 

on either side. At night the place is lit with two lanterns, one to each table. As the steamer 

beat on her way among the rough billows, the light passed through violent phases of change, 

and was thrown to and fro and up and down with startling swiftness. You were tempted to 

wonder, as you looked, how so thin a glimmer could control and disperse such solid 

blackness. 

Even by day much of the steerage enjoyed but a groping twilight. I presume (for I never 

saw it) that some cleaning process was carried out each morning; but there was never light 

enough to be particular; and in a place so full of corners and so much broken up by fixtures 

and partitions, dirt might lie for years without disturbance. The pens, stalls, pews – I know 

not what to call them, were besides, by their very design, beyond the reach of bucket and 

swab. Each broad shelf with its four divisions, formed a fourfold asylum for all manner of 

uncleanliness. When the pen was fully occupied, with sixteen live human animals, more or 

less unwashed, lying immersed together in the same close air all night, and their litter of 

meats, dirty dishes and rank bedding tumbled together all day in foul disorder, the merest 

possibilities of health of cleanliness were absent. 

If it was impossible to clean the steerage, it was no less impossible to clean the steerage 

passenger. All ablution below was rigorously forbidden. A man might give his hands a scour 

at the pump beside the galley, but that was exactly all. One fellow used to strip to his waist 

every morning and freshen his chest and shoulders; but I need not tell you he was no true 

steerage passenger. To wash outside in the sharp sea air of the morning is a step entirely 

foreign to the frowsy, herding, over-warm traditions of the working class; and a human body 

must have apparently been nurtured in some luxury, before it courts these rude shocks and 

surprises of temperature in which many mind find health and vigour. 

 When Jones and I entered we found a little company of our acquaintances seated together 

at the triangular foremost table. A more forlorn party, in more dismal circumstances, it would 

be hard to imagine. The motion here in the ship's nose was very violent; the uproar of the sea 

often overpoweringly loud. The yellow flicker of the lantern spun round and round and tossed 

the shadows in masses. The air was hot, but it struck a chill from its foetor. From all round in 



the dark bunks, the scarcely human noises of the sick joined into a kind of farmyard chorus. 

In the midst, these five friends of mine were keeping up what heart they could in company. 

Singing was their refuge from discomfortable thoughts and sensations. One piped, in feeble 

tones, "Oh why left I my hame?" which seemed a pertinent question in the circumstances.  

I now made my bed upon the second cabin floor, where, although I ran the risk of being 

stepped upon, I had a free current of air, more or less vitiated indeed, and running only from 

steerage to steerage, but at least not stagnant; and from this couch, as well as the usual sounds 

of a rough night at sea, the hateful coughing and retching of the sick and the sobs of children, 

I heard a man run wild with terror beseeching his friend for encouragement. "The ship's going 

down!" he cried with a thrill of agony. "The ship's going down!" There was something panic-

stricken and catching in the emotion of his tones; and I saw in a clear flash what an involved 

and hideous tragedy was a disaster to an emigrant ship. If this whole parishful of people came 

no more to land, into how many houses would the newspaper carry woe, and what a great 

part of the web of our corporate human life would be rent across for ever!  

The next morning when I came on deck I found a new world indeed. The wind was fair; 

the sun mounted into a cloudless heaven; through great dark blue seas the ship cut a swathe 

of curded foam. The horizon was dotted all day with companionable sails, and the sun shone 

pleasantly on the long, heaving deck.  

We got in a cluster like bees, sitting between each other's feet under lee of the deck-

houses. Stories and laughter went around. The children climbed about the shrouds. White 

faces appeared for the first time, and began to take on colour from the wind. I was kept hard 

at work making cigarettes for one amateur after another, and my less than moderate skill was 

heartily admired. Lastly, down sat the fiddler in our midst and began to discourse his reels, 

and jigs, and ballads, with now and then a voice or two to take up the air and throw in the 

interest of human speech.  

Through this merry and good-hearted scene there came three cabin passengers, a 

gentleman and two young ladies, picking their way with little gracious titters of indulgence, 

and a Lady-Bountiful air about nothing, which galled me to the quick. I have little of the 

radical in social questions, and have always nourished an idea that one person was as good as 

another. But I began to be troubled by this episode. It was astonishing what insults these 

people managed to convey by their presence. They seemed to throw their clothes in our faces. 

Their eyes searched us all over for tatters and incongruities. A laugh was ready at their lips; 

but they were too well-mannered to indulge it in our hearing. Wait a bit, till they were all 

back in the saloon, and then hear how wittily they would depict the manners of the steerage.  

We were in truth very innocently, cheerfully, and sensibly engaged, and there was no 

shadow of excuse for the swaying elegant superiority with which these damsels passed 

among us, or for the stiff and waggish glances of their squire. Not a word was said; only 

when they were gone Mackay sullenly damned their impudence under his breath; but we 

were all conscious of an icy influence and a dead break in the course of our enjoyment. We 

had been made to feel ourselves a sort of comical lower animal. Such a fine thing it is to have 

manners! 

 

On arrival in New York, Stevenson would find lodgings and trudge around the city 

obscurely in the rain, never guessing that a few years later he would be met by a sea of fans 

on the quayside, causing him to exclaim: ‘If Jesus Christ came, they would make less fuss.’ In 



1879, indistinguishable from any other poor, damp immigrant, he found New Yorkers to be a 

curious, contradictory mixture of callousness, rudeness… and remarkable generosity… 

 

AS we drew near to New York I was at first amused and then somewhat staggered, by the 

cautions and the grisly tales that went the round. You would have thought we were to land 

upon a cannibal island. You must speak to no one in the streets, as they would not leave you 

till you were rooked and beaten. You must enter a hotel with military precautions; for the 

least you had to apprehend was to awake next morning without money or baggage, or 

necessary raiment, a lone forked radish in a bed; and if the worst befell, you would instantly 

and mysteriously disappear from the ranks of mankind.  

By six o'clock Jones and I issued into West Street, sitting on some straw in the bottom of 

an open baggage-waggon. It rained miraculously; and from that moment till on the following 

night I left New York, there was scarcely a lull, and no cessation of the downpour. The 

roadways were flooded; a loud strident noise of falling water filled the air; the restaurants 

smelt heavily of wet people and wet clothing.  

It took us but a few minutes, though it cost us a good deal of money, to be rattled along 

West Street to our destination: "Reunion House, No. 10, West Street… Board and Lodging 

per day 1 dollar, single meals 25 cents, lodging per night 25 cents; private rooms for families; 

no charge for storage or baggage; satisfaction guaranteed to all persons; Michael Mitchell, 

proprietor."  

Jones was well known; we were received warmly; and two minutes afterwards I had 

refused a drink from the proprietor, and was going on, in my plain European fashion, to 

refuse a cigar, when Mr. Mitchell sternly interposed, and explained the situation. He was 

offering to treat me, it appeared; whenever an American bar-keeper proposes anything, it 

must be borne in mind that he is offering to treat; and if I did not want a drink, I must at least 

take the cigar.  

Here I was at last in America, and was soon out upon New York streets, spying for things 

foreign. The place had to me an air of Liverpool; but such was the rain that not Paradise itself 

would have looked inviting. At length, by our own sagacity, we found a French restaurant, 

where there was a French waiter, some fair French cooking, some so-called French wine, and 

French coffee to conclude the whole. I never entered into the feelings of Jack on land so 

completely as when I tasted that coffee.  

I suppose we had one of the "private rooms for families" at Reunion House. It was very 

small; furnished with a bed, a chair, and some clothes-pegs; and it derived all that was 

necessary for the life of the human animal through two borrowed lights; one, looking into the 

passage, and the second opening, without sash, into another apartment, where three men 

fitfully snored, or, in intervals of wakefulness, drearily mumbled to each other all night long. 

Jones had the bed; I pitched my camp upon the floor; he did not sleep until near morning, and 

I, for my part, never closed an eye.  

At sunrise I heard a cannon fired; and shortly afterwards the men in the next room gave 

over snoring for good, and began to rustle over their toilettes. You had to pass through the 

rain, which still fell thick and resonant, to reach a lavatory on the other side of the court. 

There were three basin-stands, and a few crumpled towels and pieces of wet soap, white and 

slippery like fish; nor should I forget a looking-glass and a pair of questionable combs. 

Another Scots lad was here, scrubbing his face with a good will. He had been three months in 



New York and had not yet found a single job nor earned a single halfpenny. Up to the 

present, he also was exactly out of pocket by the amount of the fare. I began to grow sick at 

heart for my fellow-emigrants.  

Of my nightmare wanderings in New York I spare to tell. I had a thousand and one things 

to do; only the day to do them in, and a journey across the continent before me in the 

evening. It rained with patient fury; every now and then I had to get under cover for a while 

in order, so to speak, to give my mackintosh a rest; for under this continued drenching it 

began to grow damp on the inside. I went to banks, post-offices, railway-offices, restaurants, 

publishers, booksellers, money-changers, and wherever I went a pool would gather about my 

feet, and those who were careful of their floors would look on with an unfriendly eye. 

Wherever I went, too, the same traits struck me: the people were all surprisingly rude and 

surprisingly kind.  

The money-changer cross-questioned me like a French commissary, asking my age, my 

business, my average income, and my destination, beating down my attempts at evasion, and 

receiving my answer in silence; and yet when all was over, he shook hands with me up to the 

elbows, and sent his lad nearly a quarter of a mile in the rain to get me books at a reduction. 

Again, in a very large publishing and bookselling establishment, a man, who seemed to be the 

manager, received me as I had certainly never before been received in any human shop, 

indicated squarely that he put no faith in my honesty, and refused to look up the names of 

books or give me the slightest help or information, on the ground, like the steward, that it was 

none of his business. I lost my temper at last, said I was a stranger in America and not learned 

in their etiquette; but I would assure him, if he went to any bookseller in England, of more 

handsome usage.  

The boast was perhaps exaggerated; but like many a long shot, it struck the gold. The 

manager passed at once from one extreme to the other; I may say that from that moment he 

loaded me with kindness; he gave me all sorts of good advice, wrote me down addresses and 

came bareheaded into the rain to point me out a restaurant, where I might lunch, nor even 

then did he seem to think that he had done enough. These are (it is as well to be bold in 

statement) the manners of America.  

I was so wet when I got back to Mitchell's towards the evening, that I had simply to divest 

myself of my shoes, socks, and trousers, and leave them behind for the benefit of New York 

city. No fire could have dried them ere I had to start; and to pack them in their present 

condition was to spread ruin among my other possessions. With a heavy heart I said farewell 

to them as they lay a pulp in the middle of a pool upon the floor of Mitchell's kitchen. I 

wonder if they are dry by now. 

 

If the emigrant ship from Scotland had seemed crowded, the emigrant train across the plains 

was more so. It was just ten years since the last, golden spike had been driven into the track 

to link East and West across the wild frontier, and passengers needed the pioneering spirit to 

sustain them on the uncomfortable ten-day journey to San Francisco. Stevenson was far from 

well, but ready to muck in with his fellow passengers when it came to the sleeping 

arrangements… 

 

IT was, if I remember rightly, five o'clock when we were all signalled to be present at the 

Ferry Depôt of the railroad. An emigrant ship had arrived at New York on the Saturday night, 



another on the Sunday morning, our own on Sunday afternoon, a fourth early on Monday; 

and as there is no emigrant train on Sunday, a great part of the passengers from these four 

ships was concentrated on the train by which I was to travel. There was a babel of bewildered 

men, women, and children. The wretched little booking office, and the baggage-room, which 

was not much larger, were crowded thick with emigrants, and were heavy and rank with the 

atmosphere of dripping clothes.  

I followed the porters into a long shed reaching downhill from West Street to the river. It 

was dark, the wind blew clean through it from end to end; and here I found a great block of 

passengers and baggage, hundreds of one and tons of the other. I may say that we stood like 

sheep, and that the porters charged among us like so many maddened sheep-dogs; and I 

believe these men were no longer answerable for their acts. It mattered not what they were 

carrying, they drove straight into the press, and when they could get no farther, blindly 

discharged their barrowful. With my own hand, for instance, I saved the life of a child as it 

sat upon its mother's knee, she sitting on a box; and since I heard of no accident, I must 

suppose that there were many similar interpositions in the course of the evening. It will give 

some idea of the state of mind to which we were reduced if I tell you that neither the porter 

nor the mother of the child paid the least attention to my act. 

At length, and after how long an interval I hesitate to guess, the crowd began to move, 

heavily straining through itself. About the same time some lamps were lighted, and threw a 

sudden flare over the shed. We were being filtered out into the river boat for Jersey City. The 

landing there was done in a stampede. People pushed, and elbowed, and ran, their families 

following how they could. Children fell, and were picked up, to be rewarded by a blow. One 

child, who had lost her parents, screamed steadily and with increasing shrillness, as though 

verging towards a fit; an official kept her by him, but no one else seemed so much as to 

remark her distress; and I am ashamed to say that I ran among the rest.  

 At last we were admitted into the cars, utterly dejected, and far from dry. For my own 

part, I got out a clothes-brush, and brushed my trousers as hard as I could, till I had dried 

them and warmed my blood into the bargain; but no one else, except my next neighbour, to 

whom I lent the brush, appeared to take the least precaution. As they were, they composed 

themselves to sleep. I had seen the lights of Philadelphia, and been twice ordered to change 

carriages and twice countermanded, before I allowed myself to follow their example… 

At a place called Creston, a drunken man got in. He was aggressively friendly, but, 

according to English notions, not at all unpresentable upon a train. For one stage he eluded 

the notice of the officials; but just as we were beginning to move out of the next station, 

Cromwell by name, by came the conductor. There was a word or two of talk; and then the 

official had the man by the shoulders, twitched him from his seat, marched him through the 

car, and sent him flying on to the track. It was done in three motions, as exact as a piece of 

drill. The train was still moving slowly, although beginning to mend her pace, and the 

drunkard got his feet without a fall.  

He carried a red bundle, though not so red as his cheeks; and he shook this menacingly in 

the air with one hand, while the other stole behind him to the region of the kidneys. It was the 

first indication that I had come among revolvers, and I observed it with some emotion. The 

conductor stood on the steps with one hand on his hip, looking back at him; and perhaps this 

attitude imposed upon the creature, for he turned without further ado, and went off staggering 



along the track towards Cromwell, followed by a peal of laughter from the cars. They were 

speaking English all about me, but I knew I was in a foreign land.  

Twenty minutes before nine that night, we were deposited at the Pacific Transfer Station 

near Council Bluffs, on the eastern bank of the Missouri river. Here we were to stay the night 

at a kind of caravanserai, set apart for emigrants. But I gave way to a thirst for luxury, 

separated myself from my companions, and marched with my effects into the Union Pacific 

Hotel. 

All this while I had been travelling by mixed trains, where I might meet with Dutch 

widows and little German gentry fresh from table. I had been but a latent emigrant; now I was 

to be branded once more, and put apart with my fellows. It was about two in the afternoon of 

Friday that I found myself in front of Emigrant House, with more than a hundred others, to be 

sorted and boxed for the journey.  

A white-haired official, with a stick under one arm and a list in the other hand, stood apart 

in front of us, and called name after name in the tone of a command. At each name you 

would see a family gather up its brats and bundles and run for the hindmost of the three cars 

that stood awaiting us, and I soon concluded that this was to be set apart for the women and 

children. The second, or central car, it turned out, was devoted to men travelling alone, and 

the third to the Chinese. The official was easily moved to anger at the least delay; but the 

emigrants were both quick at answering their names, and speedy in getting themselves and 

their effects on board.  

The families once housed, we men carried the second car without ceremony by 

simultaneous assault. I suppose the reader has some notion of an American railroad car, that 

long, narrow wooden box, like a flat-roofed Noah's ark, with a stove and a convenience, one 

at either end, a passage down the middle, and transverse benches upon either hand. Those 

destined for emigrants on the Union Pacific are only remarkable for their extreme plainness, 

nothing but wood entering in any part into their constitution, and for the usual inefficacy of 

the lamps, which often went out and shed but a dying glimmer even while they burned.  

The benches are too short for anything but a young child. Where there is scarce elbow-

room for two to sit, there will not be space enough for one to lie. Hence the company, or 

rather, as it appears from certain bills about the Transfer Station, the company's servants, 

have conceived a plan for the better accommodation of travellers. They prevail on every two 

to chum together. To each of the chums they sell a board and three square cushions stuffed 

with straw, and covered with thin cotton. The benches can be made to face each other in 

pairs, for the backs are reversible. On the approach of night the boards are laid from bench to 

bench, making a couch wide enough for two, and long enough for a man of the middle 

height; and the chums lie down side by side upon the cushions with the head to the 

conductor's van and the feet to the engine.  

When the train is full, of course this plan is impossible, for there must not be more than 

one to every bench, neither can it be carried out unless the chums agree. It was to bring about 

this last condition that our white-haired official now bestirred himself. He made a most active 

master of ceremonies, introducing likely couples, and even guaranteeing the amiability and 

honesty of each. The greater the number of happy couples the better for his pocket, for it was 

he who sold the raw material of the beds. His price for one board and three straw cushions 

began with two dollars and a half; but before the train left, and, I am sorry to say, long after I 

had purchased mine, it had fallen to one dollar and a half.  



The match-maker had a difficulty with me; perhaps, like some ladies, I showed myself too 

eager for union at any price; but certainly the first who was picked out to be my bedfellow 

declined the honour without thanks. I began to tremble lest every one should refuse my 

company, and I be left rejected. But the next in turn was a tall, strapping, long-limbed, small-

headed, curly-haired Pennsylvania Dutchman, with a soldierly smartness in his manner. To 

be exact, he had acquired it in the navy. But that was all one; he had at least been trained to 

desperate resolves, so he accepted the match, and the white-haired swindler pronounced the 

connubial benediction, and pocketed his fees.  

The rest of the afternoon was spent in making up the train. I am afraid to say how many 

baggage-waggons followed the engine – certainly a score; then came the Chinese, then we, 

then the families, and the rear was brought up by the conductor in what, if I have it rightly, is 

called his caboose. The class to which I belonged was of course far the largest, and we ran 

over, so to speak, to both sides; so that there were some Caucasians among the Chinamen, 

and some bachelors among the families. But our own car was pure from admixture, save for 

one little boy of eight or nine, who had the whooping-cough. At last, about six, the long train 

crawled out of the Transfer Station and across the wide Missouri river to Omaha, westward 

bound.  

 

Towards the end of the trip, Stevenson was feverish and sipping laudanum, barely able to 

maintain consciousness. He had no idea what he would find when he met Fanny Osbourne 

and for all he knew he had burned his boats with his parents. It seemed as if he had left his 

old self behind, yet did not know what his new self would be. As the train bore him on to his 

fate, a poem formed in his head… 

 

Of where or how, I nothing know; 

And why, I do not care; 

Enough if, even so, 

My travelling eyes, my travelling mind can go 

By flood and field and hill, by wood and meadow fair, 

Beside the Susquehanna and along the Delaware. 

 

I think, I hope, I dream no more 

The dreams of otherwhere, 

The cherished thoughts of yore; 

I have been changed from what I was before; 

And drunk too deep perchance the lotus of the air, 

Beside the Susquehanna and along the Delaware. 

 

Unweary, God me yet shall bring 

To lands of brighter air, 

Where I, now half a king, 

Shall with enfranchised spirit loudlier sing, 

And wear a bolder front than that which now I wear 

Beside the Susquehanna and along the Delaware. 

 



A GREAT personage on an American train is the newsboy. He sells books (such books!), 

papers, fruit, lollipops, and cigars; and on emigrant journeys, soap, towels, tin washing-

dishes, tin coffee-pitchers, coffee, tea, sugar, and tinned eatables, mostly hash or beans and 

bacon. Early next morning the newsboy went round the cars, and chumming on a more 

extended principle became the order of the hour. It requires but a co-partnery of two to 

manage beds; but washing and eating can be carried on most economically by a syndicate of 

three.  

I myself entered a little after sunrise into articles of agreement, and became one of the firm 

of Pennsylvania, Shakespeare, and Dubuque. Shakespeare was my own nickname on the cars; 

Pennsylvania that of my bedfellow; and Dubuque, the name of a place in the State of Iowa, 

that of an amiable young fellow going west to cure an asthma, and retarding his recovery by 

incessantly chewing or smoking, and sometimes chewing and smoking together. I have never 

seen tobacco so sillily abused. Shakespeare bought a tin washing-dish, Dubuque a towel, and 

Pennsylvania a brick of soap.  

The partners used these instruments, one after another, according to the order of their first 

awaking; and when the firm had finished there was no want of borrowers. Each filled the tin 

dish at the water filter opposite the stove, and retired with the whole stock in trade to the 

platform of the car. There he knelt down, supporting himself by a shoulder against the 

woodwork, or one elbow crooked about the railing, and made a shift to wash his face and 

neck and hands, – a cold, an insufficient, and, if the train is moving rapidly, a somewhat 

dangerous toilet… 

I had been suffering in my health a good deal all the way; and at last, whether I was 

exhausted by my complaint or poisoned in some wayside eating-house, the evening we left 

Laramie I fell sick outright. That was a night which I shall not readily forget. The lamps did 

not go out; each made a faint shining in its own neighbourhood, and the shadows were 

confounded together in the long, hollow box of the car.  

The sleepers lay in uneasy attitudes; here two chums alongside, flat upon their backs like 

dead folk; there a man sprawling on the floor, with his face upon his arm; there another half 

seated with his head and shoulders on the bench. The most passive were continually and 

roughly shaken by the movement of the train; others stirred, turned, or stretched out their 

arms like children; it was surprising how many groaned and murmured in their sleep; and as I 

passed to and fro, stepping across the prostrate, and caught now a snore, now a gasp, now a 

half-formed word, it gave me a measure of the worthlessness of rest in that unresting vehicle.  

Although it was chill, I was obliged to open my window, for the degradation of the air 

soon became intolerable to one who was awake and using the full supply of life. Outside, in a 

glimmering night, I saw the black, amorphous hills shoot by unweariedly into our wake. They 

that long for morning have never longed for it more earnestly than I. And yet when day came, 

it was to shine upon the same broken and unsightly quarter of the world. Mile upon mile, and 

not a tree, a bird, or a river. Only down the long, sterile canyons, the train shot hooting, and 

awoke the resting echo. That train was the one piece of life in all the deadly land; it was the 

one actor, the one spectacle fit to be observed in this paralysis of man and nature.  

And when I think how the railroad has been pushed through this unwatered wilderness and 

haunt of savage tribes, and now will bear an emigrant for some £12 from the Atlantic to the 

Golden Gates; how at each stage of the construction, roaring, impromptu cities, full of gold 

and lust and death, sprang up and then died away again, and are now but wayside stations in 



the desert; how in these uncouth places pig-tailed Chinese pirates worked side by side with 

border ruffians and broken men from Europe, talking together in a mixed dialect, mostly 

oaths, gambling, drinking, quarrelling, and murdering like wolves; how the plumed 

hereditary lord of all America heard, in this last fastness, the scream of the "bad medicine 

waggon" charioting his foes; and then when I go on to remember that all this epical turmoil 

was conducted by gentlemen in frock-coats, and with a view to nothing more extraordinary 

than a fortune and a subsequent visit to Paris, it seems to me, I own, as if this railway were 

the one typical achievement of the age in which we live, as if it brought together into one plot 

all the ends of the world and all the degrees of social rank, and offered to some great writer 

the busiest, the most extended, and the most varied subject for an enduring literary work.  

At Ogden we changed cars from the Union Pacific to the Central Pacific line of railroad. 

The change was doubly welcome; for, first, we had better cars on the new line; and, second, 

those in which we had been cooped for more than ninety hours had begun to stink 

abominably. The cars on the Central Pacific were nearly twice as high, and so proportionally 

airier; they were freshly varnished, which gave us all a sense of cleanliness as though we had 

bathed; the seats drew out and joined in the centre, so that there was no more need for bed-

boards; and there was an upper tier of berths which could be closed by day and opened at 

night… 

When I was ill coming through Wyoming, I was astonished – fresh from the eager 

humanity on board ship – to meet with little but laughter. One of the young men even amused 

himself by incommoding me, as was then very easy; and that not from ill-nature, but mere 

clodlike incapacity to think, for he expected me to join the laugh. I did so, but it was phantom 

merriment. Later on, a man from Kansas had three violent epileptic fits, and though, of 

course, there were not wanting some to help him, it was rather superstitious terror than 

sympathy that his case evoked among his fellow-passengers. "Oh, I hope he's not going to 

die!" cried a woman; "it would be terrible to have a dead body!" 

Of all the next day I will tell you nothing, for the best of all reasons, that I remember no 

more than that we continued through desolate and desert scenes, fiery hot and deadly weary. 

But some time after I had fallen asleep that night, I was awakened by one of my companions. 

It was in vain that I resisted. A fire of enthusiasm and whisky burned in his eyes; and he 

declared we were in a new country, and I must come forth upon the platform and see with my 

own eyes.  

The train was then, in its patient way, standing halted in a by-track. It was a clear, moonlit 

night; but the valley was too narrow to admit the moonshine direct, and only a diffused 

glimmer whitened the tall rocks and relieved the blackness of the pines. A hoarse clamour 

filled the air; it was the continuous plunge of a cascade somewhere near at hand among the 

mountains. The air struck chill, but tasted good and vigorous in the nostrils – a fine, dry, old 

mountain atmosphere. I was dead sleepy, but I returned to roost with a grateful mountain 

feeling at my heart.  

By afternoon we were at Sacramento, the city of gardens in a plain of corn; and the next 

day before the dawn we were lying-to upon the Oakland side of San Francisco Bay. The day 

was breaking as we crossed the ferry; the fog was rising over the citied hills of San Francisco; 

the day was perfect – not a ripple, scarce a stain, upon its blue expanse; everything was 

waiting, breathless, for the sun. A spot of cloudy gold lit first upon the head of Tamalpais, 

and then widened downward on its shapely shoulder; the air seemed to awaken and began to 



sparkle; and suddenly "The tall hills Titan discovered," and the city of San Francisco, and the 

bay of gold and corn, were lit from end to end with summer daylight.  

 

Having made it to the Golden Gates, Stevenson transferred to the little narrow-gauge train to 

Monterey. When he arrived at the old adobe house where Fanny was staying, she was 

shocked by how ill and emaciated he was. She had made no moves to divorce her husband 

and Stevenson, unsure of how he stood, went off on horseback for a few days, fell seriously ill 

and was rescued by some goat ranchers who nursed him back to health. If there was going to 

be a divorce, and he was going to marry Fanny, they would have to live respectably apart for 

a while, so she went back to San Francisco, leaving Stevenson to spend several weeks on his 

own in the Old Pacific Capital of Monterey… 

 

THE town, when I was there, was a place of two or three streets, economically paved with 

sea-sand, and two or three lanes, which were water-courses in the rainy season, and at all 

times were rent up by fissures four or five feet deep. There were no street lights. Short 

sections of wooden sidewalk only added to the dangers of the night, for they were often high 

above the level of the roadway, and no one could tell where they would be likely to begin or 

end. The houses were for the most part built of unbaked adobe brick, many of them old for so 

new a country, some of very elegant proportions, with low, spacious, shapely rooms, and 

walls so thick that the heat of summer never dried them to the heart. At the approach of the 

rainy season a deathly chill and a graveyard smell began to hang about the lower floors; and 

diseases of the chest are common and fatal among house-keeping people of either sex.  

There was no activity but in and around the saloons, where people sat almost all day long 

playing cards. The smallest excursion was made on horseback. You would scarcely ever see 

the main street without a horse or two tied to posts, and making a fine figure with their 

Mexican housings. In a place so exclusively Mexican as Monterey, you saw not only 

Mexican saddles but true Vaquero riding – men always at the hand-gallop up hill and down 

dale, and round the sharpest corner, urging their horses with cries and gesticulations and cruel 

rotatory spurs, checking them dead with a touch, or wheeling them right-about-face in a 

square yard.  

The type of face and character of bearing are surprisingly un-American. The first ranged 

from something like the pure Spanish, to something, in its sad fixity, not unlike the pure 

Indian, although I do not suppose there was one pure blood of either race in all the country. 

As for the second, it was a matter of perpetual surprise to find, in that world of absolutely 

mannerless Americans, a people full of deportment, solemnly courteous, and doing all things 

with grace and decorum.  

In dress they ran to colour and bright sashes. Not even the most Americanised could 

always resist the temptation to stick a red rose into his hatband. Not even the most 

Americanised would descend to wear the vile dress-hat of civilisation. Spanish was the 

language of the streets. It was difficult to get along without a word or two of that language for 

an occasion. The only communications in which the population joined were with a view to 

amusement. A weekly public ball took place with great etiquette, in addition to the numerous 

fandangoes in private houses. There was a really fair amateur brass band.  

Night after night serenaders would be going about the street, sometimes in a company and 

with several instruments and voices together, sometimes severally, each guitar before a 



different window. It was a strange thing to lie awake in nineteenth-century America, and hear 

the guitar accompany, and one of these old, heart-breaking Spanish love-songs mount into the 

night air, perhaps in a deep baritone, perhaps in that high-pitched, pathetic, womanish alto 

which is so common among Mexican men, and which strikes on the unaccustomed ear as 

something not entirely human, but altogether sad.  

The town, then, was essentially and wholly Mexican; and yet almost all the land in the 

neighbourhood was held by Americans, and it was from the same class, numerically so small, 

that the principal officials were selected. This Mexican and that Mexican would describe to 

you his old family estates, not one rood of which remained to him. You would ask him how 

that came about, and elicit some tangled story back-foremost, from which you gathered that 

the Americans had been greedy like designing men, and the Mexicans greedy like children, 

but no other certain fact. Their merits and their faults contributed alike to the ruin of the 

former landholders. 

It is true they were improvident, and easily dazzled with the sight of ready money; but 

they were gentle-folk besides, and that in a way which curiously unfitted them to combat 

Yankee craft. Suppose they have a paper to sign, they would think it a reflection on the other 

party to examine the terms with any great minuteness; nay, suppose them to observe some 

doubtful clause, it is ten to one they would refuse from delicacy to object to it. I know I am 

speaking within the mark, for I have seen such a case occur, and the Mexican, in spite of the 

advice of his lawyer, has signed the imperfect paper like a lamb. To have spoken in the 

matter, he said, above all to have let the other party guess that he had seen a lawyer, would 

have "been like doubting his word."  

The scruple sounds oddly to one of ourselves, who have been brought up to understand all 

business as a competition in fraud, and honesty itself to be a virtue which regards the carrying 

out, but not the creation, of agreements. This single unworldly trait will account for much of 

that revolution of which we are speaking. The Mexicans have the name of being great 

swindlers, but certainly the accusation cuts both ways. In a contest of this sort, the entire 

booty would scarcely have passed into the hands of the more scrupulous race.  

Physically the Americans have triumphed; but it is not entirely seen how far they have 

themselves been morally conquered. This is, of course, but a part of a part of an extraordinary 

problem now in the course of being solved in the various States of the American Union. I am 

reminded of an anecdote. Some years ago, at a great sale of wine, all the odd lots were 

purchased by a grocer in a small way in the old town of Edinburgh. The agent had the 

curiosity to visit him some time after and inquire what possible use he could have for such 

material. He was shown, by way of answer, a huge vat where all the liquors, from humble 

Gladstone to imperial Tokay, were fermenting together. "And what," he asked, "do you 

propose to call this?" "I'm no' very sure," replied the grocer, "but I think it's going to turn out 

port." In the older Eastern States, I think we may say that this hotch-potch of races is going to 

turn out English, or thereabout.  

 

Eventually Stevenson moved to Mrs Carson’s lodging house in San Francisco, where he tried 

to write and went out each day to take his meals in cheap restaurants. The city, with all its 

exotic sights and sounds, was a revelation… 

 



FANCY apart, San Francisco is a city beleaguered with alarms. The lower parts, along the 

bay side, sit on piles; old wrecks decaying, fish dwelling unsunned, beneath the populous 

houses; and a trifling subsidence might drown the business quarters in an hour. Earthquakes 

are not only common, they are sometimes threatening in their violence; the fear of them 

grows yearly on a resident; he begins with indifference, ends in sheer panic; and no one feels 

safe in any but a wooden house. Hence it comes that, in that rainless clime, the whole city is 

built of timber – a woodyard of unusual extent and complication; that fires spring up readily, 

and served by the unwearying trade-wind, swiftly spread; that all over the city there are fire-

signal boxes; that the sound of the bell, telling the number of the threatened ward, is soon 

familiar to the ear; and that nowhere else in the world is the art of the fireman carried to so 

nice a point.  

Next, perhaps, in order of strangeness to the rapidity of its appearance, is the mingling of 

the races that combine to people it. The town is essentially not Anglo-Saxon; still more 

essentially not American. The Yankee and the Englishman find themselves alike in a strange 

country.  

The shops along the street are like the consulates of different nations. The passers-by vary 

in feature like the slides of a magic-lantern. For we are here in that city of gold to which 

adventurers congregated out of all the winds of heaven; we are in a land that till the other day 

was ruled and peopled by the countrymen of Cortes; and the sea that laves the piers of San 

Francisco is the ocean of the East and of the isles of summer. There goes the Mexican, 

unmistakable; there the blue-clad Chinaman with his white slippers; there the soft-spoken, 

brown Kanaka, or perhaps a waif from far-away Malaya.  

You hear French, German, Italian, Spanish, and English indifferently. You taste the food 

of all nations in the various restaurants; passing from a French prix-fixe where every one is 

French, to a roaring German ordinary where every one is German; ending, perhaps, in a cool 

and silent Chinese tea-house. For every man, for every race and nation, that city is a foreign 

city; humming with foreign tongues and customs; and yet each and all have made themselves 

at home.  

The Germans have a German theatre and innumerable beer-gardens. The French Fall of 

the Bastille is celebrated with squibs and banners, and marching patriots, as noisily as the 

American Fourth of July. The Italians have their dear domestic quarter, with Italian 

caricatures in the windows, Chianti and polenta in the taverns. The Chinese are settled as in 

China. The goods they offer for sale are as foreign as the lettering on the signboard of the 

shop: dried fish from the China seas; pale cakes and sweetmeats – the like, perhaps, once 

eaten by Badroubadour; nuts of unfriendly shape; ambiguous, outlandish vegetables, 

misshapen, lean, or bulbous – telling of a country where the trees are not as our trees, and the 

very back-garden is a cabinet of curiosities. The joss-house is hard by, heavy with incense, 

packed with quaint carvings and the paraphernalia of a foreign ceremonial. All these you 

behold, crowded together in the narrower arteries of the city, cool, sunless, a little mouldy, 

with the unfamiliar faces at your elbow, and the high, musical sing-song of that alien 

language in your ears.  

Yet the houses are of Occidental build; the lines of a hundred telegraphs pass, thick as a 

ship's rigging, overhead, a kite hanging among them, perhaps, or perhaps two, one European, 

one Chinese, in shape and colour; mercantile Jack, the Italian fisher, the Dutch merchant, the 

Mexican vaquero, go hustling by; at the sunny end of the street, a thoroughfare roars with 



European traffic; and meanwhile, high and clear, out breaks perhaps the San Francisco fire-

alarm, and people pause to count the strokes, and in the stations of the double fire-service you 

know that the electric bells are ringing, the traps opening, and clapping to, and the engine, 

manned and harnessed, being whisked into the street, before the sound of the alarm has 

ceased to vibrate on your ear.  

Of all romantic places for a boy to loiter in, that Chinese quarter is the most romantic. 

There, on a half-holiday, three doors from home, he may visit an actual foreign land, foreign 

in people, language, things, and customs. The very barber of the Arabian Nights shall be at 

work before him, shaving heads; he shall see Aladdin playing on the streets; who knows but 

among those nameless vegetables the fruit of the nose-tree itself may be exposed for sale? 

And the interest is heightened with a chill of horror. Below, you hear, the cellars are alive 

with mystery; opium dens, where the smokers lie one above another, shelf above shelf, close-

packed and grovelling in deadly stupor; the seats of unknown vices and cruelties, the prisons 

of unacknowledged slaves and the secret lazarettos of disease.  

With all this mass of nationalities, crime is common. There are rough quarters where it is 

dangerous o' nights; cellars of public entertainment which the wary pleasure-seeker chooses 

to avoid. Concealed weapons are unlawful, but the law is continually broken. One editor was 

shot dead while I was there; another walked the streets accompanied by a bravo, his guardian 

angel. I have been quietly eating a dish of oysters in a restaurant, where, not more than ten 

minutes after I had left, shots were exchanged and took effect; and one night about ten 

o'clock, I saw a man standing watchfully at a street-corner with a long Smith-and-Wesson 

glittering in his hand behind his back. Somebody had done something he should not, and was 

being looked for with a vengeance.  

It is odd, too, that the seat of the last vigilance [vigilante] committee I know of – a 

mediæval Vehmgericht – was none other than the Palace Hotel, the world's greatest 

caravanserai, served by lifts and lit with electricity; where, in the great glazed court, a band 

nightly discourses music from a grove of palms. So do extremes meet in this city of contrasts: 

extremes of wealth and poverty, apathy and excitement, the conveniences of civilisation and 

the red justice of Judge Lynch.  

The streets lie straight up and down the hills, and straight across at right angles, these in 

sun, those in shadow, a trenchant pattern of gloom and glare; and what with the crisp 

illumination, the sea-air singing in your ears, the chill and glitter, the changing aspects both 

of things and people, the fresh sights at every corner of your walk – sights of the bay, of 

Tamalpais, of steep, descending streets, of the outspread city – whiffs of alien speech, sailors 

singing on shipboard, Chinese coolies toiling on the shore, crowds brawling all day in the 

street before the Stock Exchange – one brief impression follows and obliterates another, and 

the city leaves upon the mind no general and stable picture, but a profusion of airy and 

incongruous images, of the sea and shore, the east and west, the summer and the winter.  

The great net of straight thoroughfares lying at right angles, east and west and north and 

south, over the shoulders of Nob Hill, the hill of palaces, must certainly be counted the best 

part of San Francisco. It is there that the millionaires are gathered together vying with each 

other in display. From thence, looking down over the business wards of the city, we can 

descry a building with a little belfry, and that is the Stock Exchange, the heart of San 

Francisco: a great pump we might call it, continually pumping up the savings of the lower 

quarters into the pockets of the millionaires upon the hill. But these same thoroughfares that 



enjoy for awhile so elegant a destiny have their lines prolonged into more unpleasant places. 

Some meet their fate in the sands; some must take a cruise in the ill-famed China quarters; 

some run into the sea; some perish unwept among pig-sties and rubbish-heaps.  

 

From Mrs Carson’s, Stevenson moved to the Tubbs Hotel, where it was easier for Fanny to 

visit him. And there, in his hotel room, he suffered his first haemorrhage – a grim calling 

card for the disease he called Bluidy Jack, which would haunt him for the rest of his life. A 

Dr Bamford was sent for and for a while it was touch and go, but Fanny’s skills as a nurse 

helped him survive the first crisis. Clearly his health was now more important than the need 

to maintain respectability and she moved him into her little wooden cottage in Oakland, 

where she and her sister Nellie nursed Stevenson back to a state where he could contemplate 

what he called a ‘marriage in extremis’. It was doubtful if he would live, but Fanny as his 

widow could claim a pension from the Faculty of Advocates in Edinburgh, and he wanted her 

to be provided for. The divorce was finalised, the pair married and headed for the Napa 

Valley on a convalescent honeymoon, staying first in a holiday cottage in the grounds of a 

hotel in Calistoga... 

 

IT is difficult for a European to imagine Calistoga, the whole place is so new, and of such an 

Occidental pattern; the very name, I hear, was invented at a supper-party by the man who 

found the springs. The railroad and the highway come up the valley about parallel to one 

another. The street of Calistoga joins them, perpendicular to both – a wide street, with bright, 

clean, low houses, here and there a veranda over the sidewalk, here and there a horse-post, 

here and there lounging townsfolk. Other streets are marked out, and most likely named; for 

these towns in the New World begin with a firm resolve to grow larger, Washington and 

Broadway, and then First and Second, and so forth, being boldly plotted out as soon as the 

community indulges in a plan. But, in the meanwhile, all the life and most of the houses of 

Calistoga are concentrated upon that street between the railway station and the road. I never 

heard it called by any name, but I will hazard a guess that it is either Washington or 

Broadway. Here are the blacksmith's, the chemist's, the general merchant's, and Kong Sam 

Kee, the Chinese laundryman's; here, probably, is the office of the local paper (for the place 

has a paper – they all have papers); and here certainly is one of the hotels, Cheeseborough's, 

whence the daring Foss, a man dear to legend, starts his horses for the Geysers.  

It must be remembered that we are here in a land of stage-drivers and highwaymen; a land, 

in that sense, like England a hundred years ago. The highway robber – road-agent, he is 

quaintly called – is still busy in these parts. The fame of Vasquez is still young. Only a few 

years ago, the Lakeport stage was robbed a mile or two from Calistoga. In 1879, the dentist of 

Mendocino City, fifty miles away upon the coast, suddenly threw off the garments of his 

trade, like Grindoff, in The Miller and his Men , and flamed forth in his second dress as a 

captain of banditti. A great robbery was followed by a long chase, a chase of days if not of 

weeks, among the intricate hill-country; and the chase was followed by much desultory 

fighting, in which several – and the dentist, I believe, amongst the number – bit the dust.  

The grass was springing for the first time, nourished upon their blood, when I arrived in 

Calistoga. I am reminded of another highwayman of that same year. "He had been unwell," 

so ran his humorous defence, "and the doctor told him to take something, so he took the 

express box."  



The cultus of the stage-coachman always flourishes highest where there are thieves on the 

road, and where the guard travels armed, and the stage is not only a link between country and 

city, and the vehicle of news, but has a faint warfaring aroma, like a man who should be 

brother to a soldier. California boasts her famous stage-drivers, and among the famous Foss is 

not forgotten. Along the unfenced, abominable mountain roads, he launches his team with 

small regard to human life or the doctrine of probabilities.  

Flinching travellers, who behold themselves coasting eternity at every corner, look with 

natural admiration at their driver's huge, impassive, fleshy countenance. He has the very face 

for the driver in Sam Weller's anecdote, who upset the election party at the required point. 

Wonderful tales are current of his readiness and skill. One in particular, of how one of his 

horses fell at a ticklish passage of the road, and how Foss let slip the reins, and, driving over 

the fallen animal, arrived at the next stage with only three. This I relate as I heard it, without 

guarantee.  

I only saw Foss once, though, strange as it may sound, I have twice talked with him. He 

lives out of Calistoga, at a ranche called Fossville. One evening, after he was long gone 

home, I dropped into Cheeseborough's hotel, and was asked if I should like to speak with Mr. 

Foss. Supposing that the interview was impossible, and that I was merely called upon to 

subscribe the general sentiment, I boldly answered "Yes."  

Next moment, I had one instrument at my ear, another at my mouth, and found myself, 

with nothing in the world to say, conversing with a man several miles off among desolate 

hills. Foss rapidly and somewhat plaintively brought the conversation to an end; and he 

returned to his night's grog at Fossville, while I strolled forth again on Calistoga high street. 

But it was an odd thing that here, on what we are accustomed to consider the very skirts of 

civilisation, I should have used the telephone for the first time in my civilised career. So it 

goes in these young countries; telephones, and telegraphs, and newspapers, and 

advertisements running far ahead among the Indians and the grizzly bears.  

 

Wherever Stevenson travelled, he was always conscious of his identity as a Scotsman, and 

when he came to write of this period in The Silverado Squatters he broke off the travelogue to 

muse on the nature of exiled Scots the world over. Here, then, are his thoughts on The Scot 

Abroad… 

 

A FEW few pages back, I wrote that a man belonged in these days to a variety of countries; 

but the old land is still the true love, the others are but pleasant infidelities. Scotland is 

indefinable; it has no unity except upon the map. Two languages, many dialects, innumerable 

forms of piety, and countless local patriotisms and prejudices, part us among ourselves more 

widely than the extreme east and west of that great continent of America.  

When I am at home, I feel a man from Glasgow to be something like a rival, a man from 

Barra to be more than half a foreigner. Yet let us meet in some far country, and, whether we 

hail from the braes of Manor or the braes of Mar, some ready-made affection joins us on the 

instant. It is not race. Look at us. One is Norse, one Celtic, and another Saxon. It is not 

community of tongue. We have it not among ourselves; and we have it almost to perfection, 

with English, or Irish, or American. It is no tie of faith, for we detest each other's errors. And 

yet somewhere, deep down in the heart of each one of us, something yearns for the old land, 

and the old kindly people.  



Of all mysteries of the human heart, this is perhaps the most inscrutable. There is no 

special loveliness in that grey country, with its rainy, sea-beat archipelago; its fields of dark 

mountains; its unsightly places, black with coal; its treeless, sour, unfriendly-looking corn-

lands; its quaint, grey, castled city, where the bells clash of a Sunday, and the wind squalls, 

and the salt showers fly and beat. I do not even know if I desire to live there; but let me hear, 

in some far land, a kindred voice sing out, "Oh, why left I my hame?" and it seems at once as 

if no beauty under the kind heavens, and no society of the wise and good, can repay me for 

my absence from my country. And though I think I would rather die elsewhere, yet in my 

heart of hearts I long to be buried among good Scots clods. I will say it fairly, it grows on me 

with every year: there are no stars so lovely as Edinburgh street-lamps. When I forget thee, 

auld Reekie, may my right hand forget its cunning!  

The happiest lot on earth is to be born a Scotchman. You must pay for it in many ways, as 

for all other advantages on earth. You have to learn the paraphrases and the shorter 

catechism; you generally take to drink; your youth, as far as I can find out, is a time of louder 

war against society, of more outcry and tears and turmoil, than if you had been born, for 

instance, in England. But somehow life is warmer and closer; the hearth burns more redly; 

the lights of home shine softer on the rainy street; the very names, endeared in verse and 

music, cling nearer round our hearts. An Englishman may meet an Englishman to-morrow, 

upon Chimborazo, and neither of them care; but when the Scotch wine-grower told me of 

Mons Meg, it was like magic.  

From the dim shieling on the misty island 

Mountains divide us, and a world of seas; 

Yet still our hearts are true, our hearts are Highland, 

And we, in dreams, behold the Hebrides. 

And, Highland and Lowland, all our hearts are Scottish. Only a few days after I had seen 

M'Eckron, a message reached me in my cottage. It was a Scotchman who had come down a 

long way from the hills to market. He had heard there was a countryman in Calistoga, and 

came round to the hotel to see him. We said a few words to each other; we had not much to 

say – should never have seen each other had we stayed at home, separated alike in space and 

in society; and then we shook hands, and he went his way again to his ranche among the hills, 

and that was all.  

Another Scotchman there was, a resident, who for the mere love of the common country, 

douce, serious, religious man, drove me all about the valley, and took as much interest in me 

as if I had been his son: more, perhaps; for the son has faults too keenly felt, while the 

abstract countryman is perfect – like a whiff of peats.  

And there was yet another. Upon him I came suddenly, as he was calmly entering my 

cottage, his mind quite evidently bent on plunder: a man of about fifty, filthy, ragged, 

roguish, with a chimney-pot hat and a tail coat, and a pursing of his mouth that might have 

been envied by an elder of the kirk. He had just such a face as I have seen a dozen times 

behind the plate.  

"Hullo, sir!" I cried. "Where are you going?"  

He turned round without a quiver.  

"You are a Scotchman, sir?" he said gravely. "So am I; I come from Aberdeen. This is my 

card," presenting me with a piece of pasteboard which he had raked out of some gutter in the 

period of the rains. "I was just examining this palm," he continued, indicating the 



misbegotten plant before our door, "which is the largest specimen I have yet observed in 

Califoarnia."  

There were four or five larger within sight. But where was the use of argument? He 

produced a tape-line, made me help him to measure the tree at the level of the ground, and 

entered the figures in a large and filthy pocket-book, all with the gravity of Solomon. He then 

thanked me profusely, remarking that such little services were due between countrymen; 

shook hands with me, "for auld lang syne," as he said; and took himself solemnly away, 

radiating dirt and humbug as he went.  

A month or two after this encounter of mine, there came a Scot to Sacramento – perhaps 

from Aberdeen. Anyway, there never was anyone more Scottish in this wide world. He could 

sing and dance and drink, I presume; and he played the pipes with vigour and success. All the 

Scotch in Sacramento became infatuated with him, and spent their spare time and money 

driving him about in an open cab, between drinks, while he blew himself scarlet at the pipes. 

This is a very sad story. After he had borrowed money from every one, he and his pipes 

suddenly disappeared from Sacramento, and when I last heard, the police were looking for 

him.  

I cannot say how this story amused me, when I felt myself so thoroughly ripe on both 

sides to be duped in the same way. It is at least a curious thing, to conclude, that the races 

which wander widest, Jews and Scots, should be the most clannish in the world. But perhaps 

these two are cause and effect: "For ye were strangers in the land of Egypt."  

 

Despite a reconciliation by letter with his parents, Stevenson could not afford a long stay in a 

hotel. He needed somewhere cheap to stay in clear, mountain air. It was then that a certain 

Mr Kelmar, a commercial traveller and money lender, offered to help them find the right 

place. There was an abandoned old silver mining town on the slopes of Mount St Helena and, 

if they didn’t mind roughing it, he was sure they could find a place there for Stevenson and 

Fanny, young Samuel Lloyd and their dog Chu-Chu… 

 

WE came forth at length, and as by accident, upon a lawn, sparse planted like an orchard, but 

with forest instead of fruit trees. That was the site of Silverado mining town. A piece of 

ground was levelled up, where Kelmar's store had been; and facing that we saw Rufe 

Hanson's house, still bearing on its front the legend Silverado Hotel. Not another sign of 

habitation. Silverado town had all been carted from the scene; one of the houses was now the 

schoolhouse far down the road; one was gone here, one there, but all were gone away. It was 

now a sylvan solitude, and the silence was unbroken but by the great, vague voice of the 

wind. Some days before our visit, a grizzly bear had been sporting round the Hansons' 

chicken-house.  

Mrs. Hanson was at home, alone, we found. Rufe had been out after a "bar," had risen late, 

and was now gone, it did not clearly appear whither. Perhaps he had had wind of Kelmar's 

coming, and was now ensconced among the underwood, or watching us from the shoulder of 

the mountain. We, hearing there were no houses to be had, were for immediately giving up 

all hopes of Silverado. But this, somehow, was not to Kelmar's fancy. He first proposed that 

we should "camp someveres around, ain't it?" waving his hand cheerily as though to weave a 

spell; and when that was firmly rejected, he decided that we must take up house with the 

Hansons.  



Mrs. Hanson had been, from the first, flustered, subdued, and a little pale; but from this 

proposition she recoiled with haggard indignation. So did we, who would have preferred, in a 

manner of speaking, death. But Kelmar was not to be put by. He edged Mrs. Hanson into a 

corner, where for a long time he threatened her with his forefinger, like a character in 

Dickens; and the poor woman, driven to her entrenchments, at last remembered with a shriek 

that there were still some houses at the tunnel.  

For about a furlong we followed a good road along the hillside through the forest, until 

suddenly that road widened out and came abruptly to an end. A canyon, woody below, red, 

rocky, and naked overhead, was here walled across by a dump of rolling stones, dangerously 

steep, and from twenty to thirty feet in height. A rusty iron chute on wooden legs came 

flying, like a monstrous gargoyle, across the parapet. It was down this that they poured the 

precious ore; and below here the carts stood to wait their lading, and carry it millward down 

the mountain.  

The whole canyon was so entirely blocked, as if by some rude guerilla fortification, that 

we could only mount by lengths of wooden ladder, fixed in the hillside. These led us round 

the farther corner of the dump; and when they were at an end, we still persevered over loose 

rubble and wading deep in poison oak, till we struck a triangular platform, filling up the 

whole glen, and shut in on either hand by bold projections of the mountain. Only in front the 

place was open like the proscenium of a theatre, and we looked forth into a great realm of air, 

and down upon treetops and hilltops, and far and near on wild and varied country. The place 

still stood as on the day it was deserted: a line of iron rails with a bifurcation; a truck in 

working order; a world of lumber, old wood, old iron, a blacksmith's forge on one side, half 

buried in the leaves of dwarf madronas; and on the other, an old brown wooden house.  

Fanny and I dashed at the house. It consisted of three rooms, and was so plastered against 

the hill, that one room was right atop of another, that the upper floor was more than twice as 

large as the lower, and that all three apartments must be entered from a different side or level. 

Not a window-sash remained. The door of the lower room was smashed, and one panel hung 

in splinters.  

We entered that, and found a fair amount of rubbish: sand and gravel that had been sifted 

in there by the mountain winds; straws, sticks, and stones; a table, a barrel; a plate-rack on the 

wall; two home-made boot-jacks, signs of miners and their boots; and a pair of papers pinned 

on the boarding, headed respectively "Funnel No. 1," and "Funnel No. 2," but with the tails 

torn away.  

The window, sashless of course, was choked with the green and sweetly smelling foliage 

of a bay; and through a chink in the floor, a spray of poison oak had shot up and was 

handsomely prospering in the interior. It was my first care to cut away that poison oak, Fanny 

standing by at a respectful distance. That was our first improvement by which we took 

possession.  

The room immediately above could only be entered by a plank propped against the 

threshold, along which the intruder must foot it gingerly, clutching for support to sprays of 

poison oak, the proper product of the country. Herein was, on either hand, a triple tier of 

beds, where miners had once lain; and the other gable was pierced by a sashless window and 

a doorless doorway opening on the air of heaven, five feet above the ground. As for the third 

room, which entered squarely from the ground level, but higher up the hill and farther up the 

canyon, it contained only rubbish and the uprights for another triple tier of beds.  



The whole building was overhung by a bold, lion-like, red rock. Poison oak, sweet bay 

trees, calycanthus, brush, and chaparral, grew freely but sparsely all about it. In front, in the 

strong sunshine, the platform lay overstrewn with busy litter, as though the labours of the 

mine might begin again to-morrow in the morning.  

Following back into the canyon, among the mass of rotting plant and through the 

flowering bushes, we came to a great crazy staging, with a wry windlass on the top; and 

clambering up, we could look into an open shaft, leading edgeways down into the bowels of 

the mountain, trickling with water, and lit by some stray sun-gleams, whence I know not. In 

that quiet place the still, far-away tinkle of the water-drops was loudly audible.  

Close by, another shaft led edgeways up into the superincumbent shoulder of the hill. It 

lay partly open; and sixty or a hundred feet above our head, we could see the strata propped 

apart by solid wooden wedges, and a pine, half-undermined, precariously nodding on the 

verge. Here also a rugged, horizontal tunnel ran straight into the unsunned bowels of the rock. 

This secure angle in the mountain's flank was, even on this wild day, as still as my lady's 

chamber. But in the tunnel a cold, wet draught tempestuously blew. Nor have I ever known 

that place otherwise than cold and windy.  

Such was our first prospect of Juan Silverado. I own I had looked for something different: 

a clique of neighbourly houses on a village green, we shall say, all empty to be sure, but 

swept and varnished; a trout stream brawling by; great elms or chestnuts, humming with bees 

and nested in by song-birds; and the mountains standing round about, as at Jerusalem.  

Here, mountain and house and the old tools of industry were all alike, rusty and down-

falling. The hill was here wedged up, and there poured forth its bowels in a spout of broken 

mineral; man with his picks and powder, and nature with her own great blasting tools of sun 

and rain, labouring together at the ruin of that proud mountain. The view up the canyon was a 

glimpse of devastation; dry red minerals sliding together, here and there a crag, here and 

there dwarf thicket clinging in the general glissade, and over all a broken outline trenching on 

the blue of heaven. Downwards indeed, from our rock eyrie, we beheld the greener side of 

nature; and the bearing of the pine and the sweet smell of bays and nutmegs commended 

themselves gratefully to our senses. One way and another, now the die was cast. Silverado be 

it!  

  



Exile to the South Seas 
 

With Stevenson restored to reasonable health, he, Fanny and his new step-son took the train 

to New York and a first-class cabin, courtesy of Mr Stevenson back in Edinburgh, on an 

ocean liner bound for Liverpool. There they were met by Stevenson’s parents, who were 

relieved to find him looking better than expected with a new set of false teeth. They went up to 

Edinburgh, where Fanny charmed Stevensons’ father, who declared she was a besom, while 

his mother delighted in giving her new daughter-in-law dresses. But the Scottish climate was 

less welcoming, and over the next three years it became clear that it would be a death 

warrant for Stevenson if he tried to live there. And so began his long exile in pursuit of 

health, beginning in Switzerland where the life of the invalid, however depressing, could 

sometimes be fun… 

 

OF skating little need be said; in so snowy a climate the rinks must be intelligently managed; 

their mismanagement will lead to many days of vexation and some petty quarrelling, but 

when all goes well, it is certainly curious, and perhaps rather unsafe, for the invalid to skate 

under a burning sun, and walk back to his hotel in a sweat, through long tracts of glare and 

passages of freezing shadow. But the peculiar outdoor sport of this district is tobogganing.  

A Scotchman may remember the low flat board, with the front wheels on a pivot, which 

was called a hurlie; he may remember this contrivance, laden with boys, as, laboriously 

started, it ran rattling down the brae, and was, now successfully, now unsuccessfully, steered 

round the corner at the foot; he may remember scented summer evenings passed in this 

diversion, and many a grazed skin, bloody cockscomb, and neglected lesson. The toboggan is 

to the hurlie what the sled is to the carriage; it is a hurlie upon runners; and if for a grating 

road you substitute a long declivity of beaten snow, you can imagine the giddy career of the 

tobogganist.  

The correct position is to sit; but the fantastic will sometimes sit hind-foremost, or dare the 

descent upon their belly or their back. A few steer with a pair of pointed sticks, but it is more 

classical to use the feet. If the weight be heavy and the track smooth, the toboggan takes the 

bit between its teeth; and to steer a couple of full-sized friends in safety requires not only 

judgment but desperate exertion. On a very steep track, with a keen evening frost, you may 

have moments almost too appalling to be called enjoyment; the head goes, the world 

vanishes; your blind steed bounds below your weight; you reach the foot, with all the breath 

knocked out of your body, jarred and bewildered as though you had just been subjected to a 

railway accident.  

Another element of joyful horror is added by the formation of a train; one toboggan being 

tied to another, perhaps to the number of half a dozen, only the first rider being allowed to 

steer, and all the rest pledged to put up their feet and follow their leader, with heart in mouth, 

down the mad descent. This, particularly if the track begins with a headlong plunge, is one of 

the most exhilarating follies in the world, and the tobogganing invalid is early reconciled to 

somersaults.  

There is all manner of variety in the nature of the tracks, some miles in length, others but a 

few yards, and yet like some short rivers, furious in their brevity. All degrees of skill and 

courage and taste may be suited in your neighbourhood. But perhaps the true way to 

toboggan is alone and at night. First comes the tedious climb, dragging your instrument 



behind you. Next a long breathing-space, alone with snow and pinewoods, cold, silent and 

solemn to the heart. Then you push of; the toboggan fetches way; she begins to feel the hill, 

to glide, to, swim, to gallop. In a breath you are out from under the pine trees, and a whole 

heavenful of stars reels and flashes overhead. Then comes a vicious effort; for by this time 

your wooden steed is speeding like the wind, and you are spinning round a corner, and the 

whole glittering valley and all the lights in all the great hotels lie for a moment at your feet; 

and the next you are racing once more in the shadow of the night with close-shut teeth and 

beating heart.  

Yet a little while and you will be landed on the highroad by the door of your own hotel. 

This, in an atmosphere tingling with forty degrees of frost, in a night made luminous with 

stars and snow, and girt with strange white mountains, teaches the pulse an unaccustomed 

tune and adds a new excitement to the life of man upon his planet.  

 

After Switzerland, Stevenson tried various places to live for the good of his health, from the 

South of France to and Bournemouth in the South of England, where he wrote Kidnapped 

and Jekyll & Hyde but was forced to live indoors ‘like a weevil in a biscuit’. Finally, 

following the death of his father, he was forced into exile forever – first to Saranac Lake in 

the cold, clear air of New York State, and then on a yacht bound for the tropics, his last hope 

of living a normal life. On board the Casco he was happy as a schoolboy, and he would never 

forget his first sight of a South Sea island as they approached Nuku Hiva , the largest of the 

Marquesas in French Polynesia… 

 

FOR nearly ten years my health had been declining; and for some while before I set forth 

upon my voyage, I believed I was come to the afterpiece of life, and had only the nurse and 

undertaker to expect. It was suggested that I should try the South Seas; and I was not 

unwilling to visit like a ghost, and be carried like a bale, among scenes that had attracted me 

in youth and health. I chartered accordingly Dr. Merrit’s schooner yacht, the Casco, seventy-

four tons register, and sailed from San Francisco towards the end of June 1888.  

The first experience can never be repeated. The first love, the first sunrise, the first South 

Sea island, are memories apart and touched a virginity of sense. On the 28th of July 1888 the 

moon was an hour down by four in the morning. In the east a radiating centre of brightness 

told of the day; and beneath, on the skyline, the morning bank was already building, black as 

ink. We have all read of the swiftness of the day’s coming and departure in low latitudes; it is 

a point on which the scientific and sentimental tourist are at one, and has inspired some 

tasteful poetry. The period certainly varies with the season; but here is one case exactly 

noted. Although the dawn was thus preparing by four, the sun was not up till six; and it was 

half-past five before we could distinguish our expected islands from the clouds on the 

horizon. Eight degrees south, and the day two hours a-coming.  

The interval was passed on deck in the silence of expectation, the customary thrill of 

landfall heightened by the strangeness of the shores that we were then approaching. Slowly 

they took shape in the attenuating darkness. Ua-huna, piling up to a truncated summit, 

appeared the first upon the starboard bow; almost abeam arose our destination, Nuka-hiva, 

whelmed in cloud; and betwixt and to the southward, the first rays of the sun displayed the 

needles of Ua-pu. These pricked about the line of the horizon; like the pinnacles of some 



ornate and monstrous church, they stood there, in the sparkling brightness of the morning, the 

fit signboard of a world of wonders.  

Not one soul aboard the Casco had set foot upon the islands, or knew, except by accident, 

one word of any of the island tongues; and it was with something perhaps of the same 

anxious pleasure as thrilled the bosom of discoverers that we drew near these problematic 

shores. The land heaved up in peaks and rising vales; it fell in cliffs and buttresses; its colour 

ran through fifty modulations in a scale of pearl and rose and olive; and it was crowned above 

by opalescent clouds. The suffusion of vague hues deceived the eye; the shadows of clouds 

were confounded with the articulations of the mountains; and the isle and its unsubstantial 

canopy rose and shimmered before us like a single mass.  

There was no beacon, no smoke of towns to be expected, no plying pilot. Somewhere, in 

that pale phantasmagoria of cliff and cloud, our haven lay concealed… The Casco, hauling 

her wind, began to slide into the bay of Anaho. The cocoa-palm, that giraffe of vegetables, so 

graceful, so ungainly, to the European eye so foreign, was to be seen crowding on the beach, 

and climbing and fringing the steep sides of mountains. Rude and bare hills embraced the 

inlet upon either hand; it was enclosed to the landward by a bulk of shattered mountains. In 

every crevice of that barrier the forest harboured, roosting and nestling there like birds about 

a ruin; and far above, it greened and roughened the razor edges of the summit.  

Under the eastern shore, our schooner, now bereft of any breeze, continued to creep in: the 

smart creature, when once under way, appearing motive in herself. From close aboard arose 

the bleating of young lambs; a bird sang in the hillside; the scent of the land and of a hundred 

fruits or flowers flowed forth to meet us; and, presently, a house or two appeared, standing 

high upon the ankles of the hills, and one of these surrounded with what seemed a garden. It 

was longer ere we spied the native village, standing (in the universal fashion) close upon a 

curve of beach, close under a grove of palms; the sea in front growling and whitening on a 

concave arc of reef.  

Before yet the anchor plunged a canoe was already paddling from the hamlet. It contained 

two men: one white, one brown and tattooed across the face with bands of blue, both in 

immaculate white European clothes: the resident trader, Mr. Regler, and the native chief, 

Taipi-Kikino. ‘Captain, is it permitted to come on board?’ were the first words we heard 

among the islands. Canoe followed canoe till the ship swarmed with stalwart, six-foot men in 

every stage of undress; some in a shirt, some in a loin-cloth, one in a handkerchief 

imperfectly adjusted; some, and these the more considerable, tattooed from head to foot in 

awful patterns; some barbarous and knived; one, who sticks in my memory as something 

bestial, squatting on his hams in a canoe, sucking an orange and spitting it out again to 

alternate sides with ape-like vivacity – all talking, and we could not understand one word; all 

trying to trade with us who had no thought of trading, or offering us island curios at prices 

palpably absurd.  

There was no word of welcome; no show of civility; no hand extended save that of the 

chief and Mr. Regler. As we still continued to refuse the proffered articles, complaint ran 

high and rude; and one, the jester of the party, railed upon our meanness amid jeering 

laughter. Amongst other angry pleasantries – ‘Here is a mighty fine ship,’ said he, ‘to have no 

money on board!’ I own I was inspired with sensible repugnance; even with alarm. The ship 

was manifestly in their power; we had women on board; I knew nothing of my guests beyond 

the fact that they were cannibals; the Directory (my only guide) was full of timid cautions; 



and as for the trader, whose presence might else have reassured me, were not whites in the 

Pacific the usual instigators and accomplices of native outrage? When he reads this 

confession, our kind friend, Mr. Regler, can afford to smile.  

Later in the day, as I sat writing up my journal, the cabin was filled from end to end with 

Marquesans: three brown-skinned generations, squatted cross-legged upon the floor, and 

regarding me in silence with embarrassing eyes. The eyes of all Polynesians are large, 

luminous, and melting; they are like the eyes of animals and some Italians. A kind of despair 

came over me, to sit there helpless under all these staring orbs, and be thus blocked in a 

corner of my cabin by this speechless crowd: and a kind of rage to think they were beyond 

the reach of articulate communication, like furred animals, or folk born deaf, or the dwellers 

of some alien planet… 

But to be able to speak to people is not all. And in the first stage of my relations with 

natives I was helped by two things. To begin with, I was the show-man of the Casco. She, her 

fine lines, tall spars, and snowy decks, the crimson fittings of the saloon, and the white, the 

gilt, and the repeating mirrors of the tiny cabin, brought us a hundred visitors. The men 

fathomed out her dimensions with their arms, as their fathers fathomed out the ships of Cook; 

the women declared the cabins more lovely than a church; bouncing Junos were never weary 

of sitting in the chairs and contemplating in the glass their own bland images; and I have seen 

one lady strip up her dress, and, with cries of wonder and delight, rub herself bare-breeched 

upon the velvet cushions.  

Biscuit, jam, and syrup was the entertainment; and, as in European parlours, the 

photograph album went the round. This sober gallery, their everyday costumes and 

physiognomies, had become transformed, in three weeks’ sailing, into things wonderful and 

rich and foreign; alien faces, barbaric dresses, they were now beheld and fingered, in the 

swerving cabin, with innocent excitement and surprise. Her Majesty was often recognised, 

and I have seen French subjects kiss her photograph; Captain Speedy – in an Abyssinian war-

dress, supposed to be the uniform of the British army – met with much acceptance; and the 

effigies of Mr. Andrew Lang were admired in the Marquesas. There is the place for him to go 

when he shall be weary of Middlesex and Homer.  

 

When Stevenson arrived in French Polynesia, he found the age of cannibalism was scarcely 

dead. Naturally he was shocked, but he was also curious – how could people who seemed 

otherwise quite friendly and normal suddenly decide to kill and eat each other? In 

researching what became a book called In The South Seas, he spoke with eye witnesses and 

was able to give a frank description of what cannibalism was like… 

 

NOTHING more strongly arouses our disgust than cannibalism, nothing so surely unmortars 

a society; nothing, we might plausibly argue, will so harden and degrade the minds of those 

that practise it. And yet we ourselves make much the same appearance in the eyes of the 

Buddhist and the vegetarian. We consume the carcasses of creatures of like appetites, 

passions, and organs with ourselves; we feed on babes, though not our own; and the 

slaughter-house resounds daily with screams of pain and fear. We distinguish, indeed; but the 

unwillingness of many nations to eat the dog, an animal with whom we live on terms of the 

next intimacy, shows how precariously the distinction is grounded…  



The paraphernalia of murder, the preparatory brutalities of his existence, are all hid away; 

an extreme sensibility reigns upon the surface; and ladies will faint at the recital of one tithe 

of what they daily expect of their butchers. Some will be even crying out upon me in their 

hearts for the coarseness of this paragraph. And so with the island cannibals. They were not 

cruel; apart from this custom, they are a race of the most kindly; rightly speaking, to cut a 

man’s flesh after he is dead is far less hateful than to oppress him whilst he lives; and even 

the victims of their appetite were gently used in life and suddenly and painlessly despatched 

at last. In island circles of refinement, it was doubtless thought bad taste to expatiate on what 

was ugly in the practice.  

Cannibalism is traced from end to end of the Pacific, from the Marquesas to New Guinea, 

from New Zealand to Hawaii, here in the lively haunt of its exercise, there by scanty but 

significant survivals. Hawaii is the most doubtful. We find cannibalism chronicled in Hawaii, 

only in the history of a single war, where it seems to have been thought exception...  

How shall we account for the universality of the practice over so vast an area, among 

people of such varying civilisation, and, with whatever intermixture, of such different blood? 

What circumstance is common to them all, but that they lived on islands destitute, or very 

nearly so, of animal food? I can never find it in my appetite that man was meant to live on 

vegetables only. When our stores ran low among the islands, I grew to weary for the recurrent 

day when economy allowed us to open another tin of miserable mutton. And in at least one 

ocean language, a particular word denotes that a man is ‘hungry for fish,’ having reached that 

stage when vegetables can no longer satisfy, and his soul, like those of the Hebrews in the 

desert, begins to lust after flesh-pots. Add to this the evidences of over-population and 

imminent famine already adduced, and I think we see some ground of indulgence for the 

island cannibal.  

The Marquesans intertwined man-eating with the whole texture of their lives; long-pig 

was in a sense their currency and sacrament; it formed the hire of the artist, illustrated public 

events, and was the occasion and attraction of a feast. To-day they are paying the penalty of 

this bloody commixture. The civil power, in its crusade against man-eating, has had to 

examine one after another all Marquesan arts and pleasures, has found them one after another 

tainted with a cannibal element, and one after another has placed them on the proscript list.  

Their art of tattooing stood by itself, the execution exquisite, the designs most beautiful 

and intricate; nothing more handsomely sets off a handsome man; it may cost some pain in 

the beginning, but I doubt if it be near so painful in the long-run, and I am sure it is far more 

becoming than the ignoble European practice of tight-lacing among women. And now it has 

been found needful to forbid the art. Their songs and dances were numerous (and the law has 

had to abolish them by the dozen). They now face empty-handed the tedium of their 

uneventful days; and who shall pity them? The least rigorous will say that they were justly 

served.  

Death alone could not satisfy Marquesan vengeance: the flesh must be eaten. Two or three 

years ago, the people of a valley seized and slew a wretch who had offended them. His 

offence, it is to be supposed, was dire; they could not bear to leave their vengeance 

incomplete, and, under the eyes of the French, they did not dare to hold a public festival. The 

body was accordingly divided; and every man retired to his own house to consummate the 

rite in secret, carrying his proportion of the dreadful meat in a Swedish match-box.  



In times of scarcity, all who were not protected by their family connections – in the 

Highland expression, all the commons of the clan – had cause to tremble. It was vain to resist, 

it was useless to flee. They were begirt upon all hands by cannibals; and the oven was ready 

to smoke for them abroad in the country of their foes, or at home in the valley of their 

fathers… 

It is told that the feasts were long kept up; the people came from them brutishly exhausted 

with debauchery, and the chiefs heavy with their beastly food. There are certain sentiments 

which we call emphatically human – denying the honour of that name to those who lack 

them. In such feasts – particularly where the victim has been slain at home, and men 

banqueted on the poor clay of a comrade with whom they had played in infancy, or a woman 

whose favours they had shared – the whole body of these sentiments is outraged. To consider 

it too closely is to understand, if not to excuse, the fervours of self-righteous old ship-

captains, who would man their guns, and open fire in passing, on a cannibal island.  

In Hiva-oa, as I began to appreciate that the thing was still living and latent about my 

footsteps, and that it was still within the bounds of possibility that I might hear the cry of the 

trapped victim, my historic attitude entirely failed, and I was sensible of some repugnance for 

the natives. But here, too, the priests maintained their jocular attitude: rallying the cannibals 

as upon an eccentricity rather absurd than horrible; seeking, I should say, to shame them from 

the practice by good-natured ridicule, as we shame a child from stealing sugar.  

[On Hiva-oa, Stevenson met Robert Stewart, a fellow Scot from Fifeshire, who told him of 

the cannibalism he had witnessed in a valley that had been a battleground between the men 

of Atuona, led by their notorious chieftain Moipu, and their enemies the men of Haamau.] 

He had once landed there, he told me, about dusk, and found the remains of a man and 

woman partly eaten. On his starting and sickening at the sight, one of Moipu’s young men 

picked up a human foot, and provocatively staring at the stranger, grinned and nibbled at the 

heel. None need be surprised if Mr. Stewart fled incontinently to the bush, lay there all night 

in a great horror of mind, and got off to sea again by daylight on the morrow. ‘It was always a 

bad place, Atuona,’ commented Mr. Stewart, in his homely Fifeshire voice.  

War was pursued at that time, almost without interval. One day, from the opposite sides of 

the valley, battle – or I should rather say the noise of battle – raged all the afternoon... There 

was no genuine fighting; it was like a bicker of schoolboys, only some fool had given the 

children guns. With night the shots and insults ceased; the men of Haamau withdrew; and 

victory, on some occult principle, was scored to Moipu. Perhaps, in consequence, there came 

a day when Moipu made a feast, and a party from Haamau came under safe-conduct to eat of 

it. These passed early by Taahauku, and some of Moipu’s young men were there to be a 

guard of honour.  

They were not long gone before there came down from Haamau, a man, his wife, and a 

girl of twelve, their daughter, bringing fungus. Several Atuona lads were hanging round the 

store; but the day being one of truce none apprehended danger. The fungus was weighed and 

paid for; the man of Haamau proposed he should have his axe ground in the bargain; and Mr. 

Stewart demurring at the trouble, some of the Atuona lads offered to grind it for him, and set 

it on the wheel.  

While the axe was grinding, a friendly native whispered to Mr. Stewart to have a care of 

himself, for there was trouble in hand; and, all at once, the man of Haamau was seized, and 

his head and arm stricken from his body, the head at one sweep of his own newly sharpened 



axe… In the first alert, the girl escaped among the cotton; and Mr. Stewart, having thrust the 

wife into the house and locked her in from the outside, supposed the affair was over. But the 

business had not passed without noise, and it reached the ears of an older girl who had 

loitered by the way, and who now came hastily down the valley, crying as she came for her 

father. Her, too, they seized and beheaded; I know not what they had done with the axe, it 

was a blunt knife that served their butcherly turn upon the girl; and the blood spurted in 

fountains and painted them from head to foot. Thus horrible from crime, the party returned to 

Atuona, carrying the heads to Moipu.  

It may be fancied how the feast broke up; but it is notable that the guests were honourably 

suffered to retire. These passed back through Taahauku in extreme disorder; a little after the 

valley began to be overrun with shouting and triumphing braves; and a letter of warning 

coming at the same time to Mr. Stewart, he and his Chinamen took refuge with the Protestant 

missionary in Atuona. That night the store was gutted, and the bodies cast in a pit and 

covered with leaves.  

Three days later the schooner had come in; and things appearing quieter, Mr. Stewart and 

the captain landed in Taahauku to compute the damage and to view the grave. While they 

were so employed, a party of Moipu’s young men, decked with red flannel to indicate martial 

sentiments, came over the hills from Atuona, dug up the bodies, washed them in the river, 

and carried them away on sticks. That night the feast began… 

The foot of the cliffs, about all these islands, is the place of fishing. Between Taahauku 

and Atuona we saw men, but chiefly women, some nearly naked, some in thin white or 

crimson dresses, perched in little surf-beat promontories – the brown precipice overhanging 

them, and the convolvulus overhanging that, as if to cut them off the more completely from 

assistance. There they would angle much of the morning; and as fast as they caught any fish, 

eat them, raw and living, where they stood. It was such helpless ones that the warriors from 

the opposite island of Tauata slew, and carried home and ate, and were thereupon accounted 

mighty men of valour.  

Of one such exploit I can give the account of an eye-witness. ‘Portuguese Joe,’ Mr. 

Keane’s cook, was once pulling an oar in an Atuona boat, when they spied a stranger in a 

canoe with some fish and a piece of tapu. The Atuona men cried upon him to draw near and 

have a smoke. He complied, because, I suppose, he had no choice; but he knew, poor devil, 

what he was coming to, and (as Joe said) ‘he didn’t seem to care about the smoke.’ A few 

questions followed, as to where he came from, and what was his business. These he must 

needs answer, as he must needs draw at the unwelcome pipe, his heart the while drying in his 

bosom.  

And then, of a sudden, a big fellow in Joe’s boat leaned over, plucked the stranger from 

his canoe, struck him with a knife in the neck – inward and downward, as Joe showed in 

pantomime more expressive than his words – and held him under water, like a fowl, until his 

struggles ceased. Whereupon the long-pig was hauled on board, the boat’s head turned about 

for Atuona, and these Marquesan braves pulled home rejoicing. Moipu was on the beach and 

rejoiced with them on their arrival. Poor Joe toiled at his oar that day with a white face, yet he 

had no fear for himself. ‘They were very good to me – gave me plenty grub: never wished to 

eat white man,’ said he.  

 



Perhaps the most fascinating of all the characters Stevenson met on his voyages in the South 

Seas was Tembinok’, King of Apemama in the Gilbert Islands. He was an absolute monarch, 

wielding an arbitrary power of life and death over his subjects, and would tolerate only one 

white resident on the island. Yet he always welcomed white traders and was always ready to 

buy the latest gadgets, placed carefully in his storehouses. Some found new, exotic uses, such 

as a collection of sewing machines used as anchors for canoes, while the king’s dress sense 

could be delightfully transvestite, mixing Western military uniforms with pretty party frocks. 

Yet Tembinok’ took to Stevenson and his family, providing a house for their use during their 

stay, complete with five staff and a taboo line to keep out intruders, on pain of death. One 

member of staff, however, proved problematic… 

 

OUR fifth attendant was no less a person than the royal cook. He was strikingly handsome 

both in face and body, lazy as a slave, and insolent as a butcher’s boy. He slept and smoked 

on our premises in various graceful attitudes; but so far from helping Ah Fu, he was not at the 

pains to watch him. It may be said of him that he came to learn, and remained to teach; and 

his lessons were at times difficult to stomach. For example, he was sent to fill a bucket from 

the well. About half-way he found my wife watering her onions, changed buckets with her, 

and leaving her the empty, returned to the kitchen with the full.  

On another occasion he was given a dish of dumplings for the king, was told they must be 

eaten hot, and that he should carry them as fast as possible. The wretch set off at the rate of 

about a mile in the hour, head in air, toes turned out. My patience, after a month of trial, 

failed me at the sight. I pursued, caught him by his two big shoulders, and thrusting him 

before me, ran with him down the hill, over the sands, and through the applauding village, to 

the Speak House, where the king was then holding a pow-wow. He had the impudence to 

pretend he was internally injured by my violence, and to profess serious apprehensions for his 

life.  

All this we endured; for the ways of Tembinok’ are summary, and I was not yet ripe to 

take a hand in the man’s death… Well rehearsed, I went down to the palace, found the king 

alone, and obliged him with a vast amount of rigmarole. The cook was too old to learn: I 

feared he was not making progress; how if we had a boy instead? – boys were more 

teachable. It was all in vain; the king pierced through my disguises to the root of the fact; saw 

that the cook had desperately misbehaved; and sat a while glooming. ‘I think he tavvy too 

much,’ he said at last, with grim concision; and immediately turned the talk to other subjects. 

The same day another high officer, the steward, appeared in the cook’s place, and, I am 

bound to say, proved civil and industrious.  

As soon as I left, it seems the king called for a Winchester and strolled outside the 

palisade, awaiting the defaulter. That day Tembinok’ wore the woman’s frock; as like as not, 

his make-up was completed by a pith helmet and blue spectacles… Enter at last the cook, 

strolling down the sandhill from Equator Town, listless, vain and graceful; with no thought of 

alarm. As soon as he was well within range, the travestied monarch fired the six shots over 

his head, at his feet, and on either hand of him: the second Apemama warning, startling in 

itself, fatal in significance, for the next time his majesty will aim to hit.  

I am told the king is a crack shot; that when he aims to kill, the grave may be got ready; 

and when he aims to miss, misses by so near a margin that the culprit tastes six times the 

bitterness of death. The effect upon the cook I had an opportunity of seeing for myself. My 



wife and I were returning from the sea-side of the island, when we spied one coming to meet 

us at a very quick, disordered pace, between a walk and a run. As we drew nearer we saw it 

was the cook, beside himself with some emotion, his usual warm, mulatto colour declined 

into a bluish pallor. He passed us without word or gesture, staring on us with the face of a 

Satan, and plunged on across the wood for the unpeopled quarter of the island and the long, 

desert beach, where he might rage to and fro unseen, and froth out the vials of his wrath, fear, 

and humiliation.  

Doubtless in the curses that he there uttered to the bursting surf and the tropic birds, the 

name of the Kaupoi – the rich man – was frequently repeated. I had made him the laughing-

stock of the village in the affair of the king’s dumplings; I had brought him by my 

machinations into disgrace and the immediate jeopardy of his days; last, and perhaps 

bitterest, he had found me there by the way to spy upon him in the hour of his disorder.  

Time passed, and we saw no more of him. The season of the full moon came round, when 

a man thinks shame to lie sleeping; and I continued until late – perhaps till twelve or one in 

the morning – to walk on the bright sand and in the tossing shadow of the palms. I played, as 

I wandered, on a flageolet, which occupied much of my attention; the fans overhead rattled in 

the wind with a metallic chatter; and a bare foot falls at any rate almost noiseless on that 

shifting soil. Yet when I got back to Equator Town, where all the lights were out, and my 

wife (who was still awake, and had been looking forth) asked me who it was that followed 

me, I thought she spoke in jest. ‘Not at all,’ she said. ‘I saw him twice as you passed, walking 

close at your heels. He only left you at the corner of the maniap’; he must be still behind the 

cook-house.’ Thither I ran – like a fool, without any weapon – and came face to face with the 

cook. He was within my tapu-line, which was death in itself; he could have no business there 

at such an hour but either to steal or to kill; guilt made him timorous; and he turned and fled 

before me in the night in silence. As he went I kicked him in that place where honour lies, 

and he gave tongue faintly like an injured mouse. At the moment I daresay he supposed it 

was a deadly instrument that touched him.  

What had the man been after? I have found my music better qualified to scatter than to 

collect an audience. Amateur as I was, I could not suppose him interested in my reading of 

the Carnival of Venice, or that he would deny himself his natural rest to follow my variations 

on The Ploughboy. And whatever his design, it was impossible I should suffer him to prowl 

by night among the houses. A word to the king, and the man were not, his case being far 

beyond pardon. But it is one thing to kill a man yourself; quite another to bear tales behind 

his back and have him shot by a third party; and I determined to deal with the fellow in some 

method of my own.  

I told Ah Fu the story, and bade him fetch me the cook whenever he should find him. I had 

supposed this would be a matter of difficulty; and far from that, he came of his own accord: 

an act really of desperation, since his life hung by my silence, and the best he could hope was 

to be forgotten. Yet he came with an assured countenance, volunteered no apology or 

explanation, complained of injuries received, and pretended he was unable to sit down. I 

suppose I am the weakest man God made; I had kicked him in the least vulnerable part of his 

big carcase; my foot was bare, and I had not even hurt my foot.  

Ah Fu could not control his merriment. On my side, knowing what must be the nature of 

his apprehensions, I found in so much impudence a kind of gallantry, and secretly admired 

the man. I told him I should say nothing of his night’s adventure to the king; that I should still 



allow him, when he had an errand, to come within my tapu-line by day; but if ever I found 

him there after the set of the sun I would shoot him on the spot; and to the proof showed him 

a revolver. He must have been incredibly relieved; but he showed no sign of it, took himself 

off with his usual dandy nonchalance, and was scarce seen by us again.  

 

Despite the pantomime, the mutual regard between Stevenson and Tembinok’ was sincere. 

The Scottish author came to understand where the island despot was coming from, and 

Tembinok’ – who probably had no real friends as he had no equals on Apemama – found a 

true friend in Stevenson and was greatly downcast when the time came for their parting… 

 

THUS all things on the island, even the priests of the gods, obey the word of Tembinok’. He 

can give and take, and slay, and allay the scruples of the conscientious, and do all things 

(apparently) but interfere in the cookery of a turtle. ‘I got power’ is his favourite word; it 

interlards his conversation; the thought haunts him and is ever fresh; and when he is asked 

and meditates of foreign countries, he looks up with a smile and reminds you, ‘I got 

Power’…  

It would be natural to suppose this monarchy inherited intact through generations. And so 

far from that, it is a thing of yesterday. I was already a boy at school while Apemama was yet 

republican, ruled by a noisy council of Old Men, and torn with incurable feuds. And 

Tembinok’ is no Bourbon; rather the son of a Napoleon.  

Of course he is well-born. No man need aspire high in the isles of the Pacific unless his 

pedigree be long and in the upper regions mythical. And our king counts cousinship with 

most of the high families in the archipelago, and traces his descent to a shark and a heroic 

woman. Directed by an oracle, she swam beyond sight of land to meet her revolting 

paramour, and received at sea the seed of a predestined family. ‘I think lie,’ is the king’s 

emphatic commentary; yet he is proud of the legend.  

From this illustrious beginning the fortunes of the race must have declined; and Teñkoruti, 

the grandfather of Tembinok’, was the chief of a village at the north end of the island... In 

war he was swift and bloody; several towns fell to his spear, and the inhabitants were 

butchered to a man. In civil life this arrogance was unheard of. When the council of Old Men 

was summoned, he went to the Speak House, delivered his mind, and left without waiting to 

be answered. Wisdom had spoken: let others opine according to their folly. He was feared 

and hated, and this was his pleasure. He was no poet; he cared not for arts or knowledge. ‘My 

gran’patha one thing savvy, savvy pight,’ observed the king.  

In some lull of their own disputes, the Old Men of Apemama adventured on the conquest 

of Apemama; and this unlicked Caius Marcius was elected general of the united troops. 

Success attended him; the islands were reduced, and Teñkoruti returned to his own 

government, glorious and detested. He died about 1860, in the seventieth year of his age and 

the full odour of unpopularity. He was tall and lean, says his grandson, looked extremely old, 

and ‘walked all the same young man.’ The same observer gave me a significant detail. The 

survivors of that rough epoch were all defaced with spearmarks; there was none on the body 

of this skilful fighter. ‘I see old man, no got a spear,’ said the king.  

Tenkoruti left two sons, Tembaitake and Tembinatake. Tembaitake, our king’s father, was 

short, middling stout, a poet, a good genealogist, and something of a fighter; it seems he took 

himself seriously, and was perhaps scarce conscious that he was in all things the creature and 



nursling of his brother. There was no shadow of dispute between the pair: the greater man 

filled with alacrity and content the second place; held the breach in war, and all the portfolios 

in the time of peace; and, when his brother rated him, listened in silence, looking on the 

ground.  

Like Tenkoruti, he was tall and lean and a swift talker – a rare trait in the islands. He 

possessed every accomplishment. He knew sorcery, he was the best genealogist of his day, he 

was a poet, he could dance and make canoes and armour; and the famous mast of Apemama, 

which ran one joint higher than the mainmast of a full-rigged ship, was of his conception and 

design.  

But these were avocations, and the man’s trade was war. ‘When my uncle go make wa’, he 

laugh,’ said Tembinok’. He forbade the use of field fortification, that protractor of native 

hostilities; his men must fight in the open, and win or be beaten out of hand; his own activity 

inspired his followers; and the swiftness of his blows beat down, in one lifetime, the 

resistance of three islands. He made his brother sovereign, he left his nephew absolute. ‘My 

uncle make all smooth,’ said Tembinok’. ‘I mo’ king than my patha: I got power,’ he said, 

with formidable relish… 

We had heard many tales of ‘my patha’; never a word of my uncle till two days before we 

left. As the time approached for our departure Tembinok’ became greatly changed; a softer, a 

more melancholy, and, in particular, a more confidential man appeared in his stead. To my 

wife he contrived laboriously to explain that though he knew he must lose his father in the 

course of nature, he had not minded nor realised it till the moment came; and that now he was 

to lose us he repeated the experience.  

We showed fireworks one evening on the terrace. It was a heavy business; the sense of 

separation was in all our minds, and the talk languished. The king was specially affected, sat 

disconsolate on his mat, and often sighed. Of a sudden one of the wives stepped forth from a 

cluster, came and kissed him in silence, and silently went again. It was just such a caress as 

we might give to a disconsolate child, and the king received it with a child’s simplicity.  

Presently after, we said good-night and withdrew; but Tembinok’ detained Mr. Osbourne, 

patting the mat by his side and saying: ‘Sit down. I feel bad, I like talk.’ Osbourne sat down 

by him. ‘You like some beer?’ said he; and one of the wives produced a bottle. The king did 

not partake, but sat sighing and smoking a meerschaum pipe.  

‘I very sorry you go,’ he said at last. ‘Miss Stlevens he good man, woman he good man, 

boy he good man; all good man. Woman he smart all the same man. My woman’ (glancing 

towards his wives) ‘he good woman, no very smart. I think Miss Stlevens he is chiep all the 

same cap’n man-o-wa’. I think Miss Stlevens he rich man all the same me. All go schoona. I 

very sorry. My patha he go, my uncle he go, my cutcheons he go, Miss Stlevens he go: all go. 

You no see king cry before. King all the same man: feel bad, he cry. I very sorry.’  

In the morning it was the common topic in the village that the king had wept. To me he 

said: ‘Last night I no can ’peak: too much here,’ laying his hand upon his bosom. ‘Now you 

go away all the same my pamily. My brothers, my uncle go away. All the same.’ This was 

said with a dejection almost passionate. And it was the first time I had heard him name his 

uncle, or indeed employ the word.  

The same day he sent me a present of two corselets, made in the island fashion of plaited 

fibre, heavy and strong. One had been worn by Teñkoruti, one by Tembaitake; and the gift 

being gratefully received, he sent me, on the return of his messengers, a third – that of 



Tembinatake. My curiosity was roused; I begged for information as to the three wearers; and 

the king entered with gusto into the details already given. Here was a strange thing, that he 

should have talked so much of his family, and not once mentioned that relative of whom he 

was plainly the most proud. Nay, more: he had hitherto boasted of his father; thenceforth he 

had little to say of him; and the qualities for which he had praised him in the past were now 

attributed where they were due, – to the uncle.  

A confusion might be natural enough among islanders, who call all the sons of their 

grandfather by the common name of father. But this was not the case with Tembinok’. Now 

the ice was broken the word uncle was perpetually in his mouth; he who had been so ready to 

confound was now careful to distinguish; and the father sank gradually into a self-complacent 

ordinary man, while the uncle rose to his true stature as the hero and founder of the race.  

The more I heard and the more I considered, the more this mystery of Tembinok’s 

behaviour puzzled and attracted me. And the explanation, when it came, was one to strike the 

imagination of a dramatist. Tembinok’ had two brothers. One, detected in private trading, 

was banished, then forgiven, lives to this day in the island, and is the father of the heir-

apparent, Paul.  

The other fell beyond forgiveness. I have heard it was a love-affair with one of the king’s 

wives, and the thing is highly possible in that romantic archipelago. War was attempted to be 

levied; but Tembinok’ was too swift for the rebels, and the guilty brother escaped in a canoe. 

He did not go alone. Tembinatake had a hand in the rebellion, and the man who had gained a 

kingdom for a weakling brother was banished by that brother’s son. The fugitives came to 

shore in other islands, but Tembinok’ remains to this day ignorant of their fate.  

So far history. And now a moment for conjecture. Tembinok’ confused habitually, not 

only the attributes and merits of his father and his uncle, but their diverse personal 

appearance. Before he had even spoken, or thought to speak, of Tembinatake, he had told me 

often of a tall, lean father, skilled in war, and his own schoolmaster in genealogy and island 

arts. How if both were fathers, one natural, one adoptive? How if the heir of Tembaitake, like 

the heir of Tembinok’ himself, were not a son, but an adopted nephew? How if the founder of 

the monarchy, while he worked for his brother, worked at the same time for the child of his 

loins? How if on the death of Tembaitake, the two stronger natures, father and son, king and 

kingmaker, clashed, and Tembinok’, when he drove out his uncle, drove out the author of his 

days? Here is at least a tragedy four-square.  

The king took us on board in his own gig, dressed for the occasion in the naval uniform. 

He had little to say, he refused refreshments, shook us briefly by the hand, and went ashore 

again. That night the palm-tops of Apemama had dipped behind the sea, and the schooner 

sailed solitary under the stars.  

 

Stevenson’s Pacific wanderings led ultimately to Samoa, where he decided to settle and build 

a large plantation house called Vailima. There he was the head of a large household of 

family members and Samoans, who were proud to be members of his clan and to wear his 

tartan lava-lava, the Samoan equivalent of a kilt. Stevenson’s time in Samoa would be short, 

but he assimilated the local culture in great detail and championed the cause of the Samoan 

people against the three colonial powers of Britain, America and, predominantly, Germany. 

When civil war broke out between Malietoa Laupepa, a puppet king controlled by the 

Germans, and his rival Mataafa, who had great popular support, Stevenson could not help 



getting caught up in it, despite the violence and suffering and cutting-off of heads. The 

following letter, written 18 months before his death, tells of the impending war and reveals 

Stevenson as a man of action, freed from the sickroom at last…  

 

WEDNESDAY 28 June 1893: Yesterday it rained with but little intermission, but I was 

jealous of news. Graham and I got into the saddle about one o’clock and off down to town. In 

town, there was nothing but rumours going; in the night, drums had been beat, the men had 

run to arms on Mulinuu from as far as Vaiala, and the alarm proved false. There were no 

signs of any gathering in Apia proper, and the Secretary of State had no news to give. I 

believed him, too, for we are Brither Scots.  

Then the temptation came upon me strong to go on to the west, and see the Mataafa 

villages, where we heard there was more afoot. Off we rode. When we came to Vaimoso, the 

houses were very full of men, but all seemingly unarmed. Immediately beyond is that river 

over which we passed in our scamper with Lady Jersey; it was all solitary. Three hundred 

yards beyond is a second ford: and there  –  I came face to face with war. Under the trees on 

the further bank, sat a picket of seven men with Winchesters; their faces bright, their eyes 

ardent.  

As we came up, they did not speak or move; only their eyes followed us. The horses 

drank, and we passed the ford. ‘Talofa!’ I said, and the commandant of the picket said 

'Talofa’; and then, when we were almost by, remembered himself and asked where we were 

going. ‘To Faamuina’ I said and we rode on.  

Every house by the wayside was crowded with armed men. There was the European house 

of a Chinaman on the right hand side: a flag of truce flying over the gate – indeed we saw 

three of these in what little way we penetrated into Mataafa’s lines – all the foreigners trying 

to protect their goods; and the Chinaman’s verandah overflowed with men and girls and 

Winchesters. By the way we met a party of about ten or a dozen marching with their guns and 

cartridge belts, and the cheerful alacrity and brightness of their looks set my head turning 

with envy and sympathy.  

Arrived at Vaiusu, the houses about the malae (village green) were thronged with men, all 

armed. On the outside of the council house (which was all full within) there stood an orator; 

he had his back turned to his audience, and seemed to address the world at large; all the time 

we were there his strong voice continued unabated, and I heard snatches of political wisdom 

rising and falling. The house of Faamuina stands on a knoll in the malae. Thither we 

mounted, a boy ran out and took our horses, and we went in.  

Faamuina was there himself, his wife Lelepa, three other chiefs and some attendants; and 

here again was this exulting spectacle of people on their marriage day. Faamuina (when I last 

saw him) was an elderly, limping gentleman, with much of the debility of age; it was a 

bright-eyed boy that greeted me; the lady was no less excited; all had cartridge belts. We 

stayed but a little while to smoke a selui; I would not have kava made, as I thought my 

escapade was already dangerous (perhaps even blameworthy) enough.  

On the way back, we were much greeted; and on coming to the ford, the commandant 

came and asked me if there were many on the other side. Very many, said I – not that I knew, 

but I would not lead them on the ice. ‘That is well!’ said he, and the little picket laughed 

aloud as we splashed into the river. We returned to Apia, through Apia, and out to windward 

as far as Vaiala, where the word went that the men of the Vaimauga had assembled. We met 



two boys carrying pigs, and saw six young men busy cooking in a cook-house; but no sign of 

an assembly, no arms, no blackened faces.  

(I forgot! As we turned to leave Faamuina’s, there ran forward a man with his face 

blackened, and the back of his lava-lava girded up so as to show his tattooed hips naked; he 

leaped before us, cut a wonderful caper, and flung his knife high in the air, and caught it. It 

was strangely savage and fantastic and high-spirited. I have seen a child doing the same 

antics long before in a dance, so that it is plainly an accepted solemnity. I should say that for 

weeks the children have been playing with spears.)  

Up by the Plantation; I took a short cut, which shall never be repeated, through grass and 

weeds over the horses’ heads and among rolling stones; I thought we should have left a horse 

there, but fortune favoured us. So home, a little before six, in a dashing squall of rain, to a 

bowl of kava and dinner. But the impression on our minds was extraordinary; the sight of that 

picket at the ford and those ardent, happy faces, whirls in my head; the old aboriginal awoke 

in both of us and knickered like a stallion; and I believe I expressed the sentiment that was in 

the air when I turned to Graham and said ‘after all there are only two things worthwhile – to 

have women and to kill men’. 

It is dreadful to think that I must sit apart here and do nothing; I do not know if I can stand 

it out. But you see, I may be of use to these people, if I keep quiet; and if I threw myself in, I 

should have a bad job of it to save myself.  

No: war is a huge entrainement; there is no other temptation to be compared to it, not one. 

We were all wet, we had been about five hours in the saddle, mostly riding hard; and we 

came home like schoolboys, with such a lightness of spirit, and I am sure such a brightness of 

eye, as you could have lit a candle at! 

 

Mataafa lost the war and was sent away into exile. For a while his rebel followers were held 

in jail in the Samoan capital, Apia, where they were visited regularly by Stevenson and his 

family. On release, as a gesture of thanks, they built a Road of the Loving Heart for 

Stevenson, for three miles from Apia to Vailima. 

But it would not be long before they and a host more grieving Samoans had another road 

to build, to the summit of Mount Vaea, for a funeral procession. Journey’s end came suddenly 

for Stevenson in late 1894, when he suffered a stroke while mixing a salad dressing on the 

verandah of his home. At 44, he was loved and revered by Samoans like no other white man, 

and they carried his body tenderly to the top of the mountain where he lies today, his tomb 

inscribed with the epitaph he penned for himself… 

 

Under the wide and starry sky, 

Dig the grave and let me lie. 

Glad did I live and gladly die, 

And I laid me down with a will. 

 

This be the verse you grave for me: 

Here he lies where he longed to be; 

Home is the sailor, home from sea, 

And the hunter home from the hill. 


